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By STAFF WRITER he said. "They called me a
dirty name but I didn't ac-Residents in the Magnolia knowledge them." The officersarea and around Moody Chapel
CME church, 1614 S. Cooper,
are heatedly angry over the al-
leged brutal beating of one of
the church members, Everett
T. Johnson of 1723 State St., last
Sunday morning by two Mem-
phis policemen.
Reports from eye witnesses
said that Johnson was dragged
from the front door of the
church by two policemen just
as he was getting ready to open
the church. Ile was then beat- cars and traffic cars converged
en so brutally until he had to on the scene. Witnesses said
be taken to John Gaston hos-
pital on a stretcher, witnesses
said.
Johnson said he was on his
way to aurch when he saw
two policemen pushing a n d
pulling a Negro woman, in ef-
forts to get her into a squad
car.
He said he told the woman
to stop struggling and perhaps
the officers would leave her
alone. He said he didn't stop
walking, but kept on toward
the church.
CALLED TO HIM
"The officers called to me,"
phoned for reinforcements.
Mr. Johnson said 'the action
picked up then with two offi-
cers overtaking him just as he
reached the church and drag-
ged him down the steps push-
ing him and pulling him. They
knocked him to the ground and
began kicking and beating him,
he said.
Later a Victory ambulance
was called and 10 patrol cars,
and an assortment of squad
they thought it WRS a huge ac-
cident, because there were so
many patrol cars.
A witness, Mrs. Jennie Oliver,
said she was on her way to
Sunday school when she saw
an officer with a shot-gun in
his hand waving to people on
their way to Sunday School,
turning them back.
LYING ON STRETCHER
"I saw our deacon laying on
a stretcher, handcuffed to it,
as he was put into a Victory
(See BEATEN, Page 2)
BTW Grad Accepted
As Danforth Fellow
Wendell Whalum, a native
Memphian, has been accepted
as a Danforth Fellow, according
to a report received here by
the Tri State Defender earlier
this week.
Whalum, a music instructor
at Morehouse college in Atlan-
ta, Ga., and director of the
college's famed glee club, has





The Bluff City Educational
Association h a s designated
April as "Teaching Career
Month," according to a proc-
lamation received at the Tri-
State Defender, earlier this
week.
Plans are being made to ob-
serve the "Month" during a
program Thursday, April 27, at
Hamilton high school auditori-
um at 8 p. m., according to
the secretary of the organiza-
tion, Mrs. Callie Lents Stevens,
who is the principal of Mel-
rose elementary school. Presi-
dent of the group is Mrs. Willa
McWilliams Walker, who is a
teacher at Melrose. Chairman
of the steering committee is
Mrs. Inez Morris.
The proclamation gave t he
purpose of the observance as
being:
"(1) To raise the prestige of
teaching as a profession among
students, teachers, parents and
the entire community.
pense-paid fellowship to study
toward his Ph.D. in music at
the Iowa State university in
Iowa City, Iowa, starting in
June. He studied there during
the last several summers.
After graduating from Book-
er T. Washington high school
here in 1948, he attended More-
house college before obtaining
a masters degree in music and
music education at Columbia
C'tuniversity in N Yo ew rk y,i
in 1957.
During the summer of 1959 he
and his wife traveled in Europe
on a Charles Merrill fellowship,
which is given annually by the
chairman of the trustee board
of Morehouse college to the
most outstanding faculty mem-
ber and his wife. Whalum, whose
specialty is the pipe-organ, play-
ed some of the world's finest or-
gans while touring Europe, as
well as attended some of the
most outstanding musical festi-
vals.
He is the son .of Mrs. Thelma
Whalum, who is a music teach-
er at Hamilton high school here
in Memphis. Two brothers, Har-
old and Kenneth Whalum, are
employed at Union Protective
Life Insurance company, which
was founded by their late fath-
er, H. David Whalum, Sr. an-
other brother, H. D. jr., lives
in St. Louis, Mo.
CORRECTION
In our April 8, issue we stat-
ed that Charles Reynolds, 15,
lived at 972 Saxon ave. He
doesn't live at that address He
lives at 969 Saxon at. We are
sorry that the error occurred.
"(2) To influence more good
teachers to remain in the pro-
fession.
"(3) To inspire teachers to
speak up for their profession
and encourage others to be-
come teachers.
"(4) To discover and recdg
nize various teacher talents.
"(5) To salute those teachers
who are, in the opinions of
their fellow teachers, making
outstanding contributions to
the teaching profession.
"(6) To encourage member-
ship in local, state and national
professional organizations.
"(7) To show that, for our
country's survival, teaching
must he the pre-eminent profes-








T h e economical reprisal
against Negro farmers in Fay-
ette County who dared to be-
come registered voters is be-
ing told in story-form in a 22-
page pamphlet which was'
printed and i, being circulated
throughout the United States
by the Industrial Union De-
partment of the AFL-C10. The
story is entitled "Tent City —
Home of the Brave." Fore-
word to the story was written
by Walter P. Reuther. presi-
dent of union's divartment.
Six million copies '.ere print-
ed.
Reuther states in the open-
GEORGE BLANCHARD and of shooting.tag paragraphs of the foreword
Clifford Marable, Jr., victims. . . "physically and psycho-
namesake. Yet the grim strug-
worlds apart from its Soviet
Acquit Mute Who
logically, Moscow, Tenn., is, • i •
gle now being waged just out-A teacher at Lester High 
! side of ,he small TennesseeSchool, Mrs. Doris S. Ray, has,
community has deep implies-been selected to participate in
tions for the rest and ideo-the National Science Founda-
logical contest with the Mos-tion Institute in Biology at
cow of the Kremlin."Montana State University from
He goes on to say "the strug-June 12 to August 19,
gle in Tenn., came into focusThe institute
when Tent City was establishedis one of sev-
eral of Shepherdsummer °a the
Towles, a Negro farmer. Theprograms sup-
ported by the
foundation to




sec o r di n g to
Dr. James
Gebhart, direc-
Mrs. Doris Ray tor of science
education at MSU and director
of the MSC/ institute.
The 48 stipend recipients and
the 49 alternates were select-
ed from 475 applicants from all
over the country. Mrs. Ray a
Biology teacher is one of five
women among the 97 chosen.
Stipend appointees will receive
$750 for the 10 weeks plus an
allowance for dependents
The institute will be staffed
by MSU science professors,
who will teach courses in re-
cent advances in biology, gen-
eral ecology, history and de-
velopment of biological con-
cepts, microbiology for teachers,
and a weekly seminar. Classes
will be conducted on the cam-
pus at Missoula and at the
University's Biological Station miss this exciting issue. Re-at Flathead lake, member the date. May 20.
20 adults and 56 children who
settled in Tent City last Janu-
ary are tenant farmers evict-
ed from their homes because
they dared to exercise their




Keep a circle around t he
date May 20 That's the date
for the gigantic Anniversary
and Graduation edition of the
Tri-State Defender. The paper
for that week will be extra
special. Chocked full of news
and views about Memphis in
the last 11 years that the Tri-
State has been in town.
You'll read Memphis' most
ablest citizens' comments on
how Memphis has progressed
in that time, if its progressed.
For a complete and. up to
date look into the future and
the past, keep a string around
your finger so that you won't
'Mrs. M. SmithNamed
NAACP Ex. Secretary
In a historic move, the Mem-
phis Branch NAACP appointed'
its first executive director last'
week. Thus it is believed that
this is the first time that a l
branch in the south has employ-
ed a full-time executive secre-
tary.
Appointed was Mrs. Maxine 
A. Smith during a meeting of
the branch's executive commit-
tee on April 5, announced Jesse
H. Turner, president of the
Memphis branch. The appoint-
ment became effective April 10.
Before her appointment, Mrs.
Smith had served as chairman
of the local branch's Member-
ship Committee for the last
three years, during which peri-
od the Memphis branch has be-
come the largest one in the
south.
Mrs. Smith is the wife of Dr.
Vasco Smith, jr., who is an
executive member of the local
NAACP. She is the daughter of
the late Joseph P. Atkins, sr.
ot Two Negroes
White Audie Sudduth, Jr. 29,
was acquitted in Criminal court
last week of the shooting of
George Blanchard, 22 and Clif-
ford Marable, Jr. 25. Negroes,
on Septembeir 24, 1960.
Sudduth was charged with as-
sault to murder, two counts.
in the shooting that took place
at Thomas and Wells after
words had allegedly been ex-
changed by the trio.
Blanchard, of 176 Cedar and
Marable, of 1139 Donnelly, had
been walking East on Wells
at I R. M. that morning Awn,
Sudduth, parked at the car-,
nor of Wells and Thomas in
front of the white "Western
Hideaway" cafe with a 16-year-
old boy, fired from a distance
of 20 feet, hitting Blanchard
in the stomach and Marable
in the back.
CALLED DIRTY NAME
Marable said the 16-year-old
boy had called them a dirty
name and shortly afterwards
the shots came.
Directly after the shooting
Sudduth sped off down Thomas,
but not before a Negro, Har-
old Walker, could get his li-
cense plate number.
Blanchard underwent t w o
major operations and had a
kidney extraction. The bullet
from the 25 pistol is still lodged
in his back. Marable, a mite
luckier, was not as seriously
wounded.
Two companions were with
Marable and Blanchard at the
time of the shooting. They testi-
fied that the occupants of the
car said something to the boys
prior to the shooting.
HOT SPOT
This area has been a hot spot
for some time since there is a
Negro tavern across the street
from the white cafe. Neighbors
in the area, predominantly
colored, have complained that
they face antagonistic whites
from the white tavern.
In a trial that lasted two days
before Judge Battle, defense at-
torneys and, even the prosecut-
ing attorney, repreatedly re-
ferred to Marable and Blan-
chard as "Nigras."
James Galloway, attorney for
the defendant, in summing up
his case, said that "Negroes,
when they get full of beer, are
crazy with fear. He said he did
not know whether it was only
beer that the two boys had
said they drank that morning.
He envisioned 12 Negroes sur-
rounding the car shouting 'Get
'em, let's kill 'em.
The 16-year-old boy claimed
he was hit in the mouth by
Marable. Sudduth, the driver
according to testimony, t e n
shot Blanchard and then Mar-
able.
Marable said neither he nor
Blanchard ever got closer than
20 feet to the car after the
words were passed. Blanchard
was hit first, in the stomach,
he said. And he turned, only
to be hit in the back, he re-
ported.
Sudduth was fined in city
court for firing a pistol inside
the city limits. Hearing t h e
case in Criminal Court were 12
white men. They deliberated
for an hour and forty minutes
before they brought in a ver-
dict of not guilty.
Prosecuting attorney w a a
Robert Drewry.
Marable said they have a civil
suit pending against Sudduth
for damages.
and Mrs. Georgia R. Atkins.
FORMER TEACHER
She has taught at Prairie View
A&M university in Prairie View,
(See SMITH, Page 2)
MRS. MAXINE SMITH
Church Urged To Do
ore For Race Problem
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The ur-
gent need for the church to do
much more than it has in the
past in the area of race rela-
tions was stresSed by eight re-
ligious and civic leaders at the
Methodist Orientation Con-
ference on Race Relations, that
met here recently with 200
Methodist from over the nation
in attendance.
Their panel discussion viewed
ways that the church and com-
munity organizations can co-
operate in a program to im-
prove race relations on the local
level, All noted that they can
serve as allies of the church and
consider the church as their ally.
Edwin C. Berry, director of
the Chicago Urban League, said
that too many churches and
their members run away from
their responsibilities in race re
tenons. "When Negroes move
into new areas, white churches
often lead the exodus from the
areas and the people follow the
churches," he said. "Churches
must stop running."
Discussing the field of educa-
tion, Woodford Porter, the first
Negro to be elected to the Louis-
ville Board of Education, said
(See URGED, Page 2)
Rev. H. Bunton Will
Keynote Miles Event
Rev. Henry C. Bunton, pas-
tor of Mt. Olive CME Cathe-
dral, is scheduled to deliver
the keynote address when Miles
College observes its 56th Foun-
der's Day Friday, April 14, at
11 a. m. in the college's chapel
in Birmingham, Ala.
A native of Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
he entered grammar school at
Miles College in 1926 continu-
ing, until he completed hi s
Junior College work in 1935.
He was transferred to the
state of Florida where he did
further study and earned the
A B. degree from Florida A &
M University. Has done gradu-
ate work at Southern Methodist
university, Dallas, Texas, Gar-
rett Biblical Institute; [lift
School of Theology, here he
earned the masters of theology
degree. He holds the doctorate
of Divinity degree from Tex'
college.
Dr. Bunton has held pastor-
ates in Alabama, Fkwida
Colorado, Texas and Arkansa,
lie served as a Chaplain in
the United States Army dur-
ing World War II where he at-
tained the rank of major. He
is a 33rd degree mason and
Is active in the Phi Beta Sign
Fraternity.
Other participants on the pro-
gram will be Dr. E. W. Wil-
liams, Dr. G H. Carter, Bish-
op E. P. Murchison, presiding
Bishop of the 5th Episcopal
district of the C M E Church.
Charles Murray — President of
Student Council A. A. Rambeau
— Faculty Dr. L. S. Brannon.
Music will be furnished by
the College Choir under the di-
rection of Robert Brewster.
Immediately following t h e
Founder's Day services the W.
A. Bell Library will be dedicat-
ed and open house will be en-
joyed. Rev. L. H. Pitts, presi-
dent, elect of Miles College
urges all graduates, former
students and friends of the Col
lege to be present.
DR. HENRY C, aorroN
Price 15c
Opens Here June 2-4
VFWs Protest
Site Of Meet
Large groups of Negro VFW members through-
out the state are voicing protests against holding the
Tennessee VFW State Convention in Memphis ac-
cording to a news release received by the in State
Defender earlier this week. The convention is ached-
tiled to convene here June 2-4
with headquarters at the Pea-
body hotel.
Negro VFW posts throughout
the state are protesting hold-
ing the convention here in
cnit'his hecause of the racial
ien at hotels. The
tic 1,1ease stated "if the
se: are held at the Pea-
boa. ac Claridge hotel, it will
mean that Negro delegates at-
tent. g will get the "I i m
Crov treatment as they have
in the past."
The protest wetn on to state
"it is the opinion of most Ne-
gro members that state con-
ventions should be held at pub-
lic places where Negro dele-
gates can attend without be-
ing harassed with "Jim Crow"
policies."
In the protest, It was recom-
mended that Memphis be re-
moved from the list of cities
in the state which should be
considered for holding state
conventions until the "Jim
Crow" policy is discontinued.
The protest went on to state
"most of the state conventions
are held in cities like Nash-
ville. Knoxville and Chatta-
nooga, where Negro delegates
can attend the business ses-
sions of the convention with-
out being molested by "Jim
Crow" policies."
Stating further, the protest
said: "Most Negroes are like
the elephant . . . they have not
forgotten the "Jim Crow" state
convention held in Gatinburg,
Tenn. Negro delegates had to
go over into North Carolina to




The second issue (April) of
the Urbanite is now on news-
stands in 23 of the nation's
major cities, including Mem-
phis. The new slick-paper
magazine sells for 40 cents.
A literary and photographic
magazine, geared to reach the
middle class Negro, THE UR-
BANITE portrays the Negro
as an individual.
"Times are changing," says
William M. Santos, publisher,
"the Negro must now seek his
identity as an individual with-
in the American framework.
THE URBANITE will also
serve as a major outlet for all
areas of expression. He said
contributions are encouraged
from ALL writers, artists, and
photographers on any subject."
James Baldwin, Louis Lo-
max, and Langston Hughes are
among the name writers ap-
pearing in the April issue.
Beginning in the May issue
Lorraine Hansberry, author of
the award winning play and
now movie, "Raisin In The
Sud," will write a monthly
commentary on contemporary
life in the United States.
"When Negro posts have their
programs and invite white com-
rades, they are never given
the ."Jim Crow" treatment,"
stated th. protest
Continuing, "he protest con-
cluded, "Since all VFW mem-
bers a r a supposedly good
American citizens who believe
in the Golden Rule, what are





"FOR A RICHER, FULLER
LIFE...READ" is the theme
for National Library Week this
year. The Library Assistants
along with the faculty and
principal of Melrose high
school are sponsoring our an-
nual "READING CONTEST"
which began March 28 and will
close April 28.
The contest is designed to
Inspire more students to live
up to this year's theme. Each
contestant is rectuired ta read
as many books as they can on
one month's time, they will
earn as many points as there
are pages in each hook plus
a bonus for each classic, non-
fiction and biography book
read.
Winners will have the great-
er number of points and must
be able to answer questions
which the judging committee
will ask them on each book
read. Each contestant must
read at least one non-fiction,
two classics, two biographies.
The following students are
participants in the reading
contest: Carrie Littlejohn,
Shirley Mays, Rita Saunders,
Susie Anderson. Carl Hill, Car.
line Plaxico, DeWitt Martin,
Bobbie Settles, Dennis Hayes,
Eleanor Faye Williams, Mar-
garette Chism, Anna Smith,
Jo Ann McKissack, Aubruy G.
Crenshaw, Irma Echols, Jo-
sephine Greer, Issac Jefferson
and Robert Mason from the
senior high department.
From the junior high depart-
ment the participants are: Re-
becca Littlejohn, Orlanda Bar-
ringer, Joseph Westbrook, Rob-
ert Howard, Charles Drew,
Ladye Lenior, Essie Murphy,
Carolyn Walton, Joyce Lang-
ston. Rosie Nell, Gloria Brown,
Lawrence Foster, Ronald
Benson, Robert Williams, Phyl-
lis Mitchell, Ella Cooper, Jean
Simmons. Patricia Martin and
Joyce Glover.
Some of the books already
checked out and being read
by the contestants are:
A Connecticut Yankee by
Mark Twain, The Story of My







We had another winner to
last week's quiz. And quite in-
terestingly, it was one of the
first winners in our cash quiz.
He is McCann L. Reid of 1756
LaPaloma at., April 2. He an-
swered all the questions cor-
rectly. He wins the five dollar
jackpot. Last week the coupon
erroneously read $25. But when
the jackpot Is won, the prize
reverts back to a starting five
dollars. Hence this week the
prize is aga;n five dollars.
Now here are this week's five
questions
1. Who founded the first Chris-
tian Church'
2. What is Dr. William B.
Walsh noted for?
3. What is the name of the
world's second largest fresh
water lake?
4. Name the premier who took
office July 21, tfee.
5. What event marks the be.
ginning of Bible History?
Now fill out the ',ninon as
page 14 with the correct an-
swers.
PAGE 2 DEFENDER WEEK OF APRIL 15-21, 1961
WE
Va. Town Quietly Bows To Sit-In Threat McFerrin Reports More
MIDDLEBURG, Va. - (UPI)
- Sit-in demonstrations sched-
uled during President Kenne-
dy's weekend visit here were
averted by community leaders
.through desegregation of three
eating places, it was disclosed
Sunday.
The President knew nothing
of either the racial problem or
its quiet solution until he at-
tended church services, where
the Rev. Albert F. Pereira pub-
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6th Edition by LUSK
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by SOPER
Phone After 5 P.M.
JA. 6-4885
A. MITCHELL
businessmen for their efforts.
Pereira thanked the com-
munity for "gracefully crossing
the first bridge of understand
ing between the races." He
called the desegregation of two
drug stores and a sandwich
shop a "milestone for Ne
groes" in this Virginia hunt-
country village.
Town officials said Pereira
himself played a key role in
persuading owners of the es-
tablishments to begin serving
Negroes. The racial bars were
first lowered Saturday.
Kennedy and the First Lady
drove through a drizzle to the
noon mass at the Middleburg
Community center.
At the urging of reporters,
Father Pereira revealed that
he has been working for two
weeks to bring about equal
treatment of Negroes in the
town's eating places.
Ile said that John Eisenhard.
editor of the Fauquier-Demo-
crat, asked his help with an ef-
fort to avoid sit-in demonstra-
tions obviously tied to Presi-
dent Kennedy's presence in the
area.
The priest said the first test
was run by two Negro students
from Howard university. They
were refused service at a lunch
counter.
The students then went to
William McKay Jackson, t h e
local NAACP representative.
and asked him to organize a
full-scale sit-in.
Jackson decided to first try
peaceful diplomacy and asked
Father Pereira to act as med-
iator. The priest then met with
the Negroes and, as he put it
"listened."
He also contacted Mayor Ed-
win C. Reamer, officials of the
Chamber of Commerce and the
owners of the Tally Ho inn, the
Urged
Continued From Page 1
that churches should be more
concerned that they are with the
operations of school boards, the
curriculum of schools, and the
caliber of school teachers and
administrators.
George 0. Butler, director of
education for the President's
Committee on Government Con-
tracts, Washington, D. C., told
the delegates that the church
could be extremely helpful in
the area of employment.
"In all of our communities
there is segregation in employ-
ment not only in obtaining jobs
but in up-grading as well," he
said. "Churches should help to
persuade businessmen-members
to be fair in employment prac-
tices regardless of race,
Others appearing on the panel
were: Marshall Bragdon, execu-
tive director, Mayor's Friendly
Committee, Cincinnati, Ohio;
Rabbi Arthur Gilbert, national
director, Department of Inter-
religious Cooperation, Anti-Def-
amation League New York N.
Y.• Miss Eleanor French, Unit-
lad 
TsroisawthANanACI.N"jEa4rh. 7sfa'sr'act'iine6c ed Church 
Women, New York,
twedicatedcremekil/aharrisfulbacterregerrns N. Y.. and James A. erl/MIETI,ile it soothes raw, irritated and inflamed
pnee. ssoin ocratching-_ed_speeds beating. Louisville attorney representing
pool =awl Gott-SNALANs is dornauu- the NAACP.
Woman Nearly
Itches To Death
'I pearly itched rodeatb
r6 yes:J.1.1.Tbm I found a
mew wonder crenee.Now
I'm happy," writes Mrs.
P. Raersay oil-A. Calif
Here's blessed relief frOITI
iOrtares 01 •aginal itch,
























Continued From Page 1
democratic right to vote."
The story was written after
Ralph Helstein, president of
the United Packinghouse. Food
and Allied Workers, made an
well as Vice Pres. Russell
Lesley, and Eugene A. Kelley,
Who wrote the report.
The phamplets are being dis-
tributed in Fayette and Hay-
wood county by the Original
Fayette County Civic and Wel-
fare League, Inc.. which is
headed by John McFerren who
lives on Route 4 outside of
Somerville.
The pamphlet states that "the
Original Fayette County Civic
and Welfare League, Inc.,
and its board of directors
should be recognized as the ap-
propriate coordinating agency
for the distribution of food,
money and other goods to re-
lieve the suffering of families in
Fayette and Haywood counties.
Contributions and assistance
should be channeled to the
Original group in care of John
McFerren, Route 4. Box 133-A,
Somerville, Tenn ." urged the
story.
The story alluded to the con-
troversy which developed with-
in the ranks of the welfare
league. It stated " . . . the
overwhelming majority of Fay-
ette County's Neernes are allied
so/idly with the McFerren
group"
UPSET SKIN?
Here's fast, effective relief from
that itching misery. Palmer's
"Skin Success" Ointment, tested
by a famous akin specialist has
helped millions get relief from
ugly skin irritation. You don't
have to suffer another day. Use
the famous akin medicine that
works in a special way to help
troubled skin feel hotter fast
Ther•'s nothing like "Skin
Success" to relieve the itching of
Upset skin.
Only "Skin S UCC•I1" contains
11 important ingredients COT.
Middleburg pharmacy and An-
derson's Sandwich shop. He
said he spent all day Thursday
talking to them and "preached
them a little sermon." "helped me a lot and told me
Father Pereira singled out for who to see." The priest said he
special praise three Protestant kept Mayor Reamer informed
ministers in the town who of his activities.
Off Broadway House Has
Death Of Bessie Smith'
NEW YORK - With opening
of picture ''A Raisin In The
Sun" on Broadway at two thea
tees and the successful run of
"A Taste Of Honey" with its in
terracial cast the New York
amusement scene is a-gallop
ing.
However, there is also enter
tainment at the York, an off
Broadway house where "The
Death Of Bessie Smith" is run
ning. In fact, the off-Broadway
scene is as gay as the main
stem itself this season.
Majority of the theatres off
Broadway present two or more
plays, all single act spectacu•
tars. They are presented with
different casts in many rases.
For instance the York where
"The Death Of Bessie Smith"
s running also offers "The
American Dream" on same
program. As a result of such
bargains the off-Broadway thea-
tres generally do top box office
business which means players
re paid near-mainstem sal-
aries. in addition many such
productions receiving their
tart at the theatres move on
o Broadway as was true of
"Anna Lucasta" several :Ae-
ons back.
Here are some of the off-
Broadway shows with their
theatres: "T h e American
Dream" and "The Death Of
Bessie Smith," Y or k; "The
Balcony" and "Under Milk
Wood," Circle In The Square;
1st Negro Gets
Memphis Post
MEMPHIS, Tenn. - (UPI)-
Negro attorney Ben Hooks has
been appointed an assistant
public defender, the first mem•
er of his race to hold such a
job in Memphis.
Officials said his first as-
signment would be to defend
Morgan Simmons jr., who po-
lice charge is the "Jeff" of the
Negro "Mutt and Jeff" holdup
team blamed for 17 armed rob-
beries here.
Pimples, Rashes, Eczema, Teller
Making Your life Miserable?
pounded in an •ncluslye way.
So, if your trouble is itching due
to eczema, rashes, pimples or hit-
ter, us* "Skin Success" Ointment.
Relief at once or your money
hack. Only 35C. Economical 75C
sits contains four times as much.
Insist on Palmer's "Skin Success"
Ointment.
And Guard Your Complexion .. ,
. . with the neep-ecting foamy
medication of PALMER'S -SKIN
SUCCESS', SOAP It fights term,
the' often egara•ata ugly biemi
labia and veracilraties odors.
Contest
Continued From Page 1
Life by Helen Keller, We Bar
rymores by L. Barrymore,
sanhoe by S. W. Scott, Joan
of Arc by Ross, Blueprint of a
Dream by Townsend, Napoleon
and the Battle of Waterloo by
Winwar, The First Woman
Doctor by Baker, Lost Worlds
by A. T. White, Gulliver's
Travels by J. Swift, Waverly
by Walden.
Tale of Two Cities by Dick-
ens, Little Woman by Alcott,
Wuthering Heights by E.
Bronte, The Omnibus by Verne,
Story of P. Wheatley by Shirl-
ey Graham, West Point Yearl-
ing by Reeder, Vicar of Wake-
field by Goldsmith, Hans
Brinker of the Silver Skates
by Dodge, Lord Jim by Con-
rad, How Green is my Valley
by Llewellyn, Of Human
Bondage by Maugham, The
Nun's Story by Hulme, The
Wright Brothers by Reynolds;
Last of the Mohicans by
Cooper, Gone With the Wind
by Mitchell, To Live Again by
Marshall, My Cousin Rachel
by DuMaurier Story of U. S.
Air Force Academy by Landis,
Bible Stories for Boys and
Girls by Bowie, Lorna Doone
by Blackmore, Jane Eyre by
Bronte, Not As a Stranger by
Thompson, Little Men by Al.
cott, Nicholas Nicklehy by
Dickens. Heidi by Spyri. Mr.
Churchill by Guedalla. Great-
ness of Woodrow Wilson by
Alsop. Brothers Karamazov
by Dostoevskii, Thomas Edi-
son by Meadowcroft, Angel
Mn' and Her Son by Helm.
Ballet Teacher by Wyndham;
Bless This House by Lofts
Scarlet Letter by Hawthorne,
House of Seven Gables by
Hawthorne, The King's Cava-
lier by Shellabarger, Forsyte
Saga by Galsworthy, So Red
the Rose by Young, Up From
Slavery by B. T. Washington.
My Lord, What A Morning by
Anderson, Big Fisherman by
Douglas, The Scientists by
Lipsky and God's Men by
Buck.
The contest will close April
28. The students with the three
highest number of points will
win first, second and third
prizes. MISS Irene Taylor is
chairman of the Reading Con-
test. Miss Regina Thigpen is
President. Library Assistants
Club. Mrs. Rosalind Hayes,
librarian and Floyd F. M.
Campbell, Principal.
i"The Connection," Living; Fan-
! tasticks," Sullivan Street; "Hed-
da Gabler," 4421 Street;
"Krapp's Last Tape" and "The
Zoc Story," Cricket; "Leave It
to Jane," Sheridan Square;
"Little Mary Sunshine," Or-
WILT "THE STILT" CHAM-
BERLAIN, called "Mr. Bas.
Smith
Continued From Page 1
Tex.; Florida A&M university
in Tallahassee, and LeMoyne
college. She obtained her bache-
lors of arts degree in biology
from Spelman college in Atlan-
ta. Ga. Her masters of art de-
gree in French was obtained
from Middlebury college in
Middlebury, Vermont.
Mrs. Smith is a member of
Parkway Gardens Presbyterian
church. As executive secretary,
her duties will include supervis-
ing and co-ordinating the pro-
gram of the local branch. Her
office will be in the headquar-
ters of the branch at 236 S.
Wellington st.
President Turner said, "we
are indeed fortunate to be able
to obtain a person of Mrs.
Smith's qualification to accept
the job. Initially, her job will
be to give impetus to the cur-
rent annual membership drive
and the boycott of downtown
stores."
He went on to explain "the
NAACP has a vast program
which is designed to advance
the cause of the Negro in the
area of housing, job opportuni-
ties, political realm, field of
education and among war vet-
erans as well as legal action
with which most of the people
in the south are familar."
Turner continued! ''We have
been handicapped at the local
branch in carrying out our pro-
gram because of the lack of a
full-time executive secretary.
Now that Mrs. Smith has been
appointed, this branch will be
moving forth on all fronts in
which the national NAACP is
engaged."
ph eurn; "The Mousetrap,"
Greenwich Mews: "The Three-
penny Opera," De Lys; "Call
Me By My Rightful Name,"
Sheridan Square; "Double En-
t r y," Martinique; "Roots,"
Mayfair.
ketball" and now owner of
Small's Paradise Club in
New York engages in the new
"Twist Dance" with Sylvia
Robinson of Mickey and Sll-
via. Scene was opening of
Sylvia's latest business ven-
ture, Blue Morocco Cafe in
Bronx, N. Y.
Beaten
Continued From Page 1
ambulance," she said.
Another witness, F. D. Hard-
rick, who operates a store
across the street from t h e
church, echoes Mrs. Oliver's
testimony.
Mr. Johnson, 36, a big man
weighing over 200 pounds, is
chairman of the Steward's
board at Moody Chapel. He is
a disabled vet.
He was taken to Gaston hos-
pital, then to jail. Then he was
taken to Kennedy VA hospital
for treatments.
He was charged with disor-
derly conduct, resisting arrest,
disturbing the peace and in-
terfering with police duties.
Mr. Johnson is a former em-
ployee of now closed Mallory
Depot. He is now employed with
General Army Depot, as of
last week.
Reports say the officers in-
volved in the heating visited
one of the cafes in the neigh-
borhood after the incident. It
is said they talked over the
case in the tavern, explaining:
''If you read that Tri - State
Defender, you'll probably g e t
another version."
Mr. Johnson is the father of
se v en children, ranging in
ages 4-19. Released from po-
lice custody under $153 bond,
his trial was postponed from
April 10 to April 19.
id To Ousted Farmers
John MeFerren, head of the
Original Fayette County Civic
and Welfare League received
a $2,000 check from the Ten-
nessee State Labor Council to
aid the evictees. The contri-
bution was made after it was
acted upon by the AFL-CIO
Executive Council.
lie went on to say that Ne-
groes are still registering at
the county court house. "Last
Tuesday between 80 and 100
registered," he said. Tilt total
number of Negroes registered
in the county was placed be-
tween 2,000 and 2,500, compar-
ed to an estimated 3,000 white
citizens.
McFerren went on to explain:
"It is cotton planting time
here in Fayette County, but
for many of the Negro farmers
who registered to vote there
may be no planting this year.
Because the Negro farmer nor-
mally is in the position where
he must acquire a crop loan in
order to put in his spring crop,
landowners, feed stores, banks,
and the locally maintained
FHA are able to put the
'squeeze' on him by finding
excuses not to handle his
loans."





touch in costuming, lighting
and musical support, a score
of students appeared in 29
acts when Booker T. Washing-
ton high school presented its
annual "Ballet" at the City
Auditorium, last Wednesday
night. Theme of the action-
packed Ballet coordinated by
Nat. B. Williams was 'Tern-
pora For 61."
The large audience included
parents, teachers, will-wishers
and other students. Watching
the show with great rapt were
J. B. Springer, principal of
the school: and Joseph West-
brook, assistant principal.
Participating in the Ballet
were: vocal soloists Beverly
I3untyn, Martha Jones, Yvonne
Butler, Sylvia Buntyn, Jimmy
Catron. Dancing groups includ-
ed the Gallowyaias, Pre
Cashians, the Williarnsonians,
the Thompsonians the Kelsters,
the Davisters. t h e Gunnettes,
the Whittes, and the Griffinari-
es.
During several numbers were
the Glee clubs and Combo, the
Swing Chorus, the Counts. Sen-
ior Glee club, the Four Stars.
A comedy Skit was done by
Combs, a monologue by George
Pipkin, a guest artist; drills by
the NDCC: a Swing Skit by the
Martinaries, comedy skit by
the Carrodians,
COCKTAIL PARTY
Plans for a cocktail party
were discussed during a recent
meeting of the Sororsis Social
club, held in the dining-room of
Pete's Place on Thomas St. The
party has been set for sometime
this month.
For the meeting, club mem-
bers decorated the place with
spring flowers. Following the
business session, dinner was
served. Hostess was Mrs. An-
nie Mae Pettis.
The vice president of the club,
Mrs. Elsie Jones left for a
month visit in New York City.
Club members accompanied her
to Union Station. Mrs. Helen
Ring in president of the club.





Dillon recently announced that
Dr. Samuel Z. Westerfield, jr.,
Dean of the School of Business
Administration at Atlanta uni-
versity, will join the Treasury
staff on June 1 as Associate Di-
rector of the Debt Analysis
Staff in the Office of the Sec-
retary.
Until he takes over his new
post at the close of the cur-
rent academic year, Dr. Wester-
field will act as a consultant to
the Secretary on domestic and
international monetary affairs.
In announcing the appoint-
ment, Mr. Dillon said: "The
Treasury is fortunate in obtain.
ing the services of Dr. West-
field, AS one of the Nation's
leading economists, Dr. Wester-
field will be extremely helpful
in the formulation of both do-
mestic and international finan-
cial policy."
PH.D. PROM HARVARD
Dr. Westerfield has bean Dean
of the School of Business Ad-
ministration and Professor of
Economics at Atlanta Universi-
ty, Atlanta. Georgia, since 1952.
He received his Ph.D. from
Harvard University in 1950 and
his Master's degree a year ear-
lier from the same University.
In 1939 he was awarded an A.B.,
Magna Cum Laude from How-
ard University in Washington.
D. C.
Dr. Westerfield has been an
Instructor of economics at
Howard University, and a pro-
fessor of economics at West Viro
Ionia State College, Lincoln
University, and Atlanta Univer-
sity, as well as guest Lecturer
at University College, Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia and University
College, Madan, Nigeria. In
1959-1960 he was visiting Pro-
fessor at the Graduate School'
of Business Administration of
Harvard University.
Dr. Westerfield has also serv-
ed as an economist during sum-
mer recesses, with the Bureau
of Labor Statistics of the U. S.
Department of Labor, the TVA,
and the War Labor Board. He
is a member of the Board of
Directors of the Atlanta Urban
League, Chairman of the Re-
search Committee of the Na-
tional Business League, and
former Treasurer of the All-
Citizens Registration Commit-
tee.
Born in Chicago, III., Nov, 15,
1919, Dr. Westerfield received
his early education in Washing-
ton, D. C. where he graduated
from Dunbar high school. He
was the recipient of an Anson
Phelph Stokes Scholarship and
of fellowships from the Rosen-
wald Foundation and the Social
Science Research Council in the
years from 1940 to 1944.
Dr. Westerfield was married
to Helene Bryant in HNC They
have two children, Samuel III,
aged 14, and Sheila Helene, 9.
League has handled a few such
loans but simply does not have
enough money. "Operation
Freedom," a northern group
collecting money specifically
for the freedom fighters in
Haywood and Fayette Counties
has made several loans, but
many still remain. Unless
funds are found quickly, these
people will not be able to sup-
port themselves, which would
dangerously injure the morale
of the entire movement."
McFerren said "Other than
funds, mans' and childrens'
shoes still remain on the want-
ed list. The need for clothing
has decreased greatly since the
many contributions and the
warmer weather. The need for
food will depend directly on
how much money is acquired
to provide the needed crop
loans."
He said that he has been in
conference almost daily with
representatives of many out-of-
state organizations concerning
the plight of the farmers.
"Only this week I had a con-
ference with a representative
from the World Council of
Churches and two men from
the Justice Department in
Washington, D. C." He added,
"Dr. J. H. Jackson, president
of the National Baptist Conven-
tion, USA, Inc., is working very
closely with my group."
When asked about the rela-
tionship now between the white
and Negro citizens of the coun-
ty, McFerren replied: "the
cold war is still existing as
far as my group is concerned.
However, I'm told that Scott
Franklin and his group can
purchase gasolene from the
store directly across the road
from my store. I am also told
that some NAACP representa-
tives have talked with some
of the county officials in Som-
erville in terms of "cease fire
in terms of the cold war
against the Negro farmers,"
but no one has talked with me
about it."
McFerren admitted that he












"Tent City." The reason givemf
was "many farmer-tenants are
likely to be evicted yet," If so,
we will be prepared to continue
to use Tent City as a refuge
camp." He added, 'I differed
with the NAACP on the Point"
Ile continued 'some checks
sent to '--Jr organization as
contributions are being signed
by some improper source, we
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Look! Stop! Eat! at
WELLINGTON STREET SUNDRY
For The Best
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIES IN TOWN
Hot Dogs 10c Hamburgers 19c Cheeseburgers 30e
Homemade Pie I5c
918 S. WELLINGTON ST. JA, 3-8016
Gilbey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. W.4 A.
Gilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, Ohio. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company.
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BR 4-8700
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its annual three week drive this
week to gain 500 new members,
according to Mrs. George A.
Stevens, president of the club. Ward into an informed, united
The Proclamation by Mayor and working organization on
Loeb of "Join Your Civic Club such problems as are involved
Week," which began Sunday is in Citizenship, Education, Hous-
ing and Youth.
Other Officers of the Club are
ing the drive. All residents of Roscoe McWilliams, second vice 
The brilliant concert organ-
the 14th Ward Civic Club are president and program 
chair. ist, Herman Taylor, will be
urged to join. man, Mrs. Emma Curry, 
re- presented in concert Sunday at
Odell Dotson, vice president cording secretary, Mrs. 
Lillie 4:30 p.m. in the Greater Beth.
is chairman of the Membership Wheeler, 'asst. recording secre- 
esda Baptist church, 5301 S.
Michigan ave.
The appearance of the wide-
ly known musician is eagerly
awaited by music lovers
throughout Chicagoland and by
persons who heard him when
he appeared in concert at
Rockefeller Memorial Chapel.
H appeared at the University
of Chicago institution after be-
ing adjudged best organist
under 35, a few years ago.
While studying at the Chica-
go Musical college, Roosevelt
university, Taylor was the re-
cipient of the coveted Oliver
Ditson Award for two years in
succession.
He has appeared as guest
A PERSON WHO HAS BEEN
slapped around with the integra-
tion-segregation issue said that
,she was very surprised to dis-
cover that the Alpha dance was
attended only by Negroes. She
said she thought it would have
been mixed. She threw the
potato in our direction, but
the issue is too hot for us to
handle.
The 14th Ward Civic begins Room, Third Floor, Brownlee
Hall, LeMoyne college.
The purpose of the Club is to
weld the citizens of the 14th
expected to help the 14th Ward
Civic Club achieve its goal dur-
WEEK OF APRIL 15-21, 1961
Left Side
DOWN FRONT!
.4 $404.1140 • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SOAP IS BEING SENT to THE PASTOR OF Centenary
Mayor Henry Loeb, according
to reports drifting this way. It
Is said that toy cars were emit
to ex-Commissioner Stanley Jesus off the cross. I'm not
Dillard, before he was defeated serving a dead Christ. lie said
in his bid for reelection. Now he he was opposed to paintings,
is a car salesman. Could the carvings, and the like which in-
soap being sent to Mayor Loeb dicate that Jesus Christ is still
be indicative of him returning hanging on the cross. The point
to the laundry business. is well taken with us.
IIARRY WINFIELD, the EDDIE CONNERS is becom-
young, handsome band director ing one of the greatest party.
of Porter Junior high school, givers in the Klondyke area. It
gave a Cecil B. DeMille produc- is said that dentists, doctors,
tion at the school last week, teachers, tax-collectors, law-
which packed the place to stand- yers, and socialites pack his
Ing-room-only. The musical por- abode every time he gives one
trayed an "Evening at Radio of his "swinging" get-to-gethers.
City in New York." Decorations Host with the most.
Included an artist's sketches of A TEACHER ARRIVED at
the Empire State Building, her classroom three minutes
Rockefeller Center, the United late. Her principal told her to
Nations building, and such. The return home for the day. She,
finale included the school's band evidently, lost her way back
chorus and 40 dancing girls.
Take your bows Mr. Winfield.
IT WASN'T KNOWN by of-
ficials of the National Dental
home and ended up in the
school superintendent's office
and told the whole story.
DONALD JACKSON, teacher
Association that Dr. John E. at Kansas school, who is a Kap
Jordan was a Negro when they pa, stole the show at the Alpha's
sent him an invitation to join dance last Friday night at Cur. 
thataugust body. When Dr. re's club. He did the Watusi
Jordan informed the officials'down to the floor.
that he could not possibly ac- I FRANK LEWIS, principal at
cept the invitation because of Grant School, "Could Have
his racial identity. forthwith' Danced All Night And Ask For
came a replied, requesting that I More." He called the steps for
he write several articles con-!the "Continental" during the
cerning the racial segregation Alpha's dance.
Get out your paper and peril, NAPOLEON WILLIAMS, who
Doc, loperates an insurance company
HOW DOES SHE DO IT? We on Chelsea Ave., gave his rates
are wondering how Mrs. Mertis'on a certain type of policy to a
Ewell can keep her voice in, competing company. The man
key, despite the number of cock-j who requested the rates fro:,
tail parties she participates in. Williams pretended that he was
Instead of it weaking her voice, interceding for a prospective
It seems to give it greater "shut-in" policy-holder.
strength and she sings increas- A SHIPMENT OF COWS was
ingly more beautiful. How does going through Memphis. When
she do it.? the cows were stopped at a local
A WELL KNOWN ORGANIST
at one of the leading Methodist
churches said to the 40 mem-
bers of the choir after they had
finished singing the "Hallelujah
Chorus," Easter Sunday morn-
stockyard temporarily, a Ne-
gro worker asked if he could
milk the cows as he has done
before. After getting his pail, he
asked where were the cows
from. He was informed "from
ing, "that presentation w a a Mississippi." The man said "I
good for a quartet." don't want to have anything to
WHEN A JOB SEEKER do with any cows from Mis-
noticed that each time she had sissippi and declined the free
visited the office of a local milk."
dentist, she saw a different re- WRITERS OF T111S COLUMN
ceptionist, The job seeker in- were complimented last week.
quired about the regular recep- One reader said it helped her 
tionist. The dentist told her to discover that a person who Excise Phone Tax
"she's on maternity leave." The owes her is still in town. Now
job seeker said "I notice you she is checking all laundra-
have had about five or six mats. Tops 9 Million $
'A' IN CHEMISTRY — Ev-
erett Donald McKissac,
right, 18-year-old freshman
and an 'A' student in chem-
istry at LeMoyne college,








John A. Buehler. The award
is a 3,000,page handbook of
Chemistry and Physics of.
tered each year to out-
standing chemists by the
Chemical Rubber Publishing
'Company of Cleveland, Ohio.
Junior Musicians
Seek New Members
Music students between the a program utilizing the skill
ages of five and 17, who arc and talent of club members.I
taking private or class lessons The first meeting (February'
26) featured Vera McKinney,
Sandra Hill, Ophelia Rainey,
Yvonne Porter, Sharon Lewis
and Mabra Holeyfield. Partici-
pants on the March 26 program
were: William Jernigan, Denise
Willard, Ralph Wiley, Sharon
Ann New and Debra Harris.
The Junior Musicians club
membership consists of: Ophel-
ia Rainey, Mark Willard, Shar-
on Ann New, Gloria Brown,
Beatrice Conw a y, Amelia
Lyons, Ella Perino, James A.
Williams, Yvonne Porter,
Jacqueline Chism, Vera Bowen,
Denise Willard, Sandra Hill,
Ralph Wiley, Debra Harris,
Natalie Jones, Rhonda B.
Jones, Myrna Williams, Wil-
liam Jernigan, Migonette Brad-
field, Janet Patterson, Sharon
Lewis, Vera McKinney, Elma,
Here Kay, Vernon T. Jones and
Barbara Currie.
on any instrument, are invited
to attend the meeting of Junior
Musicians club at Owen college,
Sunday, April 23, 3:30 p.m. in
the College Chapel, on the sec
mid floor of Roger Williams
Hall.
The Junior Musicians club is
a group of young people asso-
ciated with the Memphis Mu-
sicians Association a branch of
the National Negro Musicians
Association, Inc., and they
share the ideals and objectives
of the parent body, that of
sponsoring and promoting bet.
ter music
Officers for the year are:
Gloria Brown, president; Wil-
ham Jernigan, vice president;
Ophelia Rainey, secretary; Na-,
talie Jones, assistant secreta-
ry; Barbara Currie, chaplain;
and Myrna Williams, treasurer.
Each meeting provides for
others since that time. I would
like to apply for the job. The
dentist said she could. He went
on to explain to her. "You see,
I'm trying out all these girls
to see if they fit and to de-
termine if I can work with
them." The job seeker looked
alarmed. We are wondering
what meaning did she read into
the dentist's reply.
Methodist church, Rev. D.
Grisham, said during his morn-
ing sermon last Sunday, "take
Civic Club Begins
Membership Drive
committee. The joining fee is
50 cents with dues of 25 cents
each month or $3 per year.
Dues may he mailed to Mr. Dot-
son, 1089 Beach St., Mrs. Fran-
ces Davis, treasurer, 902 Staf-
ford st., or to Mrs. George A.
Stevens, president, 800 East Mc-
Lemore ave.
Residents may also join at
each regular meeting, the next
one being Tuesday night, April
18, at 7:30 p.m. in the Lecture The Drive will close May 1.
tary, Mrs. Louise E. Ward, cor-
responding secretary, Mrs. Lou-
ise Harris, membership secre-
tary, Hayes Curry, sgt.-at-arms,
George D. Clark, parliamentari-
an, Rev. J. F. Maddrie, chap-
lain. Lonnie Cobb, immediate,
past president-board member,
Mrs. Mabel Prunell, board
member, Miss Margaret Mc-
Culloch, board member and Rev.
.1. C. Mickle, board member.
Ellis School Team
Wins Cage Trophy
The basketball team at include: David Peete, Lynn
George R. Ellis school in Mun-
ford, Tenn., won a trophy by
defeating Durhamville Consoli-
dated school of Lauderdale
CountY on April 1, in an invita-
tional tournament at Durham-
ville. This makes the fourth
trophy captured by the Ellis
boys during the 1960-61 basket-
ball season.
During the six-year period of
1955 to 1961 Ellis' basketball
team has played 104 games,
losing only 16, thus, winning
88. The team has scored a total
of 4807 points to their op-
ponents' 3006 during that period.
The team has averaged 48
points per games. It has won
13 trophies.
The basketball members have
played in invitational and coun-
ty tournaments from elemen-
tary to junior high school.
Players of this season's team
Eaton, Matthew Tipton, Willie
Glover, James Terry, Clarence
Nathaniel, William Peete, Cur-
tis Wiggins, Kenny Armstrong
and Floyd Hill.
Coaches are B. T. Hayes and
J. W. Yarbrough.
GROUP FORMED
A group of wanton organized
what is known as the DAC
club recently. Elected president
was Mrs. Steve Smith. Mrs.
Landy Brown was elected sec-
retary; and Mrs. Alberta Ford,
club reporter.
The club was organized during
a meeting at the home of Mrs.
Brown, 1434 Kentucky St. Fol-
lowing election, a repast was
served by the hostess.
The next meeting has been
scheduled to be held at the
ho of Mrs. Alberta Ford of
11- . Dunlap St.
Southern Bell customers in,
Tennessee paid an average of
$14.23 each in Federal excise'
taxes on telephone service in
1960. The total excise tax bill
for Southern Bell's customers
in the state was 9½-millionl
dollars, according to C. R.1
Wood, Telephone co. manager
here
The 10 per cent tax is levied
on both local and long distance
telephone service. Excise taxes
are also placed by the Federal
government on luxury items,
such as jewelry, liquor and
furs, but telephone service is
the only household utility that
is so taxed, Mr. Wood said.
The excise tax on telephone
service was enacted as a war-
time emergency measure to
raise revenue and to cut down
on non-military use of telephone
facilities.
was supposed to be a
temporary measure," Mr. Wood
said, "but it is still in effect."
Removal of the tax would di-
rectly benefit all telephone
customers, he said. "The tax
is added to our customers' bills
each month and the telephone
company merely collects the
tax and passes it along to the
Federal government," he ex-
plained.
The tax on local telephone
service was scheduled to ex-
pire last June 30, but Con-
gress extended it until June 30,
11961.
Everett Donald McKissic, 18-
year-old freshman at LeMoyne
college, earned an 'A' in chem-
istry during the first semester
and was singled out for the
annual award front the Chem-
ical Rubber Publishing Com-
pany of Cleveland, Ohio.
The publishing company
prints the Handbook of Chem-
istry and Physics and awards
one of these books every year
to all freshmen who rank high-
est in chemistry during the
first semester or first quarter
in colleges and universities
throughout the United States.
Everett, a graduate of Book-
er T. Washington High School,
was the only student in the Le-
Moyne first - year chemistry
class to earn an 'A'.
He resides at 1433 Humber
at. with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie McKissic. His mo-
ther, Mrs. Thelma McKissic, is
an assistant librarian at the
Vance Avenue Branch Library.
The young chemist had an
excellent record at Booker T.
Washington and entered Le-
Moyne last September on a
partial scholarship.
Everett was selected for the
honor by his chemistry pro-
fessor, Dr. John A, Buehler,
professor of chemistry at Le-
Moyne Dr. Buehler, who has
his doctorate from Indiana
University, came to LeMoyne
in September from Anderson
college.
The handbook received by
Everett contains 3000 pages




On the basis of high scholas-
tic averages obtained during
the 1950 fall Semester, six stu-
dents at Owen college were
honored at the Annual Honors
Day Convocation, Monday,
April 10, 10 a.m. in the Roger
Williams Hall auditorium.
Student Council President
and holder of the highest grade
on the coveted Dean's List,
Governor Johnson will speak at
the morning program. Second
place honoree Miss Marva
Sholders will state the occasion.
Sophomore Class President
Willie F. Granderson will read
the scripture and deliver t h
invocation.
The Honor students are: Gov-
ernor Johnson, sophomore
from Douglass high school;
Miss Marva Sholders, sopho-
more from Melrose high school;
Willie F. Granderson sopho-
more from Barrels Chapel
high school of Arlington; Miss
Juanita DuPree, sophomore
from Merry high school of
Jackson; Mrs. Grace W. Mil-
burn, sophomore from St.
Augustine high school; and
Miss Debora Long, freshman,
from Booker T. Washington
high school.
opens Sunday afternoon, April
16, at 3 p.m. with the showing
• • of "Nights of Cabins,e an
Italian film declared by News-
week to be "even better than
the powerful La Strada" The
film is one hour and 50 minutes
long and will be shown in the
lecture room of Brownlee Hall.
The public is invited to all of
the Spring Festival events.
Members of the International
Relations Club will be snecial
guests of the Sunday afternoon
showing. A tea will follow.
Dr. Blyden Jackson, professor
of English at Southern uni-
versity, Baton Rouge, La., and
an expert on the life and works
of the late Richard Wright, will
lecture in the noted author Mon-
day morning, April 17, before
an assembly at 10:30 in Bruce
Hall, Dr. Jackson, who is being
brought to LeMoyne by the col-
lege's English department, will
be on campus throughout the
day for talks with students.
The LeMoyne Student Dance
Group, directed by Miss Lucin-
da Edwards, will hold the spot-
light Monday night. The danc-
ers will put on a show in
Bruce hall, starting at 8:30
P . m
MERIT AWARDS
Honors Convocation is sched-
uled for Tuesday morning, April
18, 1030 in Bruce Hall at which
time the dean's list will be an-
nounced and merit scholarships
and awards will be made. One
of the highlights of the con-
vocation will be the special cita-
tion which will be made by
Links, Inc., to the LeMoyne stu-
dent with highest accumulative
Activities for the day includeOrganist Herman Taylor a group photograph, luncheon.
a tour of Greater Memphis and
To Give Recital Sunday a banquet open to honor stu-dents, guests, faculty and staff
organist on numerous on as-
sions throughout Chicago and
those who have heard him ac-
claim him one of the most
outstanding performers of this
generation.
Presented by the church
where he has served both as
choirmaster and organist, Tay-
lor will offer among program
selections works of great mas-
ters.
Performing on the huge three
manuel Moller pipe organ,
Taylor will play works by
Bach, Guilmant, Vierne and

























Members of the Negro Ameri-
can Baseball League met at the
league headquarters in Chica-
go, Ill., Saturday, April 8.
The season will open May n
for tde league with Detroit
playing in Raleigh, North
Carolina and Kansas City play-
ing in Birmingham, Alabama.
The East West game will be
carried to the Yankee Stadium
in New York instead of playing
in Chicago for almost 30 years.
The date of the game is set
for Sunday, Aug. 20, and is be-
ing sponsored by the Elks un-
The Rev. A. Lincoln James, der the supervision of Frank
pastor of Bethesda and his of Forbes, commissioner of athlet-
ficers are working with the ics for the Elks organization.
committee in presenting Mr. Dr. J. B. Martin is President
Taylor in this, his first recital of the Negro American Base-
there. ball League.
•711/Divis Starts SUNDAY!ONE BIG WEEK!
MARILYN 
Gallo Miiiirog lift
in the John Huston production
1 Thelma Ritter
:Eli Wallach the Misfits




LeMoyne's Spring Festival average.
"Children of Paradise," a 144-
minute French film telling an
absorbing tale of the ex-
periences of clowns, beggars.
murderers, noblemen a n d
good and bad women, will be
shown in the lecture hall
twice on Tuesday at 3 p. m,
and at 7.30 p. m.
The LeMoyne Student Drama
Group, under the direction of
Miss Elsa E. Van Ness, will
present "Ladies in Retirement."
Wednesday night at 8.30 in
Bruce Hall. It is a three act
drama.
"The Roosevelt Story," an
80-minute long United Artist re-
lease, will be shown at 10:30
a. m.. and at 7:30 p. m. Thurs-
day. April 20, in the lecture
hall. This is the official film
biography of the late Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt. It is a genuine
documentary film, carefully
edited from more than two
million feet of film taken
The Pre-Alumni Club of Le-
Moyne will present a Faculty
Talent Show Friday morning,
April 21. at 10:30 in Bruce Ilall.
The festival comes to a close
Friday night. April 21, at 8:30
with the celebrated Bill Thom-
son Duo rendering a concert
on the Bruce Hall stage, Thom-
son, one of the country's finest
organists, will be supported by
Howard G. Oliver, percussionist.
All festival events are free
with the exception of the Bill
Thomson Duo and the Faculty
Talent Show. A very small fee




JACKSON, Miss. — NAACP
attorneys filed an appeal in
the Supreme Court of Missis-
sippi this week in the case of
an Association official con-
victed of contempt of court
fr commenting on the out-
come of a Negro's court trial.
Merigar Evers, NAACP field
secretary for Mississippi, was
convicted of constructive con-
tempt, sentenced to 30 days in
jail and fined $100 for com-
menting to a news reporter that
the conviction of the Negro was
a "mockery of judicial justice."
The case raises an issue of
restriction on free speech—
whether in Mississippi a pri-
vate citizen can safely com-
ment on the outcome of a court
case already decided.
Lawyers for Evers, Robert L.
Carter, NAACP general coun-
sel, and Jack H. Young of Jack-
son, Miss., will argue that
Evers' statement, made on the
day following the court decision,
was A valid exercise of his right
to freedom of speech which is
protected against state inter-
ference under the due process
clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment.
They will also argue that con-
structive contempt within the
meaning of Mississippi law was
"never charged nor proved,"
PATRICIA Stephens, who has
previously chosen to serve 49
days in jail for participation
In CORE sit-ins in Tallahassee,
Fla., was sentenced to an ad-
ditional 120 days by Judge Rudd
in Leon County Court.
that the judgment in the lower
court failed to set forth corrupt-
ing elements in Evers' state-
ment.
The case referred to by Evers
was that of Clyde Kennard, who
on Nov. 21, 1960, was tried and
convicted of burglary in the Cir-
cuit Court of Forrest County,
Mississippi, and sentenced to
seven years imprisonment for
"agreeing" to the theft of $25
worth of chicken feed. A motion
for a new trial was overruled.
The convicting jury was com-
posed of white persons who
found Kennard guilty after only
ten minutes of deliberation.
The heavy sentence was par-
ticularly significant since Ken-
nard had a few months earlier
attempted unsuccessfully to en-
roll in Mississippi Southern Uni-
versity.
1,46. 4
IN BUSINESS — This is John
Martin Myers, industrialist as
he looked in his young college
days His father was a former
justice of the peace in Madi-
son County. Ile holds a barbs-
lor of science degree in Agri.
culture from Alcorn AM & N
college, lie is now self employ-
ed and asks an to call him at
wit 8-4030, for housing needs.
Chicagoan To
Sneak Here
Evangelist C. H. Taylor of
Chicago, Ill. Is expected to
speak at Greater Open Door
Baptist church April 16, 11 a.m.
The church is located at Flori-
da and Waldorf. The subject
from which Mr. Taylor will
speak is "Love In Action."
Rev. E. Steverson is pastor.
ADDED VALUE
LOS ANGELES — Good
landscapping, it is estimated,
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Friday, April 21-7 p.m 'til
Admission 45e
Jeb Stuart's New Releases
"Dreams"
"Coming Down With The Blues"
ATLANTA'S MAYOR WARNS
RACISTS HEADS WILL BE
"KNOCKED TOGETHER!"
Find out—in the new issue of LOOK Magazine—how Mayor Hartsfield and
his loyal police chief are handling the segregation crisis in Atlanta, Georgia!
Don't miss LOOK'S explosive, 15-page report on THE SECOND BATTU" OF
ATLANTA! Read the facts about
• SIT-INS, JAIL-INS, KNEEL-INS
• G. U. T. S. (GEORGIANS UNWILLING TO SURRENDER)
• "THE PROPHET," DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
TODAY ... GET I40()1%,
never
allowed to realize t h eir suits is The New York Times.
dreams. But amidst all of the Alabama statutes demand in
confusion of having not at- libal 
judgments a cash super-
tained, God speaks to them and 
cedeas bond twice the amount
tells them in no of the judgment rendered touncert a in forestall collection. Under theterms when you were in Egypt ruling of Judge Walter B. JonesI was with you — when you the four ministers were madewere in the house of bondage liable for immediate collectionI was with you. of the first judgment.
er of ceremonies will be
Hosea Montgomery. deacon of
Lane Avenue Baptist church.
Luncheon will be served at
the church from 1 to 3 P.m.
foes that will haunt you, tears! The Myles Dickey unit of the General chairman of the cele-
that will stain you, ordeals Mt. Pisgah church will cele- bratioia is I. Reed, jr. Program
that will crack and break your brate its fourth annual Friends chairman is Louis H. Bobo, jr.
very hearts ,and temptations Day Sunday, April 16, 3 p.m. The celebration is open to the
that will try you; but amidst at the church. , public.
The Woman's Missionary Re-
all of this you must reach Rev. B. T. Hunt. pastor of
treat Committee will sponsor
i
within and find moral fortitude Mississippi Boulevard Christian I
and be able to withstand all of church will deliver the main'
these that confront you each address.
day. Refreshments will be served
In the midst of all that con- in the lower level of the church.
fronts us daily we must once Bra. Reubin Jackson, presi- I
again attune our ears to the dent of the unit; Mrs. B. Rog-
"Paul's Missionary Journey
'
voice of God and hear Him secretary; Mrs. A. L.
PAGE 4
"I am the Lord thy God who
has brought you out of the
land of Egypt and out of the
house of bondage." —Exodus
20 : 2
Have you ever seen a total
wreck? Have you ever seen a
person who has lost all desire
to go on If you so walk that
you project a sense of strength
and security to those with
whom you come in contact one
day you will see a total wreck.
The old hymn writer looked
out into the distance years ago
and saw the cross 'towering
o'er the wrecks of time.' Some-
times we see people who tower
o'er the wrecks of time. For
some unknown reason they
have come almost to the end
of the journey. Suddenly all
reason to keep on going van-
ishes and they stand with their
hands folded, unable to explain
the things about them.
I constantly come in contact
with such people but lately I
ran into a case that I will re-
member for a long time. The
sun of his intellectual sky has
gones, the sun of his economic
sky was a long way off, the
dreams of a happy marital life
were on the brink of collaps-
ing, the God whom he had
served for years now seems a
'far distance away. Life had be-
come a needless existence. All
reason for going on had sud-
denly left. Now in despair this
person sees suicide as the only
way out.
NOT ISOLATED CASE
This is not something that
happened in an isolated case.
This is something that will
sooner or later happen to all of
us. Added to all of the dark-
ness of this episode someone




Mrs. Lucindia Brown Robey
Will be the guest speaker at the'
Salem-Gilfield MB church when!
that church celebrates its An-
nual Woman's Day, Sunday,
April 23, 3 p. m.
Mrs. Robey, a member of the
Green Liberty Baptist church
and principal of Dudley school
In Birmingham, Ala., will be
the honored guest for the sec-
ond consecutive year.
Mrs. Robey, a member of
Zeta Phi Beta sorority, was re-
cently voted "Woman of the
Year." She has received two
citations and is a leader in the
NAACP. She is president of the
Teachers Association of Ala-
bama.
Miss Naomi Gordon is the gen-
eral chairman, Mrs. Vivian
Washington, publicity chairman





mission classes at Owen col-
lege to h held on Wednesday
mornings at 10 a.m., April 12
through May 17. Mrs. M. J.
Owen will be the instructor.
The classes being offered are .
Many times worries are base-
less and unfounded. The appre-
hensions we have many times
are unwarranted. We stand on
the very threshold of our self-
appointed failure and give our-
selves up to our fate only to
remember that somewhere in
the distance stands a God keep-
ing watch over His own. This
person same to me crying be-
cause of his plight. He stood in
his own mind like the prophet
of old — he was the only per-
son doing right and everyone
else was getting a better break
in life than he. Unless an ans- can sue for recovery from theswer could come and come Lo
l 
" oyalty." A short talk onNew York Times on the bas's
the theme is expected to besoon he was going down and their contention that theirjump off the bridge, given by Charlie Morris, sr.names appeared in the ad with-This is not some isolated out their knowledge and approv- Music will be supplied bycase — this is something that submitor 21 to thed the Antioch Male Chorus. Mast-happens to each of us daily.  
Our lives are so designed that
there are rivers to be crossed, Pisgah
Plan
 Unit
mountains to be climbed, ,
friends that will desert you s. Event
confidence comes up and tells
you, "I don't see why you want
that anyhow, I would never
punish myself in pursuit of
something like tha,.." This only
deepens the darkness already
surrounding you and adds to an
already confused mind.
It was in this state that one
came to me a few days ago. I
listened to his story then I
told a portion of mine. Time
and time again his face light-
ened up. lie thought that God
was punishing him for some-
thing that he had done but
when he found out that clouds
were in the skies of other peo-
ple he took up his cross and
went on his way rejoicing. It
was at this point that each of
us needs a story. We need
something that we can tell peo-
ple that will strengthen them
as they go along 'the heavenly
way.'
Not only is this true of many
of us as individuals but also
as groups. Years ago God had
very much like us that He was
their Lord who had brought
them ou tof the land of Egypt
and out of the house of bond-
age. Daily many of us live m
our land of Egypt or slavery
and in our houses of bandage.
We need to know that there is
someone °Aside of ourselves
who will come to our aid. In
the very darkness of the hour
God speaks to the Israelites
telling them He was still with
them.
WHAT DO WE WANT?
Life offers most of us nothing
short of frustrations. Many
times the things we want most,
are held furthest from us.
Moses wanted to lead the chil-
dren of Israel to the Promised
Land but was only allowed a
look. Men throughout history
have wanted to this or that
but when success seemed al-
most assured the inevitable
happens and the are
EXECUTIVE Committee of
the Pre-Congress Musicale of
The National Baptist Sunday
School and BTU Congress,
June 19: Seated, left to right:
Mrs. I. T. Moore, Mrs. Mat-
_
DEFENDER
tie R. Scott, Mrs. Johrinie
Howard Franklin, Mrs. Regi-
na Nance, Mrs. Grace Taylor
and Mrs. Jewell L. Sims, sec-
retary. Back row, standing,
left to right: Reverend James
to retffirm Himself to a people Ala. Ministers In
Hot Water Again
Ralph Abernathy, Fred Shut- ment—and let the plaintiffs go
tlesworth and co. w ere
advised of the third $500,000.00
libel suit, set for the first week
in May. Montgomery circuit
court judges have already
awarded two city officials—Po-
lice Commissioner L. B. Sulli-
van and Mayor Earl B. James
—all they asked for: $500,000.00
each.
The four ministers' names ap-
peared as SCLC board mem-
bers in a full-page ad in sup-
port of integration leader Mar-
tin Luther King, jr., while under
indictment for state income tax
perjury. (He was acquitted by
an all-white jury).
Co-defendant in all of the libel
By last week end, three of the
ministers' cars had been attach-
ed and sold at public auction.
The Rev. Ralph Abernathy's
one-twelfth interest in a 307-
acre farm in Marengo county
was sold for $4,350,00. Shuttles.





perpared for de- WALKER
livery by the church's pastor.
Rev. T. R. Buckner at 11
o'clock in the morning.
Theme of the celebration will
on collecting."
The fourth minister, S. S.
Seay, is executive secretary of
the Montgomery Improvement
Association. All are top officials
in the Southern Christian Lead-
ership Conference (SCLC) head-
ed by King, a south-wide or-
ganization committed to achiev-





Lowery J. E. of Mobile) and
Abernathy brought the efforts
at collection to some $6,000,00.
Time Magazine in Its April 7th
issue struck a chilling note:
"With the judgment effective
for at least 10 years, the minis-
ters face two choices: 1) they
When Annual Men's Day Is
observed at Greater St. Luke
Baptist church, 1280 N. Stone-










and "The Missionary Society at
Work."
Activities for the day pro-
vide for a guest speaker at
each meeting and a Fellowship
say, "I am the Lord, thy God'Humphrey, promoter and Rey.
who brought three out of the ID. W. Browning, pastor.
land of Egypt and out of the!
house of bondage." Many of us i
will never go to the real Egypt
Hour. but we will have Egyptian ex-
Books and registration fee periences right where we are.
may be taken care of upon at- Today we are in our houses of
tending the first class, of bondage — bondage of sin.
All women workers in the appetite, greed, and so forth
church are invited to attend. but God extends to each of us
For information call Mrs. K. an opportunity to realize that
M. Terrell. chairman, at JA 5- He is sufficient for every
0920 or WH 2-3456. moment of our lives.




Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups




248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
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The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
10 Minutea from Downtown Memphis
4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE
E. Cook, general chairman;
Kenneth Miller, Arthur W.
Jordan, Reverend W. D.
Thompson, chairman, enter-
tainment committee; Rever-
end John E. Nance, co-gener-
al chairman, Kenneth Brown
Billups and A. B. Windom. Not
in picture; Mrs. Mildred T.
Bailey,
DOES YOUR CHURCH HEED-
WEEK OF APRIL 15-21, 1961
Miss Campbell's Songs
Feature Of Musicale
The Executive Committee of
the Pre-Congress Musicale of
the National Baptist Sunday
School and BTU Congress,
which will be held Monday eve-
ning, June 19, in the Convention
Youth Day At
Hill Chapel
Hill Chapel Baptist church
will hold its Annual Youth Day,
Sunday, April 16. The young
people have planned an inspira-
tional program for the complete
day.
Guest speaker for the 3 p.m.
program will he Rev. E. W.
Williamson, pastor of Olivet
Baptist church.
Friday night, April 14, 8 p.m.
the youth plan to give a fash-
ion show. Some of the latest
Spring fashions will be shown
Chairman of the youth day
is Miss Barbara Ann Parker,
co-chairman Roosevelt Ed-
wards. Pastor is Rev. E. L
Slay.
Hall of Kiel auditorium, 14th
and Markets., was announced
by t h e general chairman,
The Reverend James E. Cook,
Pastor of the Antioch Baptist
church, and member of the lo-
cal entertainment committee of
which the Reverend W. D.
Thompson is general chairman.
Members of the Executive
Committee are: Reverend J. E.
Nance, co-chairman, the follow-
ing ministers of music and choir
directors: Kenneth Brown Bil-
lups, Mrs. Regina Nance, Aaron
B. Windom, Mrs. Mildred T.
Bailey, Mrs. Mettle R. Scott,
Arthur W. Jordan, Mrs. Grace
Taylor, Mrs. I. T. Moore, and
Mrs. Johnnie Howard Franklin.
The Congress Choir begins re-
hearsals Monday night, April
10, 7:30 at the Washington Tab-
ernacle Baptist church, 3200
Washington blvd.
Miss Lucy E. Campbell, Con-
gress musical director, has ap-
proved the program which will
include numbers written by
church sacred music writers.
A special feature of the mu-
sic will be presented Friday eve-
ning, which is the traditional
"Booker T. Washington Night,"
IT PAYS OFF WHEN YOU
POOL ALL OF YOUR
QUALITY STAMP BOOKS
An ORGAN or PIANO?
FOR YOUR CHURCH!
DOES YOUR GROW, ppm-
CASH for Projects?
WHATIVIIR YOUR HEED, THE GROUP SAYING Of QUALITY STAMPS WHI HERM
HOW THE CLUB PLAN WORKS
THE QUALITY STAMP COMPANY AND THE FIRMS WHO GIVE
QUALITY STAMPS have special arrangements for groups of stamp
savers, such as PTA, RELIGIOUS CLUBS AND GROUPS, LADIES
AUXILIARIES, MEN'S CLUBS, etc..
We can supply LARGE SPECIAL ORDERS for items such as au
ORGAN, PIANO, PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT, CHOIR ROBES, UNI-
FORMS FOR YOUR GROUP'S TEAMS, etc., or CASH MONIES FOR
YOUR TREASURY—when your members POOL THEIR BOOKS OF
QUALITY STAMPS and turn them in at one time on behalf of your
ofg-anization.
You are cordiarly invited to contact your nearest Quarrfy Stamp
Redemption Center and let them know what you would like YOUR group
to obtain. Specific information concerning the availability of the item, the
number of book needed, end delivery time, will be gladly obtained for you.
WHICENTRATE TOUR BUYING WITH MIMS WHO GIVE QUALITY STAMM
JANA PORTER
Yes Madame,
Bright with the April showers and
sunshine, gardens are popping up on
every vacant lot — radishes, onions,
and greens are first to make their way
to the supper table. For something dif-
ferent but odd as the times, try using
the most wonderful meal — Jack
Sprat's cream style corn meal and
make corn dumplings to serve with
that vegetable dinner tonight. They are
just as good when cooked in lamb stew.
Try them and you will say "so sim-
ple but oh, how good!"
WAS the group that performed on a recent Big
Star Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid-South Talent
show. This show, the showcase for all youthful talent
throughout the Mid-South, is brought to Memphis listen-
ers over radio Station WDIA each Saturday. It always
draws raves for its professional like talent presented by
amateur performers. Auditions are taken each week for
prospective performers en the show. All that's neres.
when many of Miss Campbell's
numbers will be sung.
The other high point of the
week will be the concert given
by the Congress Youth Choir
under the direction of Mrs.
Grace Taylor.
All local choir and chorus
members are invited to join this
great Congress Choir. Reverend
Cook who was chairman of the
National Baptist Convention Pre-
Convention Choir in 1954, says
a new high will be reached in
religious music.
Tickets for the Musicale will
go on sale Tuesday, May 9.
Out of town persons who wish
to make advance reservations
should write to: Pre-Congress
Musicale Headquarters, Anti-
och Baptist Church, 4213 W.





— at an economy price!
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
UNIFORM COMPANY
314 SO MAIN ST IA 6-3641
CORN MEAL DUMPLINGS
One cup Jack Sprat Cream Style
corn meal.
Scalding water
One-half tsp. baking powder
One-half tsp. salt.
One tsp. chopped chives
Sift together dry ingredients, add
chives, then enough scalding water to
make a thick gravy mixture. Spoon
into boiling turnip green liquid; cover
and cook for 15 minutes. Serve with
vegetables, as bread of the day. Let
me know how yeu like them.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
Pars is a call to the station and talk with one of the
genial station persons. Above are, front row, from left,
Fidelia Robinson, Ruby Jean Love, Charles Joyner, Shir-
ley McDonald and Martha Dugar. Second row, from left
are Sheilia A. Britt, Oran Littlejohn, Beverly McDonald,
Aubrey Jones, and Evonne Butler. Back row, from left,
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Say Indians Weary Over Fight To Save Lands
Louisiana
„BATON ROUGE4 By M. N. RINGGOLD
r Our trip to New Orleans this
week meant time, funds and
energy, but we are glad that
we made the trip. We found
our little niece in the hands
of her grandmother, who was
doing all she could to carry
out the doctor's orders. The
poor little two-year old had
tried to sweep their kitchen
floor and the nandle of the
broom had knocked down a
tea - kettle of boiling water
which made of the child's face,
shoulders and back, a pitiful
sight. The last time we had
visited their home was when
the baby's mother had been
carried to a hospital because
of a peculiar feeling in her
chest. She died shortly after
reaching there. Her grand-
ther took the baby whom
Ire loved so very much. This
child is now a pitiful sight, but
her physician has hope that
she may recover. She is cheer-
ful, or tries to be. And for a
two year-old she is behaving
wonderfully well. We do hope The magnificent service was
and pray that she recovers, conducted by the Junior church
Her father and her paternal department. The Junior Choir
and maternal grandmothers are rendered several musical se-
doing all in their power to lections. A lovely solo — "Oh
help her and to encourage her Lord Is It 1"—by Willis Thom-
to try and get well. We thought as. At the piano was Miss Le-
that we were doing so very ola Desorant and at the organ
well that we would accompany was Mrs. Elizabeth Milligan.
our sister to New Orleans to Miss Bernadette Anderson gave
see our sick relative, so we a reading entitled "Miss Beau-
went. champ — An Advocator For
We were very glad to find Youth." This included Chris.
that our dear friend, Miss tian experiences of Miss Beau-
Louise Lewis WLS just two champ in the various depart-
seats from us as we returned ments of the church. Another
from New Or cans. Miss Lewis reading was given entitled
had been with her sister who "Miss Beauchamp and Her
&-a been very sick, but who Work in the District" by Mrs.
3 thought to be doing fairly, L. M. Thompson. A very in-
or very well, but it. yet in a spiring sermon was delivered
New Orleans hospital. Miss by Rev. Charles T. Smith, one
Lewis does not know how much of Miss Beauchamp's pupils
her co-workers and her pupils when he was in the . Cradle
have missed her while she was Roll department of the Sunday
away. However, having lost School,
their mother, the sisters help Presentations were made by
each other in every possible Miss Lovie Inez White. A purse
way regardless of their person- was presented that was given
al obligations, by one of her loving nieces. In
Solemn, sacred, religious the purse was a check that in-
services were held in Bethel chided the collections for the,
church Friday morning, and all day, contributions from auxil-
members and others enjoyed iaries of the church, visitors,
the sermon by the Rev. Walk-
er. Then the sacred songs, the
partaking of the blessed sacra-
ment left all feeling that Baton
Rougeans are still hoping and
praying that we will soon re. telegrams with warmest wishes ed Easter Sunrise services at
ceive news that Mr. F. H. Pur- for continued success, and for Canaan Baptist church and
.,,ell is better. His wife went to health and happiness. Other later attended worship serv-
)Cansas City as soon as she re- I presentations included flowers, ices at Antioch Missionary
teived news that he was taken tokens, and a Gift Certificate. Baptist church at Englewood
and Stewart ayes. The Rev. W.
N. Daniel, pastor.
Funeral services were held
for Mr. Tullis Brown, Wednes-
day at 2 p.m. at Ford Funeral
son. The members were very
appreciative of each discussion
and many of them are yet
planning on how we can help.
Mrs Estelle B. Cotton is re-
ported feeling much better this
week than she has for some
time. We are not a physician,
but we think we should diag-
nose her improvement as due
to the visit of her son who
came such a long way to see
his dear mother and to en-
courage her to obey her physi-
cian and thus hurry and get
well. We found her looking
very well when we were there
a few weeks ago; but being
ill, ourself, prevents us from
keeping in close touch with her
as we would were we well.
A program was given honor
ing Miss Estelle Beauchamp, a
member of Shiloh Baptist
church since she was a young
child. Because of the untiring
Christian service Miss Beau-
champ has given to the youth
at Shiloh, the eleven o'clock
service on the fcurth Sunday
was dedicated to her.
LOVELY SANDRA JEAN
BROWN, 19, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brown,
Tyler, Tex., Is a sophomore at
Texas Southern university, ma-
joring in elementary education.
She is a graduate of Emmett
Scott high school, Tyler, Tex.,
hobbies:
Resist Imposition Of
States' Bid To Control
The Association also indicat-
and while there was a member ed that Assistant Secretary of
of the following organizations: the interior John A. Carver, jr..
Spanish Club, Tri-lii-Y, "Y"
Teens, Press Club, Music Club,
National Honor Society and
Student Council. At TSU, San-
dra is president of the Ivy Leaf
Club of Alpha Kappa Alpha So-
rority. She was selected "Miss








NEW YORK, N. Y. — -The "Any objective study of Pub-
fight of American Indian tribes lie Law 280 must end in an
against the imposition of state amendment to require that the
jurisdiction is like boxing be- consent of the Indians be oh-
fore the Marquis of Queens- tamed before states can estah-
berry rules. The Indians have lish their own Jurisdiction on
been unprepared for this fight the lands of Indian tribes.
because they innocently thought "Recurring hills in states
they had already won it." such as South Dakota and Wash-
This statement was issued ington have been defeated. But
recently by La Verne Madigan, it is predictable that similar
executive director of the Asso- legislation will be introdced year
dation on American Indian Af• after year, as long as there is
fairs, upon the introduction in tribal land on which it would
the United States Senate of Sen- serve non-Indian interests to es.
ate 1470 by Sens. Mike Mansfield tablish state jurisdiction," the
and Lee Metcalf of Montana, text continued.
which provides for amending INDIAN CONSENT
controversial Public Law 280 In both South Dakota and
to require Indian consent and Washington laws were enacted
piecemeal transfer of jurisdie- by previous legislatures which
lion, principles which the As. did provide for Indian consent.
sociation endorses In 1957, a South Dakota law re-
quired that every tribe hold
a referendum, and state juris-
diction was overwhelmingly re-
informed its president, Oliver jected. In Washington a bill
La Farge that the Interior De- of that same year provided that
partment is studying the effects state jurisdiction could be es-
of the law, which makes it pos- tablished only at the request
sible for states to assume juris- of the tribes.
diction on Indian reservations The current legislatures of
without Indian consent, as a these states again considered
necessary preliminary to any and rejected jurisdiction bills,
Departmental effort to have it after considerable Indian oppo-
amended. sition. In the state of Wash.
The statement explained: ington the bill reappeared in a
special session after it had died
with the adjournment of the
legislature.
The Association presents its
case forcefully: "Better law en-
forcement is needed on many
Indian reservations, and there
are conditions under which
many tribes would seek it on
their own initiative.
"However," the statement
concludes, "the tribes of west-
ern Washington fear, and may
have good reason to fear, that
the current state jurisdiction
bills are being prompted by
those who wish to see an end
to Federal protection of the In-
dians' property rights and fish-
ing rights.
"In South Dakota the Sioux
say they are subjected to brutal
treatment by white law enforce-
ment officers in towns bordering
their reservations, and they do
not want to risk being similarly
treated on their own reserva-
tions."
ked there for the meeting ofvery sick as he ar-'den
the sessions of the National
Funeral Directors, of which or-
ganization he is president. Mrs.
Purnell is still in Kansas City
near the hospital where her
husband is being treated.
Others who have been to Kan-,
ass City to see him since his PAIMKEE
illness include Dr. and Mrs. By R. C. DURR
R. M. Balton of Wichita, Kan- Mrs. Mary Walker and her
ass; Dr. E. Brooks of Houston, daughter, Miss Ella Mae Walk.
Texas, and many others front er from Perine spent the
here and other places. His Easter weekend here with their
wife, Mrs. M. C. Purnell went many relatives and friends.
at once to be with him and will George Jackson from Lenten-
stay until he is allowed to
leave the hospital.
Little Kevin Purnell is back
home after being hospitalized
since before Christmas. We
sympathize with his parents
ail friends. He has kept so sick
Ird is such a dear little boy
that all of us regret his ill-
ness.
A very interesting session of
the Baton Rouge Branch of
the National Association of
College Women was held in
the Maggie Nance Ringgold
YWCA here last week. A very
Interesting helpful program
was rendered. Our local acti-
vities and history of our or-
ganization, rendered by Char-
ter-member, Mrs. Lesby S.
Banks; and our Emphasis was
discussed by Mrs. E. W. John- wanderful Easter program at
Tennessee
JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Smith o
479 S. Market at., returne
home recently from a very ex
tensive vacation with relative
and friends in Beloit, Wis.
with brother and sister i
Springfield, Ill., and a sister i
East St. Louis, Ill. They re
ported a pleasant and enjoy
able trip.
Mrs. Doris L. Sniees of 41
West Alley is doing nicely site
a week confined to her room
Friends are hoping for her con
Untied recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Moore
friends and relatives both far Sr., of 478 S. Market at., were
and near. A beautiful scrap- in Chicago, Ill., on Easter week
book given by one of her bro-
thers was also presented. It
contained cards, letters and
Thus the programme will long
be remembered, Shiloh, and
the many visitors that packed
the church to help honor Miss
Estelle Beauchamp.
Home chapel with the Rev. L.
E. Theus officiating. Burial
was in St. Luke cemetery. Sur-
vivors include three brothers,
David, Dewitt and Lorenzo
Brown; three sisters, Mrs. Mit-
tie Barham, Mrs. Hattie Mae
n Gray and Mrs. Carrie Reid;
n one uncle, Mr. Clifton Hurt.
The Adult Chorus of Mother
. Liberty C.M.E. church present-
ed its Easter Cantata featuring
4 "The Seven Last Words" of
r Jesus on the cross. The occa-
. sion was under the direction
of Mrs. Edna White, which
means the play was perfect,
and everyone enjoyed it,
Rev. L. M. Relf, former pas-
tor of Christ Temple Church of
this city was here last week to
visit his young friend, the Rev.
Calloway, who is present pas-
tor of the church. Rev. Reif
preached several nights during
his stay here. We all were very




Rev. L. R. Brown of Shilo
was guest speaker at St. James
AME church for Rev. R. H.
Hooks who was ill.
Robert Lee Chisolm of the
Church of God presented a
wonderful Easter pageant in
the main office of the church.
The senior choir of the Church
of God furnished music for the
occasion. Mrs. Robbie Mae
Bank and Mrs. Pilgrim were
chief soloist. Bishop Davis was
the chief speaker which was
enjoyed by all.
Elder James Mervin has just
closed a wonderful revival at
Indiantown.
Mrs. Lillian Hope and Mrs.
Jessie M. Williams presented a
end as guests of their daughter
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Battle. They all attend'
St. James AME church.
Mrs. Marie Slaughter, Jacob A musical program was ren-
Graham, Albert McNair and dered at Cerro Gordo Baptist
Mrs. Claudie M. Hannah led church, Sunday, at 7:30 p.m.,
the' Easter parade. by the senior choir of the
The annual egg hunt was a 
church, with Prof. Daniel Glass
large affair. Tim Harris turn- director and narrator.
ished transportation to Mr. An- Early morning services were
derson's farm where the egg held at nearly all of the church-
hunt took place. Misses Annie es of this city on Easter Sun-
Clyde Richardson and Annie
na spent Easter here With Willie Slaughter were the
champions in the egg hunt.
A musical recital at New
Hope Missionary Baptist church
held April 9 was a great af-
fair. Mrs. Ervin and the llth
grade students of East Lake,
together with the No. 2 choirs
of the city furnished the music.
The Royal Light Singers who
recently celebrated their an-
niversary at t h e assembly
building in the Project wish to
thank the many friends for
their loyal support during their
anniversary.
DENSELY POPULATED
SAN JUAN, P. R. Puerto
Rico with 544 persons per
square mile is about 4,000
times more densely populated
than Alaska.
MEMBERS OF the Legal Aid
Clinic at Texas Southern Uni-
tersilY 
gather around to rom•
are notes and chart their
procedures with their legal
advisor, Atty. Ramon A.
Klitzke, professor of law In
the University Law School.
This legal Aid Group, de-
signed to supply legal advice
and accidence to those who
cannot afford it, works hand
In hand with the Legal Society
of Houston. In operation since,
190, the Clinic bas handled
7% eases, 65 of these are closet!,
while 15 are still open. Left
In right Atty. Klitzke, Joseph
Kralik, Otis King and Ear!
Harper. Evans Photo
The V.F.W. sponsored a
mammoth Easter Egg Hunt for
the young people and students
of South Jackson school on
Good Friday. The young peo-
ple really' had a wonderful
time hunting eggs.
daughters, Misses Monde L.,
Virginia Lee and Hattie It.
Johns; one son, John Henry
Johns, jr., all of Jackson; fa-
ther, Charlie Johns of Padu-
cah, Ky.; two sisters, Mrs.
Clara Hill of Detroit, Mich.,
and Mrs. Josephine Walker of
Haywood County; four bro-
thers, Taylor Johns of Padu-
cah, Ky.; Herman and Booker
T. Johns, both of Detroit,
Mich. and Charlie Johns of
Ilaywood County; three aunts
and two uncles.
NEWBERN
day morn, and from all re- Norman Gauldin and chit-
ports, they were all largely at- dren of St. Louis, Mo., spent
tended. During the afternoon, Easter with his aunt, Mrs.
the young people and small fry Carey Walker. his son Robert,
really took the town parading accompanied him home.
in their new Easter frocks. It The Sunrise service held at
was really a pleasant sight to St. John's Baptist Easter Sun-
see, day was well attended.
Funeral services for Mr. Joe Mrs. Daisy Graham of To-
Rivers of Eastern ave., who led°' Ohio visited with her
died suddenly Saturday, March sister, Mrs. Birdie Harris and
25, 1961, after having been brother, Jim Knight last week.
along with tow other men were grandmother last week.
Mr. Scott visited with hisburied alive in a 13 foot ditch
held Wednesday, March 28, at Mrs. Maggie Flake and Mil-
2:30 p.m. at Home Baptist ton Brown, Sr., visited his
church, the Rev. T. Grimes of- mother in Trimble.
ficiating. Burial was in Elm- Mrs. Bernice Brown and Mil-
wood cemetery with Bledsoe ton Brown, jr , visited with his
Funeral Home in charge. Mr. mother, Mrs. Lillie May Walk.
Rivers was born in Tupelo, Cr.
Miss., but moved to Jackson The St. Paul CME Steward.
with his parents as a child. He ess Board met in the home of
worked for the Little Plumb- Mrs. Meddie Bell Jones last
ing Co., and was a member of Tuesday night. Members are
Home Baptist church. Mrs. Ophelia Wainwright, Mrs.
Holy Week services were Mary Lou Hamilton, Mrs. Flos-
me Wyatt and Mrs. Eula Maisponsored by the Interdenomi-
national Ministerial Alliance, Smith.
March 27-31 The services be- Rep. and Mrs. M. E. Edding
gan at 12 noon each day. Those and his brother, Rev. Bennie
who preached during the week Eddl" were recent dinner
gwere: Rev. M. L. Easley, Rev, uests of Mr. and Mrs. Booker
Wyatt.A. D. Atwater, Rev, E. Callo-
way, Rev. I. D. Hutson and
Rev. J. M. Cunningham.
A special message was ren-
dered at Rock Temple church,
Sunday by the Rev. J. E. Poin-
dexter.
Mr. Taylor Roebuck of 424
S. Market, is at home again
after having undergone a mi-
nor operation at Jackson-Madi-
son County General Hospital,
Mr. Taylor was improving
nicely at this writing,
Funeral services for Mr.
John H. Johns who died sud-
denly recently when he was
trapped in a 13 foot ditch were
held last Thursday at Bledsoe
Funeral Home chapel. Rev. N.
Meachem was the officiating
minister. Burial was in Salem
cemetery. Mr. Johns was born
in Haywood County but moved
to Jackson and Madison Coun-
ty several years ago. He was
a member of Salem C.M.E.
church. Survivors Include his
Wife, Mrs. Louise Johns; three cal Workers of New Johnson-
TIME FOR REFLECTION—
Dr, Benjamin E. Mays, ores-
ident of Morehouse College,
Atlanta, Ga., pauses momen-
tarily to reflect upon a point
raised by these two Bennett
college seniors following '
recent address at the Greens-
• • • •
Misstssippt
bore, N. C. college. The stu-
dents are left to ritatt, Misses
I.aRita Waters, of Jackson-
ville, Fla., and Carolyn Cot-
ten, of Tarboro, N, C.
GOODMAN also the mother of Mr. Lueious
By Pearleane Billingslea Outlaw, sr. and Mr. Yancy
Mrs. Myrth V. Morrison of Outlaw, jr. of the city.
Chicago visited her parents, Miss Florida Thomas of
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Travis here Jonestown, Miss., Is the house
last week. Mrs. Kate Williams guest of Mrs. Geneva Robin-
of Broadsville also visited Mrs. son. Miss Thomas is doing her
Travis and other relatives last practice teaching at Hender-
weekend. son Elementary school and is
Rev. and Mrs. M. C. Billings- a student at M. V. college.
lea attended the funeral of his Miss Sandra Jackson of Oil-
cousin, Taylor Billingslea at lard University and Miss Gwen-
Mt. Zir Baptist church in dolyn Rogers of Tougaloo South-
Madison County last Sunday. ern Christian college spent the
His body was shipped to Can- Easter holidays with their par.
ton from Gary, Ind. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jack-
The city's Easter programs son and Mrs. Alberta Rogers.
were very beautiful. Mr. and Mrs. John West Hen-




wRaesv.con: of a little son who they have
named William Fredrick.
B. Davis and Mrs. Mattie L. hir. Tommie James Jeffer•
McGee at Walden Chapel Meth- son, son of Mr. Bryant Jeffer-
odist church. March 20 through son died Monday, March 27 at
March 25. Films were shown Doster Hospital in "olumbus,
by Rev. Purrett, dean of the Miss., after a brief illness.
Youth Council. Others present
were Rev. B. F. Ashford, dis- ABERDEEN
trict superintendent, Rev. W. By HENRY E. CRUMP
M. Bankhead and members of Jarman 4-11 Club recently
John Wesley Methodist church elected new officers. They are:
of Durant. Mable Smith, president; vice
Last rites were held for Mr. president, Annie M. Clopton;
Lester Jordan at Georgeville secretary, Mary H. Heavens;
Methodist church. Eulogy by ass't secretary, Shirley A. Mc.
Rev. 0. B. Davis. He is sur- Nairy; treasurer, Estella M.
vived by his wife, three sons, Whitley; news reporter, Sadie
two daughters, eight grand- Whitley; recreation leader,
children, one great grandchild NI addle James; program com-
mittee, Gloria Gordon, Jenettand friends.
James, Nadine Deavens, SocialMrs. Willie Mae Wright and
sister, Mrs. Mary A. Rodgers committee,
of Waterloo, Iowa, sisters of leader, Mrs. Rebecca Whitley;
Mary H. Deavens;
ass't leader, Mrs. MafadellMrs. Jordan were home for Whitley.
the funeral.
HOLLY SPRINGS KOSCIUSKO
The glorious Easter Day is By ANNIE L. BELL
over. Many churches of the Funeral services were held
city and the. rural had won- at First Baptist church March
23 for Robert Fulton Bell, 78,derful programs.
The early morning service who passed away in his home
held at Anderson Chapel was after a long illness. Rev. R. C.
By ARCHIE WOODS enjoyed by all Rev. Jackson, Ingram officiated. Mr. Bell, a
supt, of the Holly Springs dis- life long citizen here, was a
trict, was principal speaker. brick mason and served as a
The early morning service at deacon, assistant superinten-
Asbury was also enjoyed by dent and teacher of the men's
all. Rev. M. Lindsey is pastor. adult class for many years.
The Easter breakfast given He is survived by a devoted
at Sims high school was enjoy- wife, two daughters, two sons,
able. It was sponsored by the three grandchildren, one sister,
three-brothers and other rela-32nd degree Masons.
Easter programs were also lives and friends. Out of town
held at Hopewell and Provi- era who attended the funeral
were: Mr. and Mrs. Jamesdence M.B. churches.
CORINTH 
Garland, Mrs. Luch Bert, Lee
Ford, Willard Johnson, Neely
By W. W. IIAMILTON Berryman, Mrs. Gertrude jef-
Mr. Oscar Southard became ferson, Mrs. Anna L. Walker,
very ill at his home last week. Mrs. Rosie Murray and Rev.
Mrs. Ella Keys is much bet- and Mrs. R. L. Whitaker. Also
ter, Mrs Ernestine Moore, Mr. and
Mrs. Luther Hester, Mrs. Min-
STARKVII.LE nie L. Colbert, Mrs. Bertha
By FANNIE MOORE Harris, Prof. S. V. Marshall,
The funeral of Mrs. Sallie Mr. B. H. Cooper, Mr. W. D.
Cross was held at Griffin Meth- Robinson, Mrs. Linnie Ambros,
odist church Tuesday, March Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Neal and
23 with the pastor, Rev. W. G. Miss Margarite Miller, And
Prueitt officiating. She is sur- Mts. Doris Clark, Rev, and
vived by an aunt and uncle, Mrs. C. L. Clark, Mrs. Ruby
Mr. Charlie Holman and Mrs. Rose Smith, Mr. Alonzo lien-
Carrie Holman of Crawford, derson, Prof. Brigmpn, Mr.
Miss.; a cousin, Mrs. , Carrie and Mrs. Otha Smith, Mr. and
Smith of St. Louis, Mo.; one Mrs. John Henry Moore, Mrs.
sister, Miss Babe Kincade of Dell, Mr. T. J. King, Mrs. Wal-
Starkville and a host of other ter Williams and Mrs. 'rheo-
relatives and friends.
Garfield Rucker is home Mrs. Addie M. Gillespie, Mrs. 
dore Coleman.
from Ohio, Semra Holmes and children of BATESVILLE
Miss Charlene Hamilton, Btu- St. Louis, Mo.; Mr. Richard By CLEF W. JOINER
dent at Lane College spent Outlaw of Chicago, and T-Sgt. Mrs Polly James' funeral
Easter with her parents, Mr. William R. Outlaw, U.S. AFB
funeral was held at Libertywere home recently to visit
Hill M.B. church. The Rev.
and Mrs. Isaac Ifamilton.
Mrs. Nellie Quinn and Mrs. their mother, Mrs. Mary Out-
Mead officiated. Survivors are
Nell Overall visited with Mrs. law who was ill. Mrs. Outlaw is
several children, three brothers
Beatrice Shelton and Mr. and 
ville presented a program at and grandchildren.Mrs. E. Scott last Sunday.
Funeral for Les Smith whoLittle Misses Doretha and Paris, Tenn., March 31.
The Missionary Club met in was found dead in a ditch nearCharlotte Quinn of Dyersburg
f Miss Charlotte the home of Mrs. Ella Smith, his home was held March 22.were guests o 1.,
Douglas last Sunday. March 23 with Mrs. 
Ella pre- Mrs. Gussie Fondren, Mrs.
Fred Joiner and daughter;
WAVERLY A program was recently held Mrs. Mary Morgan and daugh-
By ALVIN GHOLSTON at Porch Reed school. ter attended the funeral of
Mr. and Mrs. Arne Charles Recent visitors in the home their sister-in-law and aunt
of Chicago were in our city to of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Pearson who died in Memphis. Her
attend the funeral of Mr. Ezek- were Mrs. Dora Mays and Mrs. funeral was held at Water Val-
lel Turner who died at his Pearson's daughter of Nash- ley.
home, March 26, Funeral serv- vine. , Rev. C. W. Joiner preached
ice was held for Mr. Turner at The sick are Mesdames Ruth the installation sermon for
Rev. Lee of Nashville. He is Turner, Willene Wilkins and M.B. church 
'Pay As You Burn'
LONDON — (UPI) — To in.
Olive Baptist church by Spicer, Lola Spicer, Reasons Rev. Jacob Ilentz at Rehoba
survived by his wife, Reason() Elie Whitfield, Mary Jane Tay- Little 10 year old Rev. Joe crease sales, the National Coal
lor, Rev. Young. II UM",
"TdheonLoe erWiciallniamEiectrl- Pearlie Collier and Fred Turn- 
Willie Gordon preached at the, board started a Credit plan. itcbarlothAemr
er. Sunday.
New Hope M.B. church the 4th immediately was dubbed: 'Tap-




Miss Stella J. Jackson, teach-
er at T. R. Jackson high
school recently visited Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Jackson, jr. She also
visited the Oak Grove school.
Misses Virginia Stallworth,
Amanda Thomas and Mrs.
Mattie J. Davis visited here
during the Easter holidays.
St. Mark church held an
Easter program.
Oak Grove school held its
regular PTA meeting on April
7.
Miss Barbara J. Jackson ia
up and out again after being
ill for a week.
The annual coon supper was
held at the Cabin in Shady
Grove. It attracted several
men from points in Mobile,
Perry county and Troy. The
ladies were entertained at the
home of Mrs. Powe.
Home for Easter were Misses
Ilazel Young and Sandra Stall. 
worthand Houston Mills, Ray.
ford Harvey and William It.
Harvey.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Lewis's son
is back home from overseas.
, Wiley Culliver was home re.
cently.
Shiloh and Zion also held
Easter programs.
Mrs. Carrie Moore visited
Mrs. Maggie Andrews last
Sunday evening.
BESSEMER
The 18th anniversary of Rev.
0. V. Mosley was observed at
Zion Hill Baptist church, Sun.
day, April 2. Devotion was con.
ducted by officers and mem.
hers of 'First Baptist, St. John
Independent Methodist, Zion
Hill and St. Matthews Baptist
churches. A very fine program
was conducted by Zion Hill and
St. Matthew churches. Anni-
versary sermon, Rev. L. C.
Walker, pastor of First Bap.
tist. Alternate, Rev, R. G.
Williams, pastor of St. John
Independent Methodist. Mr.
Willie Marks, master of cere-
monies. Rev. 0. V. Mosley,
pastor.
The 66th annual session of
Women's Mission was held at
South Elyton Baptist church
recently. Mrs. Nellie Jones and
two other members of the Old
St. Paul Baptist church Wom-
en's Mission attended the ses-
sion. Rev. M. Lamar, pastor.
Easter program was observ-
ed at St. John Independent
Methodist church last Sunday
evening. Program and music
were conducted by Mrs. Mag.
gie B. Brown; Mrs. Carolyn
Turner, mistress of ceremon-
ies; Elvcster Turner, supt.
Rev. R. G. Williams, pastor.
TRUSS VILLE
Øy L. R. MEYERS
The N e w Bethel Baptist
church was host to several
visitors last Sunday. Deacon
Moses Beans, superintendent of
Sunday School, conducted an
elaborate Easter program and
a wonderful message was de-
livered by the pastor, Rev,
Robinson.
Services at Mt. Zion AME
church were highly enjoyed. A
great message was delivered
by the pastor, Rev. William
Morris,
Otba Woods, jr., who became
very ill several days is con-
valescing.
A lovely program was con-
ducted by Mrs. Rosie Lee Allen
at Mt. Canaan Baptist churclu
Rev. T. C Williams, pastor.
Mesdames Annie Harris, Osia
E. Williams, Ruth Miller and
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Atque Vale
By JOHN STEINBECK
(An Editorial from the
Washington, ). C. Post)
I am constantly amazed at the quali-
ties we expect in Negroes. No race has
ever offerd another such high regard.
We expect Negroes to be wiser than we
are, more tolerant than we are, braver,
more dignified than we, more self-con-
trolled and self - disciplined. We even
demand more talent from them than
from ourselves. A Negro must be ten
times as gifted as a white to receive
equal recognition. We expect Negroes
to have more endurance than we in ath-
letics, more courage in defeat, more rhy-
thm and versatility in music and danc-
ing, more controlled emotion in theatre.
We expect them to obey rules of conduct
we flout, to be more courteous, more gal-
lant, more proud, more steadfast.- In a
word, while maintaining that Negroes
are inferior to us, by our unquestioning
faith in them we prove our conviction
that they are superior in many fields,
even fields we are presumed to be trained
and conditioned and they are not.
Let me-give a few examples.
In the Alabama bus boycott we knew
there would be no Negro violence—and
there wasn't. The only violence was
white violence.
In the streets we expect courtesy
from Negroes even when we are ugly
and overbearing.
In the prize ring we know a Negro
will be game and will not complain at a
decision.
In Little Rock we knew that any bru-
tality would originate among the whites.
COULD NOT COMPETE
For a long time whites would not com-
pete against Negroes for fear they
might lose. It was said that their coor-
dination—it was called animal coordina-
tion—was better and their physical re-
sponses quicker.
If there is racial trouble, we are con-
vinced that Negroes will not strike the
first blow, will not attack in the night,
will not set off bombs, and our belief is
borne out by events.
We expect Negroes to be good-tem-
pered and self-controlled under all cir-
cumstances.
But our greatest expectation is that
they will be honest, honorable, and de-
cent. This is the most profound compli-
ment we can pay any man or group. And
the proof of this shows in our outrage
when a Negro does not live up to the
picture we ordinarily have of him.
With thousands of burglaries, mug-
gings, embezzlements reported every
day, we are upset when a Negro is found
doing what so many whites do regular-
ly.
FILLED WITH DISMAY
In New York, with its daily reports
of public thefts, deceits, and assorted
political and fiscal raids on public mon-
ey and treason against public trust, one
Negro who succumbs to the temptation
to do what many white people do fills
us with dismay and the papers are full
of it. What greater compliment can we
pay to a people?
Finally, let me bring it down to cases.
I have children, as many of you
whites who read this have. Do you think
your children would have the guts, the
dignity, and the responsibility to go to
school in Little Rock knowing they
would be insulted, shoved, hated, sneer-
ed at, even spat upon day after day, and
do it quietly without showing anger,
petulance, or complaint? And even if
they could take it, would they also get
good grades?
Now I am a grown, fairly well-educat-
ed — I hope intelligent — white man. I
know that violence can produce no god
effect of any kind. And yet if my child
were spat on and insulted, I couldn't
trust myself not to get a ball bat and
knock out a few brains. But I trust Ne-
groes not to, and they haven't.
I think so much of those school chil-
dren in Little Rock — a small handful
who carry the will and conscience, the
hopes and futures of millions in their
arms. They have not let their people
down. I think, what quiet pride their
grandchildren can have in them know-
ing they came of such stock.




I'm convinced that anything is not 
in lengths. ason, which 
h of that Committee in Washing-
ton_
offspring find birth in such a
LEFT SIDE OF THE WELL On arriving nM
mob that tried to keep them out, faces ly idle people ma. . regardless 
"Now, I reckon, he hasolaktchh-
can be sold at a profit . . . Staton, Tenn., I noticed the
drooling hatred, cursing and accursed of race or nation or community. Eskimos, heat-lamps to Afri- way 70 which stated "Carlton's 
ed onto so much paper w
this includes selling ice to sign on the northside of High-
faces, brave only in numbers, spitting 
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those faces, masked, sneaking in the it is able to assimilate these
heard about this "mira- lived in a town in the western
ductive citizenship.
pon of a coward. One often wonders about the cle water," that is being sold part of Penns
ylvania where the shave.
take in their ancestry? But of course 
vast majority of Negro high kind f. wateri
cure anemia, c orosis, yspep- ow we disliked tha water.hl 
is, that
d h 
s m thing it comes in contact with
you might
. in the Congo. Were it not them
same Belgiums that cut off
What pride can their descendants usefulness and mission of the 
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African hands in the old days
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a rust-color . . . or
than serving as auxiliary arms 
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because they did not work hardschools. What they are doing
When Martin Luther King was stab- run-down-system? to use soap, bath salt by the 
enough? Were it not the very
It was so hard until we had 
color
to the Police Department. . by 
Despite all of the demerits same Belg
iums that did not ed-
bed by a hysterical woman, he might way of keeping a sizeable num- I thought, this must be the pounds and water-softner by 
theof the water, it is good for 
ready 
the Africans at all to VA
temporarily off the streets five De Leon failed to find many odor. It would turn brown if 
persons
mineralssi tb  
to be independent, theillr
well have felt some anger or hurt or ber of potential trouble-makers, fountain of youth which 
Ponce gallons. It had a displeasing 
a 
such
— or six hours a day, more or seasons ago when he was sail- permitted to stand in a con- 
iron calcium magnesium so- 
turned them loose and said,
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despair. But his first words on coming
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and light on you again — and
Perhaps some of the anger against young Negroes to be better Ne- size capusle, I rushed from my clothes. Men complained about e 
Carlton 's well has been okay-
, chloride and carbon. 
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the United States Nations -.vith
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Butts, 
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sTmirinton County's Health Divi- aced, too? Was not 
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and an unanswerable method composed person, white or Negro, can 
Dr. grandpa and your grandpas
periority is rooted in having a cause 
of courage, restraint, and a sense of di- 
mouth a lot of high sounding 
A. J. Butler, who said of the mama before him 
a slave? Did
wilts embacing all the above- 
water "it is perfectly all YOU not get whe
re you is your-
mentioned goals. But what do 
self by the hardest and, having
rection. 
right."
these "words" mean to five or  
The well was dug in 1925 by got there, 
determined to ..tay
six hundred young Negroes who 
Carlton's father. It is 318 feet by the w
orst? "Hast thou not
finish high school here in Mem- 
diehep,watCecorsdeinugs tor th25e-coewntnsera. scaled t
he heights?" as Shake-
speare would say. Well, it must
a bleak and unpromising inse- 
sgoaildlonon. Oct.Th  15fi,rs1t932gallon was be cold 
up there on them
heights where you is — farphis every year .. . only to face
where they were born, raided,
water now?
naolwl ?the talk about the away from me 
way down hers
where I is. Maybe you DO needcurity for the future in the city
and "educated"? NO
T A CURE-ALL a cellophane bandanna to keep
Seems like it's time for the 
Somebody has advertised the frtm catching cold, dear Dr.
The once great voice of Madame Flor- After returning to America for a leadership of the Negro and 
water as being a "cure-all" for Butts.
ence Cole Talbert McCleave has been singing tour of the states, she became 
white community to get together all 
human ills. So people from
Sincerely yours truly.
on this . . . one of the most
silenced by death. She was buried April well known. However, she was never dangerous and tragic problems 
Jesse B. Semple
6. Memphis has lost one of its outstand- able to break down the racial prejudice of our time and place. Maybe
ing citizens. She was the first Negro so- of American Opera. . 
somebody has some suggestions.
prano in grand opera. Her first noted Mrs. McCleave was one of the first ing would produce some jobs
Maybe a poling of their think- N.Y. Kicks Out
appearance was as a soloist with the persons to encourage Marian Anderson for these youngs
ters. Maybe a
MARK
by NAT D. WILLIAMS 
WHICH WAY. IN? discernible on the near or dis-
Around 1200 young Negroes tant horizon designed to do
will graduate from high schools something effective for the Ne-
in the Memphis city limits gro boys and girls graduating
around June of this year. from our high schools . . . and
And increasing number of falling immediately into the
people hereabouts are wonder- "surplus', commodity category.
ing louder and longer about Faced with a situation that
"what will become of this res- even their young and inex-
ervoir of youthful energy in nerienced eyes can easily see,
brains, body, and spirit." ' there's little wonder that there
One person, indulging in a is such unrest and unpredicta-
little private speculation in bility about so many present-
answer to the question, esti? day youngsters. A gnawing
mates as follows: Arourd one- sense of insecurity and a feeling
tenth (about 120) of the kids of "What's the use" can break
will enroll in college (with down anybody's morale . . .
about fifty of them finishing; can make anybody delinquent
about 150 of them will enter the . . . in feelings and attitudes
armed services (boys and . . . if not in actual activity.
girls); approximately 100 of Someday, somebody in Mem-
them will find jobs and settle phis is going to have to answer
down here in Memphis; around for what happens to these kids.
100 of them will go to the cities Someday, somebody is going to
of the North and East and have to knuckle down and find
West to live with relatives and some working answers. And that
find work in the cities of those goes for those who feel that
areas; around 100 of the girls church work, bridge parties, and
will marry men here in Mem- long and fervent speeches about
phis and more or less settle civil rights are the most im-
here; about fifty will become portant things to engage their
chronically and seriously ill or attention as of today. •
die in five years . . . and the Wonder how many adult Ne-
most interestingly tragic spec- gro Memphians have figured
ulation of all . . . some 500 or out anything to tell even one of
600 of the Mack. br o wn these boys and girls . . mean-
and beige boys and girls who ing the 500 or 600 who are the
will graduate from high school "surplus" commodities of our
here in Memphis in 1961, will high schools?
join the ranks of the frustrated
and hopelessly unemployed. 
Telling them to "Get lost"
won't do any good. Telling them
It is this last group . . • the to "leave" won't solve it either.
ones who won't be able to find The kids don't have train or bus
work, or leave town, that raises fare . . . and they know there's
the pertinent question, "which a I ,w against hitch-hiking . . .
way in" . . . to some kind of even when there's any play
fulness of life . . . in to hope, to which to hitchhike.
freedom from fear. freedom It's all right to open up the
from insecurity . . into useful, zoo M those youth . . . to gain
interested, first-class citizen- access to the public libraries
ship. For, these are they who for them . . to gain them the
will have moved from the vir- right to ride in the front of the
tual no-where of their Negroid bus
past to the no-place road 
block. All that's right and as
it should be. But, there are
of their Negro present . . . with many connotations to that
not even the chance to wonder
what tomorrow will bring! 
Biblical observation that "Man
In the midst of the tensions shall n
ot live by bread alone."
and turmoils of today's world It can be viewed in reverse. And
. . turmoils and tensions remember, bread was not ruled
which reach even Memphis, out of the picture. What're we
this group of boys and girls, to tell these kids . . "If you
"the faceless ones," ought to 
c
de-
mand and command the first an't eat bread, eat cake?
concern of every intelligent, Mister, how you talk? Or did
serious-minded resident of this you say something. Let Us
community . . . regardless of
race, sex, or creed.
Not only should they com-
mand concern from humanitar-
ian, and democratic reasons,
but also out of considerations of
community safety and selef-
preservation. Cries about in-
creases in crime the incidence
of illegitimate children, lack of
civic responsibility, mob rule,
and a host of other nefarious
qou vkiLYENI  FILLED OLK Youre.
PoRtA 0u IAAD BEnER. 440R2q.
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Simple Writes Dr. Butts
Dear Dr. Butts: screach? Who, over yonder in
'It has been sometime since these days and times, is nay-
! have lately heard of you un- ing any attention to white
til the other day I saw your tolkses' speeches?
Letter-to-the-Editor in that "From all 1 can read, they
downtown paper — which 's a are not even paying attention
white paper — to the effect to each others' speeches, let
that you was regretting the
alone the United States Nations.
way what you called 'a handful 
Bu. the wide world heard that
of colored folks" behaved in handful
 of colored folks that
tht gallery of the United States 
ay when they hollered out
lour there in that gallery with
Nations the day that Dr. Stev-
enson was speaking about Afri- 
no microphones.
"Now, know, dear Dr.
ca and being so polite. Butts, you would not he caught
"Do I need to tell you, dear nowhere making no protests
Do mr Butts, owthat 
atpolite white 
slatew ihaite out loud. You are colleged. You
no matter also a great colored lead. 
folksmay get in making a er — so, the white papers tell
speech, colored folks gets no me — and you makes your pro.
hear it! results without making a tests in writing. Well, maybe
******* some of them colored folks
• that day, like me, did not get




and cannot write too good, so
they makes their protests by
hollering — which, I gather, is
not polite. That is probably why
white folks tried to get Adam
Powell on income tax. He hol-
lered too much in his speeches
before he got to be Chairman
Madame McCleave Is Silenced
combining of their interest
Chicago Symphony Orchestra in 1918. to seek a singing career. She also en- would lead to a community wide 
During the same year she sang at Aeo- couraged Vera Little, who made her de_ program that could salvagehthe
lian Hall in New York City which was but as "Carmen" at the State Opera hopyessanad
ndgirolspposertemunidteiesstinetd to
MISS. 
ALBANY, N. Y. — (UPI —
ese
a history-making feat for a Negro. How- House in Berlin Germany in 1957. Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller
ever, seven years later she had not been, She did not devote all of her time to True, the Negro 
populace of Thu
rsday took a major step in
ending a form of discrimina-
able to realize a dream of singing in an singing. She found time to work in m 




taken up where Adam left of1111
Heve you written your lettAll.
to "The New York Times" yet
about the Muslims, dear or.
Butts?
"Dr. Butts, the last time I
wrote you was some years ago,
ant, I said I did not know how
you.. could be leading me with-
out me knowing it antil the
white papers told me? I have
not seen you uptown in Her-
ten. here in a coon's age. I
would gay possum, but it does
not mean the same ihing, al-
though I do believe sometimes.
you are playing possum. You
lay dead until the time is ripe.
"When the white dogs is,
baying at some other coon be-
sides yourself, then you start
baying, too, right, along with
the pack. When all the white
folks and their papers jumped
on those Negroes for hollering
out loud in the United State
Nations, you jumped on thei
also, no sooner than you cou
set pen to paper. You said they
was a disgrace to the race.
"Dear Dr. Butts, in my opin-
ion, your cellophane bandanna
chokes your brains. I wish you
did not have to wear it. A man
as smart as you ought to know
the Negro race is not disgrac-
ed just because a handful of
colored peoples hollers out loud
in a public place. Somebody
ought to holler — the way
things is going on in this world
and all them uranium mines is
still in the hands of Belgiums
opera in America. She went to Europe
in 1925 to study for two years under
Maestro Valeri and Maestro Quezada,
who guided her to the operatic stage.
Her debut was in "Aida" at Cosenza.
Before leaving Europe, she studied
briefly under Marcel Picheran of the
Opera omique.
any
community projects. She had the ability
to turn a dull affair into something ra-
diant with her smiles and enthusiasm.
She was dignified, sophisticated and
charming. Yet, she displayed humility
seldom found in a person with the at-
tributes she might have boasted.
Memphis is the poor0 for her death.
lems for its youth. The white
community is faced with sim-
ilar concern . . . however may-
be not as intense. But it is to
be remembered that there are
organized groups and definite
movements constantly underfoot
to do something about the plight
of white boys and girls threat-
ened with being disinherited
from their true heritage of full
American citizenship.
But so far there is nothing
'You',. Really Got To Hand It To Him As a Collector
. . Otherwise He'll Come ,cAn' Get It!"
near and far have been making
a pilgrimage to the well. How-
ever, Carlton readily admits it
"isn't miracle water. It is
simply mineral water."
My advice to you is, determ-
ine whether the water will help
or aggravate your ills before
rushing off to Mason, Tenn. If
your body is in' need of miner-
als, then perhaps the water
will help. If your body does not
suffer a deficiency of minerals,
I cannot see how this water is
going to help you.
I must say this while pass-
ing. Memphis has some of the
best water in the world for the
purpose of quenching ordinary
human thirst. The water comes
from artesian wells.
Anybody who wants to, can
rush out of Memphis to the
wells in Mason, hut for me,
give me another glass of this
good old Memphis water from
the left side of the artesian
well.
Insurance Bias
tion in' the state by approving
a bill prohibiting distinction be-
cause of race, color, creed or
national origin in the writing
of insurance Policies.
Present law prohibits dis-
crimination only in connectio
with the writing of life nisi
ance. The hill which hecam
the law bans any distinction in
premiums or rates for policies




























































































































































































"GOING rj  PLACES"
A WEEKLY DEPARTMENT




Balmy Summers Cool Nights
PaFrom CI *Pogue dorn!tgliogyia4m mouse- and Tomextul4atig*
from Alaktak to Anchorage,
Alaska and Alaskans ars pre-
paring to offer thousands of
1961 viaitors the warmest wel-
come ever staged in the North-
land since President Andrew
Johnson bought "Seward's Fol-
ly" back in 1867.
And these modern visitors
'Ike William H. Seward him-
tell, one of Alaska's earliest
"'tourists," will find the new
state not folly but great fun,
not an "icebox" like many In
Seward's day believed, but a
land of 'almy days and refresh-
ingly cool evening, of lust oc-
coastal regions (producing the
coastal regions (proucing the
densest, greenest, most awe-
lnspiring mountains and islands
In the world), and a land of
evarm good-hearted people.
Of rouse, if a visitor really
wants the "icebox tour" Alas-
kans can give it to him by
Showing off their literally
hundreds of miles of crystal-
blue ice glaciers that flow
slowly but never-endingly from
''‘e snow and ice-capped peaks
Alaska's ranges down to
spa level.
ABUNDANCE OF MILD LIFE
But most visitors will want to
see more. Almost all desire to
see some of Alaska's wildlife,
and in the 49th State there is
undoubtedly more of it to see
than anywhere else in the
fsmericas — with Alaska's
variety of animals ranging
from gargantuan Kodiak and
Grizzly bears, bison, and moose
TAIS 'Y HAWAIIAN DISH
Every visitor to Hawaii talks
about "poi," but seldom has a
chance to see it made. North-
west Orient Airlines refers its
tourists to Kona Inn, on the
stand of Hawaii. Here, a fea•
re of nightly entertainment
L a demonstration of how this
(Iliple food of the islands is
made. A young Hawaiian lad
takes taro roots, pounds them
‘? a pulp, and kneads them
Into the pasty substance that
is the staff of life to many
families and is good or at least




By organizing 3 group
tour, which costs articipanLs
less money to go anywhere
in the world, you can earn
a free trip or half tare. For
kirganizing a group tour of
T.,5 persons, your trip is free;
for 10 persons, half fare.
So If you belong to a club,
church group, fraternal or-
ganization, business associa-
tion or any group interest-
ed in going places for less,
organize them into a group
for the best travel prize of
all — FREE or HALF
FARE! Call or write Chicago
Defender Travel Editor, 2400
So. Michigan, and we will
supply you with all details.
like lemmings and shrews. Be-
tween these extreme- in size
are deer, mountain goat, Dall
sheep, caribou, wolf, lynx,
coyote, porcupine, slink, mar-
ten, wolverine, fox, beaver and
other animals, some of them
valuable as fur-bearers, others
as meat producers, all of them
fascinating for the visitor to
watch and photograph.
Equally a "must" for the
fisherman visitor is a chance
to pit his skill with rod and
reel against the fabulos., fight-
ing fish of the northernmost
state. And this can be family
fun. Many an eight to ten-year-
old has literally caught his
own weight in salmon along the
fish-infested waters of the
coastal regions.
The scenery surrounding and
producing such wildlife and
waterlife equally superlative.
Hundreds of skyscraping moun-
tains in the various ranges of
the state and "bettered" for
sheer beauty only by Alaska's
Mt. McKinley, highest peak in
North America. Meandering
streams and roaring rapids are
as picturesque and photogenic
as they are fish-populated.
And nowhere else in the
world can the sightseer or
photographer find a more
colorful sight than the open
rolling tundra of the Arctic
and sub-Arctic in late Spring,
when retreating snows leave
behind a blanket of green mos-
ses and prolusions of Alaska
wildflowers.
The State, too, operates one
of the most popular tourist fa-
cilities in Alaska — the auto
ferry between Juneau. Haines,
and Skagway. The ferry boat.
a 40 - passenger, 16 - vehicle
craft named the Chilkat, pro-
vides a five-hour voyage for
the auto traveler wishing to
visit Alaska's capital, Juneau.
This year's schedule, for the
first time, will feature daily
runs by the vessel.
VARIETY OF FEATURES
Other popular features, rides,
and tours include — but cer-
tainly aren't limited to — river-
boat trips by sternwheelers out
of Wrangell and Fairbanks;
charter flights over icecaps
and glaciers almost every-
where; dog sled rides (in sea-
son on snow and runners, out of
season on ground and wheels);







Travel Service will offer sug-
gestions on how to plan a
trip or vacation by plane,
rain, ship, bus; tips on what
clothes to take and how to
pack; furnish you with folder
and literature on all parts of
the world, and advise you
of things to buy, things to do,
and places to see. For motor
trip routings include 25 cents
for cost of handling. Address
all inquiries to Travel Edi-
tor, Chicago Defender, 2400
S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
u GOING SOMEWHERE?
It's easier — loiter — mere lent
when you leave the details in expert hands f
Whether you're headed for Indianapolis or Indic
your trip preparations go faster when they're handled by an
expert travel service, such as witvOME. We know all the
right planes, trains, busses, boats to St your convenience boat
- and we confirm your space, deliver your tickets, get your
hotel room at your destination. Thus, you save time-- and
you're lure.
Experiencevi travelers regularly depend on Travel Agency
service. South Side business and professional leaders men
whose names you know have been "leaving the details to
WELCOME" for the past four years.
We've arranged rtrund-the-world personal tours-- and delivered th•
tickets foe. two-hour trip to Detroit. We've token happy hundreds on
WELCOME-arranged group tours, with every detail of comfort and
convenience expertly handled to make travel • pleasure -not • task.
WELCOME service is complete. We are in contact with line hotels
and resorts all over the world—know where you can go for the moot
fun, with the least bother, on your budget Chock this list of our
regular services:
PLANE TICKETS • TRAIN TICK7ITS • BUS
TICKETS • SHIP TICKETS • HOTEL RESORT
RESERVATIONS • SCHEDULE INFORMATION •
TRIP & TOUR ADVICE, FOR IUS1NESS OR PLEASURE
Don't fight Loop parking and Muffle ecmeestion -- drop in at our
Sutherland Hotel lobby Ace, or phone, for all the facts and counsel
you need. THen pick up your tickets just es handily. Let WELCOME
take the trouble out of travel!
WELCOME
TRAVEL SERVICE
4659 SOUTH OREM. CHICAGO. ILL.
Cell WA goer 4-3900
for fest, Friendly service
the finest museums in the
Northwest; yacht charters;
totem park visits at Ketchikan.
Wrangell. Sitka, Klawock and
many other locations; ghost
towns like McCarthy, which
visitors love to haunt, even if
the ghosts don't always appear;
and of course there are general
sightseeing bus tours in every
city
LET'S TAKE A TRIP
Travel Talk
by Fred W. Avendorph
TRAVEL EDITOR
In arranging a vacation trip to Europe, South America,
Canada, Mexico, or some other part of the world, the prudent
traveler always acquaints himself beforehand with the cur-
rencies of the countries on his itinerary.
Except in the case of Canada, the currencies of these
countries differ widely in value in relation to the American
dollar. The dollar, for instance, is worth 350 French
francs at the official rate of exchange hut worth only approxi-
mately seven Danish krone, the currency of Denmark.
To many persons, especially those making their first trip
outside the country, this is somewhat puzzling. However, it
is not as complicated as it seems. Banking institutions and
currency exchange houses in Chicago, New York, and other
cities have made the matter quite simple and convenient.
In Chicago foreign currency may be obtained at the major'
Loop banks. These both sell and buy the money at the best'
rates in accordance with prevailing markets. Travelers can
buy foreign currency for dollars just like they purchase goods
at a department store.
In addition, several of the banks provide a foreign remit-
tance service by which transfer of funds is made by chick,
cable, or mail in dollars or foreign currencies. Also provid
ed are travelers checks which are widely used by experience
travelers and which are safe, simple instruments that have
world-wide negotiability.
Experienced travelers suggest converting or changing dol-
lars into foreign money in this country rather than upon ar-I
rival in the country of destination, tho some countries limit
the amount of the currency that can be brought in. The rea-
son is that in many cases the rate of exchange is more favor-
able to the traveler here in the United States.
This situation exists because there are two exchange rates,
official and free. The official is set by most countries for
their respective currencies. It is the rate the tourist legally
gets up:n arrival.
The free rate is set by the law of supply and demand op-
erating outside of those countries. In most cases the official
rate yields the tourist less per dollar; the free rate, more.
The latter, however, is not a firm figure. It fluctuates for
various reasons, including marketability. When there is a dip
in the travel business, for example, the French franc or
other currencies may be cheaper to buy than at the peak
of the tourist season.
According to a recent compilation, the dollar was worth
350 French francs at the official rate and 368 at the free rate.,
The dollar was worth 625 Italian lire at the official rate and!
633 under the free rate. Also, the dollar was worth 200 Chilean'
pesos under the official rate but 320 under the free rate.
Here is a chart showing a few of the more familiar foreign
currencies in relation to the value of the American dollar at
official rates:
Country And Official Rate
CURRENCY PER $1
France (franc)  350.00
Italy (lira)  625.00
Spain (peseta)  38.95
Turkey (lira)  2.80
Argentine (peso)   14.25
••••••
THE STATE of Alaska Itself
has brought to 63 the number
of state campsites, trailer sites
and other wayside facilities
for the "do-it-yourself" over-
nighter. The roads and high-
















in the world. Here a visitor
pauses in her travels to ad-
mire the 49th State's unspoil-




MONROE, La. — A Munici-
pal court judge is scheduled to
rule Tuesday in the case of
nine local Muslims who were
tried here on March 21 on
charges of aggravated assault.
The defendants have been
out on bail totaling $11,500.
Elijah Muhammad, of Chicago
and head of the religious group,
furnished the bail.
The assault charges follow-
ed an incident between the
Muslims and local police. The
religious group charges that
Monroe police, led by Chief
James C. Kelly, jr., broke up
one of their services with tear
Rea, rifles, brass knuckles and
riot sticks. They contend their
constitutional rights were vio-
lated.
Chief Kelly admitted on the
witness stand that he had no
legal reason for going o or
breaking into the Muslim re-
ligious service, according to
John X. a leader of the group
in Chicago.
Chicago officials said "ie
Monroe Muslims admitted fight-
it back in self defense, •vhen
they were attacked by the po-
lice.
CHIEF SHAKES ISLAND near
Wrangell, Alaska. was nam-
ed for a famous Shaman or




Important role In the Tlingit
Indian Tribal government dur-
ing the early part of the 20th






Most foreign countries re-
quire an American citizen to
obtain • visa from one of their
consular officials in the United











ity of the bear-
M. Avendorph er of the pass-
port to obtain any 
necessary
visas
A visa is generally a stamp-
ed notation in a passport indi-
cating that the hearer is to be
permitted to enter the country
involved for . certain purpose
and length of time.
OMISSION OF VISA::
A number of foreign coun-
tries waive the visa require-
ment for certain kind. of trav-
el, such as the brief visits of
tourists. Most Western Euro-
pean countries do not require
visas for temporary visits, the
specific time depending on the
individual country. Travelers
should be carCul to check the
length of time for which the
visa will he waived.
The Passpor' Office of the
Department of State issues on
request a circular entitled
FEES CHARGEE BY FOR-
EIGN COUNTRIES FOR THE
VISA OF UNITED STATES
PASSPORTS.
In addition to the list of visa
fees, the circular includes in-
formation concerning the wai%
ing of the visa requirement by
various foreign countries.
DURATION OF VISAS
Certain foreign visas a-,
valid for one trip only or hear
restrictions as to the period of
time for which they may be
used. When you apply to a'
foreign consular officer for a
visa, make it a point to tell
him how many trips you plan
to make into his country and




WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The Supreme Court Monday
granted a hearins• to Charles
Townsend, under death sentence
for a Chicago murder commit-
ted almost seven years ago.
Townsend was convicted of
the fatal beating ot Jack Boone,
Sr.. 43, on Dec. 18. 1953. His
ease has been before the high
court three time before.
This time, the court announc-
ed it will hear arguments.
After the State Supreme court
affirmed his conviction in 1958.
Townsend started new proceed
ings under the Illinois Post-Con-
viction Hearing Act. In both in-
stances, the U. S. Supreme
court denied review.
Then he tri..4 for a writ of
habeas corpus. That court dis-
missed his case but it was sent
back there by the Supreme
Court on March 9, 1959.
stay. Travelers by air must
comply with the same visa
regulations as apply to travel-
ers by land or water.
Visas are not required to
enter most European nations.
For visits to the Azores . . .
for visits BEYOND THREE
MONTHS in France or BE- said they
YOND SIX MONTHS in Spain eision to
. . . visas are required. Such 'Court
visas a r e easily obtained
through local consular offices
In addition, visas ar, required
for all Iron Curtain countries.
Mexico requires a Tourist
Card, valid for six months, in
addition to proof of U. S. citi-
zenship. A single-visit card-
costs $3.00 —one valid for sev-
eral visits during the six-
month period costs $5.00. Either
can be obtained from the Mexi-
can Consulate or Mexican
Tourist Office.
Bermuda requires neither
passport nor visa, but you must
possess a valid onward or re-
turn ticket and proof of U. S.
citizenship.
Central American and Carib-
bean Area generally requires
Tourist rards (rather than
visas), plus valid passport Or
proof of U. S. citizenship. Tour-
ist cards are easily obtained
through the ndividual coun-
tries' tourist offices or Consul-
ates. In many cases, these
cards are issued free of charge;
in all others, the fee is nomin-
al.
Since the specific require-
ments vary from country to
country, it's best to consult
with your agent for details.
stored Torem Poles and a
replica of • Tribal House. This
tide island can be reached




MONTR EAl. — ( UPI ) —
Immigration officials Tuesday
ordered the deportation of nine
Cubans who arrived in Can-
ada from Kingston. Jamaica.
The Cubans immediately an-
nealed the deportation order and
were released pending a hear-
ing.
The nine were among a group
of 25 Cubans who left Kingston
Saturday on a flight to Mon-
treat. The plane was diverted
to New York where 16 of the
Cubans were granted asylum
while their cases were consid.
ered by U. S. immigration of-
ficials. The others were not
allowed to remain in the U. S.
The Cubans who arrived here
told immigration officials that
they wanted to obtain visas 10
live in the U. S. They were
ordered to report to immigra-
tion officials daily, pending the
hearing on their apoeal.
Uphold Closing
Mixed School
JACISMON Tenn. — (U1'1) —
The Tennessee Supreme court
this week affirmed a lower
court order closing the contro-
versial Highlander Folk school,
an interracial institution dedi-
cated to the promotion of inte-
gration.
School attorneys immediately
will appeal the de.
the U. S. Supreme
Clerk B. J .Boyd of the state
supreme court said the decis-
ion meant that Highlander
must halt operations immedi-
ately unless it gets a stay order
from the state court permitting
it to operate while It takes its
fight to the U. S. Supreme
Court.
Highlander Atty. Cecil Bram-
stetter of Nashville, said that
is the procedure the school will
follow. The school has been al-
lowed to operate for more than
a year while its cast' was be-
ing appealed.
At Highlander. in Monteagle,
Tenn , Ann Lockwood, a staff
member said, "We have a
workshop planned for about Si)
college students for this week-
end, and we have no plans not
to go ahead with it."
Chief Justice Alan Prewitt
and the court ananimously af-
firmed the Feb. 16. 1960 ruling
of Judge Chester Chaffin of
Winchester.
Chaffin said the integrated
adult education center had vio-
lated state segregation laws,
state beer laws, and was oper-
ating for the personal gain of
its founder and director. Myles






drove northward Sunday from
Manono, increasing the threat
of civil war with angry Baluba!
tribesmen massing 150 miles
away.
The United Nations flew more
tough Indian Gurkha warriors
into this secessionist Katanga
province in an effort to pre-
vent new fighting and a United
Nations spokesman said no Ka-




NEW YORK — Mayor Wil-
liam B. Hartsfield of Atlanta
predicted Thursday his city
would integrate its schools and
lunch counters next fall without
violence because its police
force was spec ally trained.
"What happened in Little
Rock won't happen here," the
71-year-old mayor said. "We're
going to ride herd on these
damned rabble rousers. When
racists come to this town, they
know they're going to get their
heads knocked together."
Hartsfield, who was inter-
viewed for a story on Atlanta
in the current issue of Look
magazine, added that "Robert
E. Lee wouldn't even spit on
the rabble rousers we have to-
day."
The mayor praised Atlanta
Police Chief Herbert Jenkins
who, he said. "Knows more
about the race problem than
any other chief in the nation."
LOYAL COPS
"We have 700 loyal police-
men," the mayor said. "We've
had men from our force in
Little Rock and New Orleans
studying what they did wrong.
We hold police seminars on riot
control. A mob sizes you up.
They can tell when law enforce-
ment officers have their heart
in it."
The police, he added, have
been trained to uphold the law
"regardless of race or personal
feelings."
"We're a city too busy to
hate," the mayor said. "Atlan-
ta does not cling to the past.
People who swear on the old
southern traditions don't know
what they are , . . think of liv-
ing through this changing
south . . . what a dynamic
story! And Atlanta is the lead-
er. Now that the state govern-
ment is backing off its policy
of massive resistance, you're
going to see some interesting
things."
The Gurkhas were being air-
lifted from Leopoldville into
the big Kamina base in defiance
of earlier warnings by Katan-
ga President Moine Tshombe
that the dispatch of Indian
troops into his secessionist
Congolese state would be con-
sidered an act of war.
United Nation sources said
the Gurkha troops, toughest
unit in the United Nations Con-
gc peace force, were rushed
into Katanga to try to prevent
clashes. But, there was no indi-
cation whether or when t h e
Gurkhas would move outside
the Kamina base, 210 miles
southwest of Manono.
CHINESE RESTAURAe'TS
Chinese restaurant., are pop-
ular throughout Japan, just as
French restaurants are
throughout western nal ions.
Tokyo has dozens, highly popu-
lar with the Japaness them-
selves, as well as visitors from
all over the world.
VA'CA11091 10
Send now for your free copy of thIS
Illustrated brochure,with details of
our famous 12 and 18-day escorted
Luxury Tours to California and
Canadian Rockies al e cost that
soothes your budget. Lv. Chicago
July 1-5-22-29; Aug. 5-12-19.
WELCOME TRAVEL SERVICE
4639 SOUTH DIGER, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS




secrets revealed to rain money Al
Dewar 51st W A Johnson. 414 Me-
Rae Street. Wilmington. N. 0,
WANTS, TO @UV
Subsequently, the case was, 
OLD COIN MONEY AND USED
dismissed a second time in a I. Postage stamped envelopes and
decision affirmed or April 7. ;rd. ndatled 6118% T.. :10.32 ginethito
1960, by the Seventh U. S. Cir- at.
cult Court of Appeals.
SUNNY DAYS IN ISRAEL
Slimmer in Israel is warm
with a refreshing breeze along
the coast, and warm, dry and
breezy on the hills. No rain
falls during this season, says
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Detroit's fine Gotham Hotel will
exit within two years came ex-
pressions of regret from per-
formers the nation over. —
STARS ALWAYS KNEW there
would be clean and comfortable
quarters awaiting their arrival
for engagements in the Motor
City. — HOWEVER, THERE
APPEARS a ray of Sunshine in
midwest with opening of Her-
man Roberts' new Roberts Mo-
tel in Chicago.—WITH SEVER-, t
AL hotels, the new Motel will
provide ample and clean ac-
commodations for show folk will
visitors to the Windy City.
$ • •
OSCAR BROWN, jr., a last
minute replacement on the Ed
Sullivan Show Sunday, was
worthy of the selection.—THE
GUY, a NEWCOMER to the
scene promises to take his place
among the great sepians of
entertainment. — HIS BROAD- J
WAY appearance next season
may well equal the pace set.
by Raisin In The Sun"; i
with its Sidney Pottier, Claudia
McNeil, Ruby Dee and others
starred.—WHATEVER
DOUBTS, if there were any,
that Nat King Cole is a genius
along singing and acting row
must have disappeared Satur-
day night when he rose to the
very top in his own television
spectacular. — AS SOMEONE
once said of Nat: "That guy
could revive oldlies like "Chic.
My Chic, My McCrany Crow"
(a ninety-year-oldie) and spot-
light it to fame and apprecia-
tion.
SAY
reason to believe local theatre
goers will rave even more than
New Yorkers did, if that is
possible. — ANOTHER REA-
SON, of course, is fact that story
was written by Lorraine Hans-
berry, a Chicagoan. — PLAY-
BOY CLUB, here in Chicago
will bring in an interracial cast
for its patrons starting April
28. — CAST WILL INCLUDE
Ann Henry, George Kirby,
Gateway Singers, Mickey Onate
o name a few.
• • •
DINAH WASHINGTON is giv-
ng patrons attractions on in-
erracial kick since taking over
ROBERTS SHOW CLUB here
in Chicago. — WITH SEVERAL
TELEVISION greats lined up
or the cafe Dinah may well be
ailed Chicago's spotlighter of
Hollywood and Broadway tai-
nt. — ALSO REPORTED en-
oute to Dinah's club is Louis
ordan and his socksational
combo.—DINAH ATTEMPTED
TO interest Louis Armstrong
s accepting a week's engage-
ment while Satchmo was in








SAN ANTONIO — A fourth
peaceful stand-in was held Sun-
day by 25 members of the Stu-
dents for Civil Liberties at the
Majestic Theatre — this time
trying to gain admission for
white students in the theatre's
balcony reserved for Negroes.
The white and Negro college
and university students staged
their demonstration from
to 7 p.m. at the theatre's rear
entrance.
Lynn Krueger, manager of
the Majestic, told the students
the Interstate Theatres chain
policy still calls for segrega-
tion.
In the reverse of stand-ins,
staged in February and early!
March, Negro students ap-
proached the balcony entrance
and asked for tickets for their
white friends.
"The demonstration was to
show there is as much injustice
in the back as in the front."




departure for Europe kept him
off program honoring Jack Ben-
ny at Carnegie Hall left his re-
grets in near-tear fashion. —
HARRY WANTED SO badly to
appear on the show that will be
presented in a belated telecast!
this fall but overseas commit-
ments stymied all hopes for his
remaining over here through
the Carnegie date.—THAT PIC-
TURE Sammy Davis, jr., Harry
Belafonte and Sidney Poitier
will produce later this season•
will be a costly musical run-
ning past the two-million dolls:
"taxation" we are told. — IN
MEANTIME DAVIS will has,
completed work in film with
the Sinatra Clan that include
Sinatra. Davis, Dean Martin and
perhaps Joey Bishop.
• • •
THERE CAN BE no immed-
iate complaint about lack of
spotlighting for sepia greats on
television.—OVER LAST FEW
weeks top names have been in
eluded on most variety shows
and (for change) given some-
thing creditable (in time and
tunes) to work with. — CER-
TAINLY THOSE two appear-
ances before camera permitted
Leontyne Price two weeks ago
were a credit to her talents
and to the program manage-
ment and director. — AND ON
THE Garry Moore Show Nat
King Cole was in spotlight
throughout the program. — OF
COURSE MITCH MILLER, as
usual, gave Leslie Uggams
plenty to do and alloted he
sufficient time to perform what
she was to do. — NOT ONLY
THAT but the Nat King Cole
"Spectacular" while aired on
a regional basis, was most cer-
tainly a terrific spotlighting for
viewers in the middlewest. —
THE PROGRAM HAD been
shown previously along the east-
ern seaboard where it was
hailed as one of season's best.
• • •
THE PICTURE "A Raisin In
The Sun" due in Chicago's
Roosevelt Theatre late in June
had its world premiere in New
York (at two theatres) and at-
tracted same critics' rave that
met its arrival as a live drama
on Broadway two seasons ago.
—SINCE SEVERAL scenes were




To 'Top 20' Ratings
This thing called best • in.
recordings that is — however'
sought after by artists, is as
popular with music lovers as
with the stars themselves. I
Mention the subject of popular,
music, jazz, blues or rock'n
roll when talking with "fans"
about a certain artists and the
Question "what about hit rec-
ords" generally enters the pic-
ture. Whatever else may be
said of music, vocal or instru-
mental, fact remains that pow-
er of the hit disc parade is
established.
Among the outstanding polls
are those of "Variety" and
"Billboard" both trade publi-
cations; Cash Box magazine,
Downbeat (the latter slipping
a bit) and the latest, The Unit-
ed Press International poll. Of
all the polls UPI furnishes
most information for the daily
press and is repeated more
often CPI, a news service must
depend on papers to spotlight
result of its poll. The papers
generally do just that. The
releases are weekly generally
hitting the papers in time for
Sunday editions..
Over the past several weeks
several sepia stars, including
combos, have maintained posi-
tions among the first twenty
which is the Alpha to Omega
rating by the service.
This includes Brook Benton
whose recording of "Think
Twice" stays near the top and
Is in sixth place this week;
"Dedicated To One I Love" by
the Shirelles in number 14 slot
after a slight drop from past
week and "Pony Time" by
Chubby Checker, number 18
after a drop from eleventh
place it held last week. Until
recently Dakota Staton, John-
ny Mathis. Nat Cole and Ella
Fitzgerald were well up on the
UPI poll. It can he reasoned
that neither of the latter artists
have come up with a new re-
lease in cent weeks.
1
CI. IUDL% MC NEII,
CALLS TO NEWSPAPERS
and television stations anent the
marriage trouble that befell
Dinah Washington and hubby
Raphael Campos would indicate
"fans" are more worried about
the affair than the principals
themselves. — LAST HEARD
FROM Dinah and Campos was
that Miss Washington is too
busy operating her night club
to think about her domestic
affairs and friends report Ra-
phael IS ON HIS WAY plan-
ning to join a musical combo
he once toured with. — ANY-
WAY DINAH has her fur coat,
Solid Gold Cadillac (despite ru-
mors to the contrary) and one
would gather that Raphael has
what he wants — his freedom
from marriage.
• • •
PICTURE "GONE WITH Till:
WIND" returns to Chicago this
week via loop theatre and this
corner has not decided IF
WELCOME MAT should be ex-
tended or not. — CERTAINLY
THERE WAS reason for jubila
tion in some quarters when
first and original release netted
an "Oscar" to sepia actress
Hattie McDaniel as "Best Sup
porting Actress." BUT SOME
HOW THIS columnist has found
it most difficult to either ac-,
cept or rave over films that1
are based on Civil War and
slavery time action. PERHAPS
WE HAVE BEEN laboring un-
der false pretense but our opin-
ion is, and always has been,
such subjects should be left to
rest in the peace that old Abe
Lincoln must be enjoying as
this is written.
• • •
HEAR TELL THERE'S a ma-
jor talent agency in New York
that sends out talent on per-
centage basis. making "loans"
for carfare and other transpor-
tation at an alarming interest
rate.—NOT ONLY THAT. but
stars report interest rate goes
up if engagement is an unex-
pected success. — THERE IS
ALSO a story that one such
agency went up on "money
owed office" on a good week
when AN ENGAGEMENT fail-
ed to net expected profit to the
show the same amount was ex-
tracted as expense.—AS ONE
ARTIST SAYS "if we must have
more deducted when boxoffice
is a clickeroo why not extract
less from performers' pay when
things aren't as good?"
• • •
_sets Festival Bid
a fine shape, a good looking
face and the BIG BOSS' AP-
PROVAL.—Now what happens.
Another good looker has moved
into the picture and the boss
no longer looks beyond the first
girl's lack of talent and sees
things that make him wish to
"pawn her off" on his patrons
who have said many times that
they disliked buying her tunes
and performance.—P S. ALL
ISN'T a total loss.—SHE CAN
NOW return to that cleaning
establishment where she for-





NEW YORK — Picture ver-
sion of Raisin In The Sun"
opened here this week at two
theatres, the Forum and Trans-
Lux 52nd Street, receiving the
same acclaim that greeted it as
a legiter on Broadway two sea-
sons ago.
The picture starring Sidney
Poitier, Claudia McNeil, Ruby
Dee, Diana Sands and several
others has its main settings in
Chicago just as the theme por-
trays.
Incidently the David Suskind-
Philip Rose production of play
by Chicagoan Lillian Hansber-
ry, has been selected as the
official United States entry in
the Cannes Film Festival, it
was announced by the Festival
Committee. Showing of the plc-
lure will take place during the
May 3-14 period when top film
entries of each nation are
screened for a distinguished
panel of judges.
Announcement of the honor
-accorded the film, which stars
Sidney Poitier, Claudia McNeil
and Ruby Dee, comes on the
heels of its premiere engage-
ment at the Forum and Trans.
Lux 52nd Street Theatres where
it opened last Wednesday.
Based on t he New Ye
Drama Critics Circle Awarf)
winning play, "A Raisin in the
Sun" was directed by Daniel
Petrie from a screenplay by
Lorraine Hansberry, author of
the original Broadway smash.
'The Savage Eye Okay
To Run Here, Mayor Says-
Reversal of the Chicago Po-
lice Censor's decision against
an edited version of the mo-
tion picture "The SAVAGE
EYE" has been granted by
Mayor Richard J. Daley
Reviewing the original decis-
ion. which required additional
cuts in the already edited ver-
sion of the film, the Mayor
viewed the original version with-
out any cuts at all and approv-
ed it without qualification for
exhibition.
The sequences of "THE SAV-
AGE EYE" that were in dis-
pute involve exposures of the
female form, notably in a strip.
WHILE IN A booking office
'tother day we happened in on
a complaint from wife of a,
top performer (in an act) thatl
HUBBY HAD NOT SENT her
money for several sy.Qks.—SHE
WAS MAKING 'a plea to have
part of hubby's paycheck held
up, or given to her.—TIIIS OF
COURSE the manager could not
I do without court action.—HOW-
EVER, UNLESS THE HUBBY
well known to this columnist
straightens up and flies right,
' and soon his name and deeds
will he exposed.--INCIDENT-
ALLY, THE WIFE used to tra-
vel with the act but, on request
from hubby is living in Chica-
go now.
• • •
STARDOM ON A silver plat-
ter and spotlighting via ro-
mance will not standup for long,
is something a certain singer
has learned and to her sorrow.
—IN THE SINGER'S case she
was employed in a local club
with nothing to back up her
success In landing the spot but
JOE TEX, the singer who
first clicked with "All I Could
Do Is Cry," Part 11 .gto a six-
month extension from his draft
, hoard, which means he won't







PHILADELPHIA — "At one!
point in my career," said Nan-
cy Wilson, Capitol Records'
brightest new voice find, "I was
desperately anxious for a try
at becoming a top-flight fashion
model. And even now, at times,
I find myself trying on some-
thing new and imagining that
In- a professional model. as
I stand before the mirror."
Pretty, graceful and pixieish
in appearance, Nancy's slim
5'5" could easily cause neople
to think she's a model at first
glance. Wearing a saucy but
stylish hairdo, and her dark-
brown eves sparkling as she
spoke, Nancy said. "Modeling's
a wonderful backeround any-
way, for a girl who is interest
ed in a show business career.
It gives you so many of the
shortcuts to ways of improv-
ing your self-confidence, poise.
manners and grace."
A newcomer in the platter.
pushing disk sweepstakes, Nan-
cy has already carved a special
place for herself in the hearts
of millions of jazz lovers with
her very first album for Cap-
itol. released last summer,
-.ailed 'Like In Love " if show
cased the charmer's natural
polish and easy-going style on
such tunes as "You Leave Ma
tease scene. "Considered by
themselves they might well be
construed as objectionable,"
said Felix tillgrey, legal rep-
resentative for Trans-Lux. "But
as they are used in lb. picture,
they help 'o dramatize a wom-
an's disgust with the things
that go on around her.
Anyone seeing these scenes
will only see them as part of
the whole picture, when there
can he no possible prurient in-
ference. Mayor Daley's decis-
ion proves that even a censor-
ship authority, if not hopeless-
ly immature, can tell the dif-
ference between a French post-
card and the Venus de Milo."
Claims of "TUE SAVAGF
EYE" to being high art have
been borne out by the awards
and honors that have been be-
stowed upon the picture. It has
been named one of the "Best
Ten" for 1960 on many critics'
lists from coast to coast. It wee.
named top film of the year
the Edinburgh Film Festival.
received a special award at the
Venice International Film Fes-
tival, and gained t) - Robert
Flaherty award of the British
Motion Picture Academy.
Immediatelj upon receipt of
Mayor Daley's decision, which
reversed the one made in Jan-
uary by the Chicago Commis-
sioner of Police, Trans-Lux
booked the original uncut vers-
ion of "THE SAVAGE EYE"
to open at the World Theatre.
Breathless," "Sometimes I'm
Happy," "People Will Say
We're In Love" and "Passion
Flower."
Only 24, Nancy was born at
Chillicothe. Ohio on Feb. 20,
1937, but spent most of her
early years in Columbus, where
she attended West High School,
graduating in 1954. She enroll-
ed in Central State College in
;Vilberforee and was a serious
student until the song-bug
started biting her again. A
vocalist of some sorts since
early childhood (she had her
own TV show in Columbus
when she was 1$), she just
couldn't resist the temptation,
when bandleader Rusty Bryant
offered her a job as vocalist
with his band.
4 product of the personal
management genius of John
Levy, who has guided the ca-
reers of such jazz greats as
George Shearing and Dakota
Stilton, just to name a couple.
Nancy Wilson has always had
a difficult time describing her
style of singing. "You couldn't
say that my style is exactly
commercial, nor could you de-
scribe it as pure jazz singing.
Frankly, I guess I just sing a
lot of ballads and old 'stand-
ards' with my own soulful in-
iterpretation."
Takeela Davis Plans
Return To The Stage
CLEVELAND, Ohio — (UPS)
— Takeela Di'vis, who retired
from active show business at
the neieht af her career when
she was know,- as th^ "Intox-
icating Takeela," is considering
an offer to stage and choreo-
graph the 2nd edition of "Rhap-
sody In Rhythm."
Takeela was known as one of
the most curvaceous exotics
and is remembered for her
impeccable taste i costuming
and grooming as well as in the
c'-aracter of her routines.
Miss Davis rethed from ac-
tive show business in 1958 to
devote time .o dancing schools,
producing shows and other re-
lated activities. She also man-
aged the Rose Room at the Ma-
jestic Hotel. Her talent as a
choreographer having been dis-
covered and developed she
gained quite a local reputation
in the lost art of cafe produc-
tions. Her ideas are refreshing
and unique and if she gets the
assignment for "Rhapsody" the Jackson Temple, which is be'
results will be a pleasure for,ing built in Chicago. Series will
the audiences. 
h"Rhapsody In Rhythm" is sendp,roededxuecprobdyucIering Tpro r ofCooil"luwm.
tour July 




HOLLYWOOD — A half-hour
series, titled "Mahalia Jacksoe
Sings," starring the gospel
singer, has been set by Tele-
vision Enterprises Corp. (TEC).
Other project set by TEC, head
of which is Harold Goldman. is
an hour-long swashbuckling ad-
venture series, titled "Sebes.
tian."
Highlight of the Mahalia
Jackson series is that it will
feature an important guest star
on each program with the
guest star veering from his
or her specialty to perfol
in the spirit u the program /Cr-
so featured will be a choral
group of 25 voices. Gospel sing-
er's income from the program
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By LILLIAN S. CALHOUN
"We urgently need minority
group buyers In order to make
our program work." Atty.
George Squillacote, newly elec-
ted president of HOME—Home





































































money or even work—just to let
us come and talk. Three organi-
zations replied they would be
interested at some future time,
and one checked "not interest-
ed at this time."
Home suppo lers do not feel
that suburban home prices are
Although HOME has listings a great deterrent and point to
of 23 homes and one farm in large numbers of financially
the Chicago metropolitan area able Negroes in the Chicago
whose present owners are will. area. They admi, that a number
in to sell to Negroes and other of interested would-be buyers
minority buyers, and 18 pros- are young couples who lack a
pective Negro and minority big bankroll. The older, more
group buyers, the two-year-old financially secure group has not
fair housing group has not been evinced much interest yet as
able to effect one sale, far as HOME's services are
t This is discouraging but not concerned.
disheartening to Home, Inc.. an Squillacote, a Catholic lay-
inter-racial, inter-faith volun- man and an attorney for the
tary group whose one part-time federal government here, said
paid staff member, Mrs. Jean emphatically, "We have what
Samples, is paid with funds we consider a very important
from the Unitarian Service and necessary service for the
Committee. Home is the brain- community in general and Ne-
child of First Unitarian gro Chicagoans particularly."
Church's pastor, the Rev. Leslie FREE SERVICE
Pennington, a liberal voice in He emphasized the fact that
Hyde Park, all of HOME's services to the
MOSTLY NORTH LISTINGS buyer and the seller are abso-
The housing group will con- lutely free of charge. A would-
tinue to seek listings of would- be buyer can contact Mrs. Sam.
be Negro buyers. One major pies at HUdson 7-3903, and be
problem HOME has is that its interviewed in terms of his fi-
suburban listings, mostly North ancial ability.
Shore, are chiefly in the $27- At the same time HOME
35.000 category with only a few seeks quietly to find sellers in-
homes below $25,000. terested in selling to minority
However, a HOME brochure groups. When a house is sue-
., catimates that there may he gested, "a committee looks at
r over 35,000 Negroes in Chicago if," Mrs. Samples said, "and
financially equipped to move decides if the house is over-
to the suburbs. At present there
are more than 30,000 non-white
families in the Chicago subur-
ban area, or roughly five per
cent of the total suburba i pop-
ulation mostly concentrated in
a few suburbs like Maywood,
Evanston, LaGrange and Rob.
bins, etc.
HOME's big job as Mrs.
Samples sees it is "getting more
listings of homes and buyers,
and concentrating on making
the Negro commuity aware of
HOME."
The latter won't be easy as
last summer the group sent out
nearly 800 letters to clubs and
Negro organizations with infor-
mative material, asking a re-
ply, and not one answer was
received. In December, anoth-
er mailing of nearly 500 letters
enclosing return addressed
ta pbstcarcls went out to Negro
If organizations merely asking if
a speaker could come from
HOME to talk to each group. AVAILABLE JULY 1, this
LITTLE INTEREST attractive North Shore ranch.
Ruefully, Mrs. Samples de- er retails at $24,750. A HOME
dared, "We weren't asking for listing, it offers a large living
priced or not. We have rejected
houses on this basis or if it is
felt that the seller wants to
make a spite sale."
Once a home is listed an ef-
fort is made to find out the pos-
sible neighborhood sentiment
toward a minority buyer mov-
ing in, HOME cautiously avoids
any listings that are secluded
or far from community law en-
forcement.
MOVING DAY
When ever HOME consum-
mates is We:it has a care-
fully thought out plan for mov-
ing in the buyer — for example,
buyers are advised to move in
during the morning hours, and
all contacts in the neighborhood
would be alerted to help fore-
stall any difficulties.
In general, though. HOME
adherents feel the prospect for
peaceful moving into suburbs
is good and point to the accept-
ance of the David Jones in
Skokie recently, and the long
time residence of Dr. and Mrs.
A. G. Falls in Western Springs,
and the Percy Julians in Oak
Park. They feel that the prob-
lems Falls and Julian faced
would not be met by Negro buy-
ers now.
Among the -.omes already
listed with HOME is one in a
North suburb — a 3-year-old
natural brick, three bedroom,
with finished game room in
basement, one and a half baths,
and garage, fifteen minutes
from the Loop, for $27,500.
room with cathedral on to
patio ceiling, three bedrooms,








I have been a regular reader
of your column for quite some-
time and find it very interest-
ing. So many people have
found happiness through your
column. Would like to hear
from a serious and intelligent
man between 45 and 55, 5 feet
11 to 6 feet tall who will ap-
preciate a woman of the same
type. I am light complexioned,
5 feet, 51.ti inches tall, weigh
160 lbs., considered nice look-
ing. Methodist faith. Like all
clean sports — including fish-
ing I have one son in the ser-
vice Will answer all mail.
Please do not write it not ser-
ious. If possible send photo
in first reply.
E. B. Smith, General Delivery,
Main Post Office, Gary, Ind.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante:
I am a lonely lady of 32.
weigh 165 lbs.. 5 feet, 4 inches
tall, dark brown complexion—
not bad to look at. I am inter-
ested in a man between 35 and
55. Color does not matter. Must
be loving, kind and very af-
fectionate and want a good
wife. A service man would be
wonderful. He may have chil-
dren. I like church, civic iroupa,
TV and music. Will he willing
to travel. If not serious please
do not answer.
Janet! Griffin, 741 S. Independ-
ence blvd., Chicago 24, Ill,
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante:
I am a reader of your love-
lorn column and am asking you
to please print my letter as I
sin very lonely for a Christian.
sincere woman. Color does not
matter. I am interested in mar-
riage. I am 40, 6 feet tall. Send
photo in first letter. Al/ letters
will be answered.
Mr. M. Manson, 549 Wealthy
S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich,
• • •
Dear Mme. ('hante:
1 enjoy reading your column
very much. I am 19. Don't
drink or smoke — Just a good
Christian. Like very much to
hear from a young lady 18 or
19. Will answer all letters and
send photos.




After having read your col-
umn and observed that you
have helped many people meet
each other, I should like you
to help me too. I ant 33, have
a fairly good job with aNew
York firm. I am interested in
meeting a nice looking girl who
does not smoke or drink, be-
tween the ages of 23 and 25.
ant 5 feet, 11 inches tall. Will
answer as • many letters as I
possibly can.
J. Culbert, 550 W. 20th at.,
New York 11, N. Y.
• * •
Dear Mme. Chante:
I have read your column for
many years and would like to
correspond with middle aged
women who have marriage in
mind. I am single, 45 )ears
old, weigh 218 lbs. and looking
tor a wile who is affectionate,
honest and beoadminded. I love
sports, movies and a good
home life. If not sincere do not
answer. Please send photo in
first letter.




WASIIINGION — (UPI) —
Why was it necessary to sound
a requiem for Capital airlines—
a company which in 34 years
grew from a fleet of three tiny
biplanes to the nation's fifth
largest carrier?
There is no single answer for
Capital's financial troubles.
Some sources blame it on bad
management, some just bad
luck and some a combination of
the two.
The immediate cause of Capi-
tal's death was the $34 million
mortgage held by Vickers-Arm-
strong, ltd., the British aircraft
firm whose threat to foreclose
led to the merger negotiations
with United Air Lines. But an
obvious question is why and
how Capital fell into this finan-




Capital dug its own grave in
1955 when it bought 60 prop-jet
Viscounts from Vickers agree-
ing to pay off the entire $67
million price tag in only five
years; a burden only the big-
gest and healthiest airlines
could have assumed.
The Viscount itself, with
only 44 or 46 seats, was not well-
suited to some of Capital's
routes and had a limited profit
potential.
Capital made this sturdy little
plane the backbone of its fleet
and failed to modernize the rest
of its equipment until it was too
late. Eventually it was forced
to pit the Viscount against big-
ger and faster planes and then
compounded this mistake by
trying to compete with the
schedules of larger airlines —
namely scheduling Viscount
flights in direct competi-
tion with DC 6 B'S, DC' 7S,
Electras and even pure jets dur-
ing peak traffic periods.
STRONG STOCK
Capital's stock was strong at
Iwo decades ago when the air-
line failed to seek and develop
new route structures. Capital
repeated this error in the 1950's
when it only half-heartedly tried
to improve its routes.
Capital never used its Vis-
counts efficiently, scheduling
heavily through the south where
traffic potential was poor in-
stead of in the west.
Capital held onto its obso-
lete DC 3's, DC 4's and Con-
stellations when it could have
sold them in 1955 and 1956 —
a period when used aircraft
prices were high; when it fi-
nally did try to dispose of them,
there was no market.
Family $ Habit
Study Set Here
Family spending patterns In
the Chicago Area will be stud-
ied by the U. S. Department of
Labor's bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics in a survey of consumer
expenditures.
Adolph 0. Berger, regional
director of the bureau, an-
nounced that during the next
four to six weeks trained in-
terviewers will call on about
250 Chicago Area households
to ask families to tell in some
detail about the foods and oth-
er goods and services which
they buy, the prices they pay,
and other information the BIS
must know in order to calcu-
late the Consumer Price Index.
Families included in the, sur-
vey will be notified in advance
by a letter from the Commis-
sioner of Labor Statistics.
OSPD TOBE WNEN AN OFF-COLOR
JOVE. WAS-COLD OMEN WOULD TURN A
DEAF EAR... NOW...II-LEY MEMOIR ‘Z.E
114 EN)/
MON'ITACL
"Some 20,000 adults will attend
Literacy and Citizenship Clas-
ses taught by .350 teachers train-
ed at the Highlander Folk
School this year," Myles Horton
director of the Folk School, has
announced. Miss Bernice Rob-
inson of (7harleston, S. C., has
been added to the staff and will
be associated with Mrs. Septi-
ma Clark, the school's educa-
tional director, in teaching and
administering this program
In describing the Citizenship
program Horton said, "The het-
i(' plan of the Citizenship School
has been tried and proven in
the South over a period of four
years. We have found that for
adults speed and effective ac-
tion depend on motivation. When
adults want to learn to read
and write in order to qualify as
voters their rate of learning is
acceleated to a degree beyond
an individual's normal capa-
city."
In connection with this pro-
gram 22 workshops are schedul-
HOME CHAIRMAN Squilla-
cote, an attorney, and Mrs.
Jean Samples discuss a HOME
mailing to community leaders.
Squillacote, a suburbanite, de-
termined to do something
about suburban insularity
provide training for teachers
sent to the school by cooperat-
ing organizations.
The program will train teach-
ers who will return to their local
communities equipped to organ.
ire classes to teach reading,
writing and fundamentals, of
first-class citizenship. Filty•
four leaders have already re-
ceived training through the pro-
gram this year.
Among the cooperating or-
ganizations presently sending
teachers to Highlander for train-
ing are:
The Southern Christian Lead-
ership Conference and ila af-
filiates throughout the Stint));
the Chatham County Crusade
for Voters of Savannah, Gem-
gia; the Sotheastern Georgia
Crusade for Voters; the Medi!
son County Voters League
Huntsville, Alabama; the Hay.
wood County Civ. and Wel.
fare League, and the Original
Fayette County Civic and Wet.
fare League in West Tennessee.
several years ago when his
8 year old daughter declared
she didn't like Negroes,. al-
though she didn't know say,
and had had unbiased inset/Ise-
lion about race in school and
at home
Tax Gyps Will Get You
the time of the Viscount pur-
chaseIf You Don t Watch Ouno effort to raise equity capi ltbut the airline made
which would have permitted
modernization of the rest of its
fleet.
Some of Capital's difficulties
can be traced as far back as
In the southwest, Is a four bed-
room brick colonial with fire-
place and one and a half baths
drapes and carpeting for $28,750.
Far north, a 5-year-old split
level home is listed with 8
rooms, four bedrooms, for
roughly $35,000.
HOME also will try to help
a prospective buyer obtain fi-
nancing if he has difficulty
through normal channels.
OTHERS HELP
Silber grppps sympathetic to
f housing, the American
Friends Service Committee, the
Illinois Human Relations Com-
mission, the Chicago Urban
League, the Catholic Interracial
Council and liberal individuals
are all directing community
education efforts toward Ne-
gro residence throughout the
metropolitan area.
Miss Jane Weston, housing
director for the Friends Com-
mittee, said she felt that the un-
favorable publicity Deerfield
received, even though the hous-
ing issue there is still unresolv-
ed, had a "good affect" on many
other suburbs whose inhabitants
were shocked into thinking
about open housing.
There are, she said. "sympa-
thetic people in each commu-
nity."
HOME is helping to find them
and is reaching out a hand to
help Negro buyers over the
hurdles of discrimination into a
new home of their own.
log area. A large kitchen is
equipped with birch cabinets,
washer, dryer and range.
—NE OUT OF BED. ..WENT OUT ON Ivit PORD4..,
PicKED UP TWO 8etTLES 0' Mt LK ••• A BoTTLE OF
CRAM.. MORNror PAPERS 'N' DiDN'T DROP
A IthkiG! *HAT'S SO JAW ABOu'r 1-4A1.?L. 
By LOW ARO COWAN
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Some people will sign anything.
In the southwest, taxpayers
_ - gave a self-styled "tax expert"
  power of attorney to cash the
refund checks they expected
from the treasury. He kept a
large part of the refunds.
Florida taxpayers put their
signatures to official tax re-
turns before a similar "expert"
had filled them out. He made
false claims of exemptions and
deductions.
In a midwestern state the "ex-
pert" .signed taxpayers' names
to both the return and the re-
fund checks. He obtained the
cheeks by putting his own ad-
dress on the returns.
The moral of the-, stories.
the Internal Revenue service
says, Is to be sure you know
your tax con ultant. Know himi
a iii'I
With this year's April 17 fil-
ing deadline almost here, the
service offered these pointers
to people who want help in pre-
paring their returns:
CHECK CAREFULLY
Be sure of the competence
and integrity of a prospective
tax adviser. If no other refer-
ences are available, check with
a Better Business bureau or
local law enforcement authori-
ties.
Be sure the consultant has a
permanent place of business, a
place you can find him if trea-
sury agents question the way
he prepared your return.
Insist that refund checks he
sent to you, not him.
Never sign a blank return.
By law, the taxpayer is respon-
sible for what appears on the
return he has signed,. regardless
of who tilled it ii,
Don't sign a blank check.
Have the consultant tell you
exactly how much you owe the
government.
Beware of those who claim
they can get you a large re-
fund, or those who ask for a
percentage of your refund.
Tell the nearest Internal
Revenue office of any attempt
at unethical or fraudulent prac-
tices. The service said it would
treat such information as con-
fidential.
These warnings, the service
said, should not deter taxpay-
ers from consulting competent
and ethical tax practitiepers,
such as attorneys and mount-
ants. Company cashiers, book-
keepers, auditor., and bank em-
ployes also have given "valu-
able assistance" to taxpayers,
the service Said.
the hostess. Here the bill of fare fun-filled affair. Joining Mr.
and Mrs. Jones in receiving thefeatured Kila baked ham, spicy
potato salad, creamed green young guests, were Mr. Jones'
daughter and son in law from
Cleveland. Atty. and Mrs Wil-
liam Luster. Here too practi-
cally the same group of young
people named at the two above
kV;
• • •
As we go to press, we must
pass along our sense of deep
sorrow felt in the loss of so
many beloved Memphians last
week . . . Madame Florence
Cole Talbert McCleave, whose
gifts of culture to Memphis are
immeasurable ... Miss Willean
;Freeman. a beloved teacher at
LaRose School, known for her
friendly, witty and engaging
personality and revered by CO-
workers and students alike .
and Prof. Tyus, another Mem-
phian, whose contributions to
the teaching profession will
long be remembered, as well as
other community activities.
much fun that weekend. in the
round of parties which dominat.
'tors. with whom they had so
Also, we were saddened to
here of the sudden illness of
well-known Taylor C. D. Hayes.
son of the pioneer undertaker.
the late Mr. Hayes, and ardent!
and outspoken champion of free-
dom in Memphis. We home that
at this writing he has recovered
from the illness which struck
him at the Undertakers con-
from Spelman College at At- not likely to present it here
next year because the director.
Mr. Wendell Whalum will like-
ly be on leave from More-
house. studying toward a
Ph. D. in music in Iowa."
The glee club was founded
in the early years of More-
house college. It was an out-
standing, traveling concertiz-
ing organization under the
many years of Kemper Har-
reld's direction...now retired.
The repertory of the singing
group is varied. Its programs
usually range from late Baro-
que compositions through Ne-
gro folk music. The 40 voices
include the college's quartet
and soloists, both vocal and
instrumental.
When the club appears here
it is expected to include
works of Palestrina, Leisring,
Bach, folk songs and other
contemporary selections.
SAVE fIC*










Echoes of the 'Easter week-
end are still coming in for
there seems to have been
quite a bit of activity in and
out of Jackson. In addition to
Jacksonians attending Delta
and Alpha Kappa Alpha re-
gionals of which I told you
about last week, other out of
towners included Mrs. Bernice
Lucas and Mrs. V. F. Walker.
Mrs. Lucas and son, Jerry
spent the Easter at home with
husband and father, Verlin J.
Lucas in St. Louis, Mo, Mrs.
Lucas is one of the home
economics instructors at Mer-
ry high.
Mrs. Walker was the house
guest of her niece, Mrs. Wil-
ma McPherson of Detroit,
Mich, Mrs. McPherson will be
remembered by many as Wil-
ma Walker, formerly of Jack-
son. Mrs. Walker reported a
lovely time and was very
proud of Wilma's fourteen
year old son who is fast de-
veloping into a track star on
his school team. Enroute to
Detroit Mrs. Walker was the
house guest of a former co-
worker, Mrs. Martha Fuller
Theus of Chicago who had a
very delightful sight-seeing
tour planned for her.
HOUSE GUEST
In Jackson for the weekend
were Mr. and Mrs. Julian
Jackson, Nee June Spann.
They were the guests of June's
grandmother, Mrs. Emma
Spann.
Mrs. Annie H. Bond was
very proud to have as her
house guest, the charming
Mrs. Elizabeth Lewis of Win-
ston-Salem, North Carolina,
Mrs. Lewis, the sister-in-law
of Mrs. Bond is a teacher in
the city system in Winston-
Salem. She was received very
cordially on her first visit to
Jackson by the many friends
of Mrs. Bond and members
of her sorority which is Sigma
Gamma Rho. She was feted
with a breakfast in the home
of Mrs. Alene Marley, was
taken on sight-seeing tours
and a few friends gathered in
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Bonds on Saturday night for a
social affair. Mrs. Lewis left
saying she would like to re-
turn for the warm hospitality
of Jacksonians will long be re-
membered.
It was birthday time again
for the As You Like It Club
on Monday night in the home
of Mrs. W. R. Bell on Hays
ave. Members whose birthdays
were honored in this quarter
were Mesdames Bell, Annie
M. Bond, Marie Penn, and
Alene Maney. They each re-
ceived gifts from their secret
pals at the dinner party meet-
ing. Other members present
were Mesdames Odessa Beck,
Lucille Sangster, Rosetta Mc-
Kissack, and Izetta Lovette.
CHARM CLINIC HELD
Nu Sigma chapter of Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority held its
annual Charm Clinic for the
Debutantes and escorts Satur-
day evening, April 1 in the
home of Mrs. Vivian Bell, 724
N. Hays ave. with Mrs. Odessa
Beck serving as co-hostess.
Mrs. Ethel Q. Vinson of
Memphis. Tenn., noted charm
consultant for many fashion
minded audiences was at her
best as she discussed many of
the facets of charm and per-
sonality, Mrs. Vinson told the
girls that there were four ex-
tremely important points in a
woman's life: her baptism, her
debut to society, her engage-
ment, and her marriage.
In order to be prepared for
the last three points mention-
ed, it is necessary for a girl
to have a clean heart, a clean
mind and a clean heart, a clean
must want to feel obligated
to set her standards and
ideals high. After these things
have been accomplished, there
comes personal appearance,
charm, poise, assurance, dig-
nity and personality. The Debs
were also drilled in walking,
sitting, ascending and decend-
mg stairways.
Other consultants present




















































































a BY MARJORIE I • ULEN• •
gi
WITH THE GREEKS of Birmingham include our ac-
Easter week-end found scores claim of the vast business ern-
.. greek-letter fraternity and pire of entrepenauer A. G. Bas-
sqr.prity members heading for ton and his charming wife, who
regional conventions through- played a areat part in extend.
., Out the South. ing the overflowing hospitality
ALPHA PHI ALPHA ERA'''. dispensed during the 'meeting.
ERNITY here was represented Mrs. Gaston is a member of the
by Willie E. Lindsey, Eddison Birmingham chapter of AKA
• Morrision, Allen Stiles and Sam- and was chairman of the son-
net Fields, who trekked to their venir kits committee ... and we
- Southern Regional meeting at are proudly in possession of the
Florida A. and M. College at sharp leather zippered engraved
Tallahassee, Fla , where the Portfolio which contained a
South Atlantic region of Alpha wonderful array of compliment-
ary items from BirminghamKappa Alpha Sorority was also
in session. At the joint banquet businesses. Mrs. Gaston sends
- the guest speaker was Dr. Mar. fond regards to the A. M. Walk-
jorie Parker, Supreme Basileus era, the C. C. Sawyers and
others.
,itif AKA, who shared honors with
Personal regards were sento. Atty. Theodore Perry, a Cincin-
by Portia Trenholm to Ethel J.nati lawyer. The Alphas are
Perkins, Johnetta Kelso, Augus-
,' proud of the twenty-three col-
ta Cash and others. While Ro-lege •presidents in the Southern
berta Ratcliffe's ex-roommateRegion, who were honored at
at Fisk U. sent her hello'sthe 'meeting. Among the presi-
It has been a long time sincedents attending the conference
your scribe had been in the Mag.were Dr. William H. Hale, Na. 
City and we were delighted;Honig A Phi A president and
pre'Siaent of Langston U., Dr. 
to chat with former TSU stu-
dent Carolyn Wells Jenkins, and
Arthur Gray, president of Tal- to visit with charming Billie
ladega College, Dr. other M.
Foster, president of Tuskegee
Institute, and Dr. Walter Wash-
ington, president of Utica Col-
lege. Wendell Whalum, native
Memphian who is head of the
Morehouse College Music De- ingham, scene of recent bomb-
contingent 
met the Memphis ings in the "fight for freedom"
at the Atlanta Air- where the hill top area is dot-





Arthur Peyton, Dr. and Mrs.and Virgil Harris, brother and
sister-in-law of our schoolmate
try Mr. and Mrs. W. T. McDan-and AKA friend, Sadye Harris "
iels, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy'James of Washington, D. C.
Young, Mrs. J. D. Williams.We must say something about
Mrs. Ernestine Guy and Josephfabulous Bomber Hill of Birm-
Westbrooks, Sr.
Young guests attending in-
cluded Yvonne and Fred Jor-
dan, Alton Mosby, Paulette
• • • Brinklen, Carol and Ted Mc.cent ranch homes (in the $40,000
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA SO- Daniel, Claiborne Davis, Jr..upwards class if you please),
RORITY's Twenty-ninth Annual John R. Arnold, III, Theodoreand the home of Virgil and Bil-
Pickett, Ann Burford, Diane andRegional Conference of the lie is undoubtedly one of the
Joseph Westbrooks, Melvin Lit-Southeastern Region convened most beautiful. Sitting in their
in Birmingham. Ala., with head- tie. David Carnes, Arthurbeautiful den with glass ex-
Horne, Lynda Johnson, homequarters in the fabulous L. R posure on two sides, the pano-
for the Spring Break from OurHall Auditorium of the A. G rama of the twinkling lights of
Lady of Angels School at Clin-Gaston Building. Omicron OMP the city of Birmingham at the
ton, Iowa; A. Maceo Walker,ga chapter of Birmingham and foot the steep hill area, is a sight
Jr. — enjoying spring vacation;-,Chi (undergraduate) chapter of, guaranteed to take one's
from Oakwood Preparatoryalladega College were the hos- breath, literally speaking, rem-
school at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,teas chapters. iniscent of the scenes of New
Carole Jones, Maudette .-- AKA'S Katie W. Ligon and York City from atop a pent;
lee, Lynne Ulen, Alton Mosly,
Brown-
Laurel Ilands, the two basilei house apartment, or one of th
Polk Puryear, Cotis Woods, Pat
Hooks  G
of the chapters along with South- mountain resident areas of Los
, Lora reen. Beverly and:eastern Director, Julia B. Pur• Angeles. 'Twas here too, that
Carmella Guy, Michael Bras.ranch of Baton Rouge. La. made we delighted in a long distance,
well, Glover Tillman, Dorothythe meeting a grand occasion. telephone call to Sadye Harris
Memphians representing the ,James in Washington, after such
two Memphis Chapters were4 long time of having the op-
Callie L. Stevens, Gloria Clark,,rportunity to chat. Mr. Harris
Velma Lois Jones, Marjorie!ts the president of Protective
Ulen, Countess Johnson and Life Insurance Company, and
Goldie Parks. • he sends his fond regards to
gapecial highlights of the two l Harriette and Maceo Walker,
day" meeting included an under- : the Sawyers and others here.
graduate talent show, a public Velma Lois was the guest of
program where the guest speak- Harry and alodean Thompson,
erwas AKA Alma John, R. N who entertained for her. Callie
and consultant to Personal Prod. Stevenswas also present at the
ucts Corporation, and radio'Saturday night (rather, early
Commentator in New York City. Sunday Morning gathering), and
Memphians will be proud to we regret that our visit with the
know that our Callie Lentz Ste- . liarrises prevented our pres-
yens, principal of Melrose Ele- i ence there too. However, we
menfary School, wo the Goodi saw Harry, and he sends his
Citizenship Award of the region, regards to his family and many
and was presented a handsome friends here.
plaque at the public program. • • •
airs. Wm. Luster of Cleveland,A model initiation held Sat- Atlanta. Georgia. was the
Ohio, who visited their grand-urday morning saw the initiation meccas of members of Delta
father, Mr. and Mrs. Edwinof two candidates from South-Sigma Theta Sorority, and our
Jones, and their uncle, Charlesern University and one from Maggie McDowell of the Mem- i
Luster. Others included ChrisLane College, specifically ma. h• Al chanter
dred .-oseph. Wanda Newman
and Ann Lockhart.
A closed banquet and rededi-
cation ceremony was held on
Saturday night with Mrs. Eu-
gene Long of Dallas, Texas. the
banquet speaker. Mrs. Long is
the AKA Undergraduate pro-
gram director.
Social highlights included a
coke break on Friday morning,
the courtesy of Nu Chapter of
Phi Delta Kappa Sorority: an, where she spent Easter week
Mr and Mrs. Edwin C. Jonesafternoon coke break, the cour-' with her parents, and brother
entertained for their grand-tesy of the Birmingham Alpha and sister-in-law, Dr. and Mrs.
daughter, Helen Luster of Cleve-Omega Psi Phi Fraternity . . . 0. Speight. Jr.
later the same hour, a coffee The Queens of Hearts Bridgel 
land 
' • ' and dancing to the, right records, delicious food andhour at Ballard House, cour- . Club enjoyed a gay spring party,
the perfect setting of a beautifultesy of the Birbingham Alpha at its recent meetin held in
Wives Auxiliary, and the Alpha the picturesque Bela'ir subdi- den in the Jones' home on
Kappa Alpha Dance that night , vision home of Doris Erby Hall. l'rY . Road made this another
It is the policy of this unique
club to bring to the public al-
ternately both home and out-
of-town talent. The club's last
program was under out-of-tows
management. This spring's pre-
sentation promises to be one Of
the best local programs the club
has sponsored. Other announce-
ments about the program Will
follow.
The public is cordially invit-
ed to enjoy this hour of cultured
entertainment.
One of the highlights of
Queen Doris' meeting was the
"Moms Mabley Session."
• • •
William 0. Speight III, son of
Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Jr.,
was complimented with a gay
birthday party on Easter Night,
which also honored his room-
mate at Wooster Preparatory
School in Massachusetts, John
Betsch of Jacksonville, Fla.,
John's grandfather was the
founder of the Afro-American
Newspaper.
The distinctive Speight home
at 1865 South Parkway was
electric with the enthusiastic
spirits of the Easter-garbed
young social set. In the dining'
room a large back and small
individual ones topped with
Easter bunnies made a beauti-
ful scene. Chicken salad in pat-
ty shells, hors d' ouevres, frap-
pe and dainty sandwiches pro-
vided just the fare that young-
sters adore. The twist and the
Continental dances were ex-
pertly executed by the teen-
agers, much improvision too
with guest John on the Drums.
Looking fondly on occasionally
were Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight
Sr., Billy's grandparents, his
aunt, Miss Marion Speight,
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Among








Of the 28 young ladies ex-
pected to make their debut
come May 5. the above four
will be among them. The af-
fair will be sponsored by the
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity
and the Ebony room will be the
site of the unveiling.
This week the young debs
are:
Marilyn Antionette Mitchell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A.
J. Mitchell of 1892 Freemont,
Miss Mitchell is a senior at
Hamilton high school and plans
to attend Lealoyne college in
preparation for a secretarial
work She is a member of the
Campus Debutante society. Es-
cort: Denver Terry Yarbrough.
Aloma Lytle, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Preston Lytle of 851
Cella St. She is a senior at Mel-
rose high school and belongs to
the._ Shantilettes social club.
Her ambition is to become a
teacher. For this she will enter
LeMoyne college after gradua-
tion. Escort: James Manns.
Della Marie Smith, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Smith
of 334 Fields ave. Miss Smith,
a senior at Carver, will study
to become a doctor at Fisk uni-
versity. She is a member of the
National Honor Society. Escort:
Willie Titus.
Geradline Gray is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie E.
Gray of 1171 Englewood at.
She is a member of the Co-Ette
club and is a senior at Booker
T. Washington. Her ambition is
to enter the teaching profes-
sion and she will attend Le-
Moyne college to accomplish
her wish. Escort: Bishop Trot-
ter.
More dehs next week.
Morehouse Glee Club
To Be Here April 20
The famed Morehouse col-
lege Glee Club of Atlanta, Ga.,
is scheduled to be presented in
concert here by the Rebecca
club of Metropolitan Baptist
church, 767 Walker ave., on
Thursday, April 20 at 8:30
p.m., announced Mrs. Ida
at the Masonic Temple ' Audi-
torium. The next morning, Al-
pha Sigma Zeta chapter of zeta
Phi Beta Sorority were hostess.] beans and hot twirl rolls to thees at an elaborate Coffee break; delight of the gtJup of mem-
and at Noon, the basileus and hers and guests who were tee-
the anti•basileus of the Birming.' tive-looking in chic spring at-
ham graduate chapter were tire. The bar provided all the
hostesses at a brilliant Lunch- interesting ingredients for a mentioned affairs were Pres-
eon held at the AKA Sorority charming cocktail hour. Gifts ent'
Another party for the youngHouse there, honoring the Re- of spring bags and miniature,
set, was that of Junienne andgional Director. Mrs Purnell purses were won by Elms Wash-
and visiting chapter hasilei.,ington, Jacqueline Smith, Mollie Dianna Briscoe. lovely dough
Prior to the Banquet on Satur-I MeCright and guests Virginia ter of Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Bris
day. The Birmingham Pan Hel-G i d H i S h .coe. who entertained with thei
lenic Council was host at a' The members of the Queens parents for the out of town vie- vention at Kansas City, Mo.
lovely cocktail party held at of Hearts Club are referred to
the Masonic Temple Auditorium. as "Queens" and other mem•
National Officers attending hers attending were Arand Tay-
the meeting besides the regional lor, Della Robinson, Martha
director were former regional Whitney, Billie Jean Shoemak-
director Portia L. Trenholm of l er, Gwendolyn Isabel and Bar-
Montgomery, Ala.: C. Eliza- bars Knowles. Attending guests
beth Johnson former editor-in- were Cynthia Winfrey, Juanita
of the Ivy Leaf Magazine; Allen, Marie Neal, Juanita
Cal e L. Stevens, assistant edi- Truitt and Pearl Penn.
tor of the ivy Leaf and chair- The Memphis Fine Arts Club
man of the Public Relations will present the "Enchanting
Committee; and Eugene B. Hour" . . . a program devoted
TAW Undergraduate program to home talent in piano and
director voice on April 30, at 5 p m .
PERSONAL IMPRESSIONS Bruce Hall, LeMoyne College ,
James, Venda Roos, Joan Har-
graves, Myrna Williams, Don
Brownlee, Charles D. Graham,
Carla Allen, Bertha Puryear,
Norman Reynolds, Floyd Price
Fred Carr and others.
COMPLIMENTS VISITORS
The presence of Billy Speight
and his friend, John Betsch,
gave rise to several other af-
fairs in their honor.
Ted McDaniel and his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Dan-
iel, entertained for Billy and
John at another lively party on
Thursday evening, at their home
on Supreme. Here gathered
many of the same teen-agers
who attended Billy's birthday
party, in addition to Helen Lus-
ter, lovely daughter of Mr, and
and Agnes Yvoiine Roulhac ofdelegate, and we want to go on.
Philadelphia. Pa.. who withrecord here and now as extend-
their parents, Christ and Nellieing our congratulations on her
Roulhac were Easter week withelection as Regional Director of their families; Twyia
this area.
Robert Ratcliffe, Jr..Marion M. Speight, daughter
Arthur Horne, and his par-of Dr and Mrs. W. 0. Speight.
ents. Dr. and Mrs. A. E. Horne,Sr head of the foreign language also complimented Billy anddepartment at Bethune Cook-
John at a young stag gatheringman College, also attended the 
during the wonderful week-endDelta Regional at Atlanta. be. of fun
fore coming on to Memphis
ad the week-end, thereby writ-
ing adult affairs, if any, right
off the social calendar.
. • •
Mr. and Mrs. William Owen
were delighted to have their
daughter, Miss Angela Owen
home for the Easter holiday,
Jamison, general chairman of
the presentation.
The 40-voice, all-male sing-
ing group is under direction
of Wendell Whalum, a native
Memphian who graduated
from Booker T. Washington
high school here in 1948. His
mother, Mrs. Thelma Whalum,
president of the Rebecca club,
is a music teacher at Hamil-
ton high school.
"Morehouse's Glee Club has
been presented here annually
for the last four seasons,"
said Mrs. Gladys Webb, pub-
licity chairman of the affair.
She added "however, we are
tante. Miss Owen brought a
houseguest home for the in-
terim, charming Miss Jean Ber-
rien of Fayetteville, N. C., a
junior at Spelman, like Miss
Owen.
Is
Be SPEASific... Ask for SPEA-SI
WEEK OF APRIL 15-21, 1961
were Sorors Helen Owens and
Thelma Compton of Jackson
and Soror Martha Lacy of
Humboldt. Mrs. Compton gave
demonstrations in hair styling
as it relates to the contour of
the face.
Mrs. Oliver W. Hewitt, chair-
man of the Department of Mu-




Social interest is focused-ea
the announcement by Mr. and
Mrs. James Ulysses SPIght.-44
413 West Mitchell rd., of *the r
engagement of their daughter,
Miss Gloria Dean Spight
Mr. Willie Eugene Lindsey, jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Eu-
gene Lindsey, sr., of Meniptiis.
Miss Spight is the grand-
daughter of Rev. Harrison Hold-
en Brown and the late Mra.
Henrietta White Brown, and theconsultant for the escorts. Mr.
lHewitt reported that his year'sate Mr. and Mrs. Thomas1
escorts were really alert and Spight.
reflected various degrees _of
iefinement before the session
got under way. The escorts
left the clinic determined to put
into practice daily what they
already knew and what they
learned at the clinic.
The Debutante Tea was an-
nounced by Mrs. Helen Owens
for Saturday evening, April 8
at 4 p.m. in the Music build-
ing on the campus.
Debutantes present at the
clinic were: Evelyn Marsh,
Dorothy J. Rice, Gladys Jones,
Bonnie F. Williams, Glenda
Hart, Patricia Worthams, Al-
pha J. Simmons, Mayce J.
Chatman, Betty Curry, Jewel-
ine Merriwether, Jacqueline
Parham, Helen Young, Doro-
thy Reed, and Lizzie McGee,
Miss Dorothy Hamlett is gen-
eral chairman of the Deb-
utante Ball, Mrs. Alberta
Jamison chairman of the
charm clinic, and Mrs. Gracie
Hurst is Basileus.
The Ball Proper will be held
on April 14 in the Lane college
Health Building at 8:30 p. m.
with music furnished by Phil-
lip Reynolds and his band.
Tickets are on sale, adults,
61.00 and students, 50 cents.
Another charm clinic for all
high school students, both
junior and senior, was held at
East high school on Wednes-
day with Mrs. Cora DeBerry,
English instructor, serving as
general chairman. The theme
used was "Charm — Your Key
to Social Acceptance." Open-
ing the morning general ses-
sion was Mrs. Essie M. Per-
ry Associate Professor of Ele-
mentary Education at Lane
college. She spoke on "Some
Objectives of a Charm Clinic."
Presiding at this session was
Mrs. J. Beasley.
Speaker at the afternoon
session was Rev. L. Cunning-
ham, pastor of First Baptist
church. Consultants for the
Mr. Lindsey is the granclaon
of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lind-
sey of Jackson, Miss., and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Sum-
merise of Jonesboro, Ark. .;
The lovely bride-to-be is a
graduate of Fisk University...of
Nashville, Tenn., where she was
an English major and affiliated
in the English and French
Clubs. She is a member of
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority,
and is a teacher at Walker
Avenue school.
Mr. Lindsey received • pis
bachelor's degree at Arkansas
State university and his masters
degree from Tennessee State
university. He is a member•of
St. John Baptist church, is a
member of Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity, and is an instructor
at Melrose high school.
Mr. Lindsey will claim -his
bride in a June wedding cere-
mony,
day were: Mesdames Marie
Penn, E. M. Perry, H. Massey,
Anna Cooke, H. Eddings,
Misses Crinna Barksdale and
Louise May for the girls and
Dr. W. E. McKissack, Dr. E.
L. Carter, A. Robinson, J. A.
Cooke and Aussie Brooks for ,
the boys. An evaluation ses-
sion was held in the after-
noon. S. W. Beasley is princi-
pal of the school.
As Veronica Dengel, iay
"To be charming means- to
know that to do, how to do
and proceed to do it graciolia-
ly. It is you who controls
Your well being, your thoughts
and your acts."
Students were very pleased
to have the presence of Dr.
Howard Golden, son of Mr.,.
Essie Perry who is presently
practicing in St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. Golden who has been
specializing in obstetrics, is
slated to be on the staff at
Homer G. Phillips hospital
this coming year.
he Fa,shionable... at school
with t ht, bright Royal Crown
For a quick, easy lesson in good grooming, nse
Royal Crown Hair Dressing— the light, bright
modern way to keep your hair in style.
Royal Crown Hair Dressing helps flatter your
hair with an ever-so-light softness ... brightens
your hair with a smooth, glossy beauty. .. gives
your hair the very best of care.
hi FASHIONABLE . sod thrifty,
too/ Royal Crown Hair Dimming for
wornen,D•lux• Pomade tor man ...
1k and 35e
































































cosmetics are always exciting
news to women . . • especially
to one whose greatest charm
is her lovely face. Now, Coty
cosmetolgists have created the
"last word" in complexion
finish in a "LIGHT AND
LOVELY" fluid makeup (Pow-
der and foundation in one) that
gives a lasting and delicate
matte finish to the complex-
ion.
Unique in its composition of
"air spun" face powder and a
built-in foundation, Coty's new
fluid makeup performs mira-
cles for both dry and oily skin,
as well as giving a translucent
glow and covering minor blem-
ishes. leal for all day shopping
trips, long, lazy days on the
beach, or a full day at the of-
fice, it actually "protects" the
akin and needs no "touching
up" once its been aplied.
There are two interpreta-
tions of "LIGRT AND LOVE-
LY": Natural—(in a white and
pink tube) for those hours
hours when lighter makeup
texture is the prettiest and a
natural look the most beguiling
with pastel summer dresses, or
out-of-doors when one is either
sport or spectator. Shadows are
lightened, lines smothed. ,Even
the brightest sun reveals no-
thing but a smooth, transul-
cent finish.
Dramatic—On a white and
blue tube) for more complete
coverage in texture and when
sophistication is the mood. In
bright daylight hours it is worn
with splashing, brilliant colors,
or when a more extreme make-
up is desired. At night, it adds
a glow of the exotic.
"Look to this day, yesterday
is but a dream, tomorrow is on-
ly a vision. But today well liv-
ed makes every yesterday a
dream of happiness and every
tomorrow a vision of hope."
Dear Carlotta:
Our daughter is getting
ready for college. We are set-
tled on a college close by for
the first year, but we can't de-,
ride which would be better for
her next year . an all girl's,
college or a mixed college. She
is our only child, and we are
very anxious to do what is best
for her. What do you suggest?
—S. E. E.
Dear S. E. E.
This all important question is
for you, the father, and the
daughter to decide. Both kinds
of colleges have advantages and
disadvantages. An all girl's col-
lege has less distractions from
study. She may not need this
'protection.' Yet, if she does
not want to study she can al-
ways to find many other things
to do. Yet, a mixed college
may help her to become ad-
justed in this complex society
of ours.
Being an only child, I am sure
you are very anxious for her to
be where she will be able to
take advantage of every oppor-
tunity. Her reactions during the
first college year may be an
important factor in helping you




New trends in high fashion Packaged in easily carried
plastic tubes, Coty's "LIGHT
AND LOVELY" requires no un-
sightly sponges or :mwder puffs
that quickly become unsani-
tary—it is applied with the
fingertips, spreads and blends
without effort.
There are eight luscious
shades to choose from: Fair,
Blush, Rachel, Honey Beige,
Muted Beige, Suntan, Muted
Bronze, Florida.
A Marriage Clinic is being,
conducted this week at LeMoyne
under t b e direction of Miss
Marlette D. Trigg, associate•
professor of social sciences at
the college. The clinic is a so-
ciology class project which has
as its subject "The Family."
Family Service workers a r
serving as consultants.
Married students attended
the clinic Monday and were ad-
dressed by Mrs. Loretta Kate0.
Mrs. Tillie Whalum spoke Wed-
nesday to "Steady Dating or
Engaged Students."
"Casual Deters" are to be
• addressed by Mrs. Kateo this
Friday morning in Bruce Hail
The session starts at 9:30 and
continues through 12:30.
GASOLINE TAXES
WASHINGTON — State gas-
oline taxes in the U.S. rang
from 3 cents to a high of
cents.
CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, •c-




Knotty Pine . Birch • Cherry
Free Planning — Satisfaction Guaranteed
C. R. SMITH, Salesman









937 S. Cooper St.
BR. 6-3986 — BR. 4-0111
SIMON GUTTER, survivor of
eight Nazi concentration
camps, walks away from en-
trance to Auschwitz concem
tration camp in Poland. Gut-
ter, preparing for television
documentary -1 Remem-
ber," visited all eight of the
camps where he spent time.
Charged with exterminating
six million Jews in concen-
tration camps, former Nazi
SS officer Adolph Fichmann
goes on trial today in Jeru-
salem. UPI
Hanley PTA To Hold
Hilarious Hat Show
The Hanley School PTA is
sponsoring a "Hilarious Hat
Parade" april 14, 'I P.m., at
the Hanley cafetorium.
To spur attendance of the
event the group has composed
2 poem.
The Hanley School PTA
Is merrily coming along your
y.
With the funniest show in the
past decade;
The wacky "Hilarious Hat
Parade!"
Wear the most unusual hat that
one can make.
You'll get the prize if it "Takes
the Cake!"
Music, good food, unusual hats
galore!
Invite your friends and come
out by the score,
There'll be chicken or chitter-
lings with spaghetti and
slaw.
Hats of all colors and shapes
will be displayed on Sunday.
April 16 from 4 to 6 p.m. in
the Jackson Park Fieldhousc
when the millinery class shows
spring chapeaux made by the
group since February.
The hats to be shown are in
three categories: entirely new.
made-over and low-cost crea-
tions made 'with materials
costing a maximum of $2.
There is an insistent look of
straw and flowers in the col-
lection with colors ranging
from heady pinks and sunshine
yellows to conservative black,
white and gray. Materials and
shapes range from deep cloch-
es fashioned of hand-sewn shiny
braid, flowered pill boxes and
extravagantly large roses
heaped on big hats.
DRAMATICS ON PROGRAM
A special feature of the occa-
sion will be a dramatic read-
ing by Ethel Minns Locus, who
directs h e r own school of
speech arts and teaches dra-
matics at the Tommy Sutton
Dance Studio.
Members of the Jackson Park
Millinery class appearing in the
hat parade are Mesdames Lu-
cille Hendricks, Bernice Crau,
Sara Morgan, Rosie Gleaves,
Rosetta Baker, Maude Tanen,
Ariel Strong, Janet Bragg, Ara
B. Hall, Georgia Goldsberry,
Anna Porter, Jessie Frazier,
Charlene Ladner, Rosie Nun-
ley, Mabel Cokloo, Shirley Col-
lins;
Nettie Milton, Elizabeth Pos-
ter, Carol Merriweather, Gold-
en Henderson, Celestine Banks,
Irene Sires, Mildred Walker,
Beula Copeland, Noble Frank-
lin, Eunice Williams, Willa
Mae Collins, Joanne Bradley,
Bernice Kyle, Jean Sinclair,
Sadie L. Prior and Miss Pearl
ie Miller.
The Millinery class Is in
strucced by Mrs. Helen Hurd
ar craft teacher at Jackson
P Ark.
The grandest affair you ever
S8W.
There will be prizes for the
largest families eating. A prize
for the most unusual hat and
a prize for the first couple to
arrive and various other unlist-
ed prizes.
Mrs. A. C. McCargo is presi-
dent of the PTA and Mrs Beu-
lah M. Williams is principal of
Hanley school
ENGAGED: .. . Mr. and Mrs.
James Ulysses Spight of 413
West Mitchell rd., have an-
nounced the engagement of their,
daughter, Miss Gloria Dean
Spight to Mr. Willie Eugene
Lindsey, Jr:, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Eugene Lindsey, sr.,
of Memphis. Miss Spight and
Mr. Lindsey are popular mem-
bers of local social circle, and
are both teachers. Miss Spight
is a member of the faculty at
Walker Avenue school, and Mr.
Lindsey is an instructor at Mel-
rose high school. The engage-
ment will culminate with A June
wedding
A banquet was held at the
Lakeview Garden Country club,
in honor of the student of Hen-
derson Business college who
achieved high scholastic stand-
ing and those who exemplify
excellent, qualities in sportman-
ship.
Among those receiving recog-
nition at the gala affair were
honor students: Charlene Hay-
nes, Delores Rose, Flora Green,
Mary Echols, Audrey McGhee.
Bernice Bridgeforth, Jeanie
Hogsette Roberta Harrison.
Jane Johnson, Elma Tunstall.
Betty Jo Taver, Evelyn Simp-
son, Georgia Walker, Charleset.
ta Jackson, Juanita Cooper and
John Thurman.
Basketball awards were pre-
sented to Melvin Adams, Elbert
Atkins, George Davis, Cheffie
Hurt, Charles Jones, Joseph
Norman, Jimmie Ray Robert
Scales, Ralph Thompson, and
James Office and cheerleaders
Nancy McDonald, Clara McGa-
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Have you met Yogi? Yogi
Bear is the modern day Phil.
otiopher who speaks words of
wisdom that the younger set
"digs the most." His latest
advice to his followers is "If
you're noggin' your noggin for
an 'A' every day, Here's a,
clue, hey Boo Boo, The 01'
brain works best where you
feed it a good breakfast!"
In other words Yogi Says
that you will look better, feel I
better, and work better when
you have had a good nourish-
ing breakfast. This advice is
very timely as we enter the
last quarter of the cul•rent
school term and student and
teachers double their efforts to
make th most of the weeks
left. It is timely because April
is cereal and milk month —
the food pair that has revolu-
tionized breakfast.
Most people, even teenagers.
agree that everyone should have
a good solid breakfast. At the
same time, about 48 percent
of the teen-age girls and 24
per cent of the older teen-age
boys said that they either had
no breakfast at all or one with-
out solid foods.
COMMON REASON
A common reason given for
skipped or skimpy breakfast is
"not enough time." The cereal
and milk breakfast pattern is
the solution to the "no time"
problem. This quick, easy, tas-
ty, economical, and nutritious
breakfast consists of fruit or
juice, cereal, milk, enriched
toast and butter in sufficient
quantities to supply one-forth
of the daily calorie require-
ment and one-fourth the total
protein allowance.
The fruit in the milk and
cereal breakfast should be a
citrus fruit or tomato, primar-
ily as a source of vitamin C.
Breakfast has long been recog-
nized as the meal best suited
for the inclusion of foods rich
in this vitamin.
The breakfast cereal serving
(ready-to-eat or hot cereal,
milk and sugar) forms the
main dish of this meal. Milk
and cereal are such remark-
able go-togethers that when
served together they contribute
virtually every important nutri-
ent except vitamin C. A cereal
and milk serving furnishes
about 203 calories.
Two slices of bread and a
pat of butter is included be-.
cause of their caloric value,1
and for their contribution t&
the protein, vitamin and min-
eral content of the pattern.
Excellent food value
the only virtue of this break-
fast pattern — the cereal and ,
milk breakfast is easy to pre-
pare. For the busy household;
the home with a working moth-
er; the home where the family
eats in shifts the cereal and
milk breakfast is convenient.
This breakfast can be prepar-
ed by teenagers and even
younger children can "take
over" in preparing such a
breakfast.
So if getting breakfast is a
problem in your house, try this
milk and cereal breakfast.
Don't forget Yogi's advice "The
01' brain works best when you
feed it a good breakfast!"
" A Guide to Good Eating"
is a service provided for the
readers of the Tri-State De:
fnder through the cooperation
of the Memphis Dairy Council.
Mrs. Willioms is a teacher of
Home Economies at Manassas
High school.
ATTEND SEMINAR
Herma Jean Coleman and
Mamie Killion were LeMoyne
College students attending a
seminar in Chicago last week'
sponsored by the National Stu-
dent Christian Federation. They
were accompanied by Dr. Paul
Hayes, professor of religion and
philosophy at LeMoyne.
The 50 or more delegates to'
the seminar were divided into
groups and assigned to various
sections of the city to make a WATER CONTENT
study of "What the Church Is, Juice of most grapes is 80
Doing to Help the Community." I percent or more water.
Born at E. H. irump hospital;
MARCH 17
Daughter, Callie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Ausby of 273 E.
Essex.
Son. Jimmy, to Mr. and Mrs.
George P. Jones of 266 S. Circle
rd
MARCH 18
Son, Henry. to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Lavender, jr. of 855 Ma-
son, Apt. 182.
Daughter, Stacey, to Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Lee Pinson of 357
Boyd
Daughter, Gina, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Stewart of 846 Alas-
ka.
Daughter. Alvenia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Williams of
1383 Grand Opera Cove.
MARCH 19
3157 Millwood.
Son, Melvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
William L. Robinson of 1371
Hyde Park.
APRIL 2
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Patterson of 1559 Mar-
jorie.
Daughter. Brenda. to Mr. and
Mrs. James Boyd of 1725 Shel-
by.
Daughter, Tommie, to Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Bins of 691
Wells.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Roy W.
Williams of 1627 Walker.
Daughter, to Mr and Mrs.
John D. Taylor of 536 Gillis,
Son, Randy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Harbert Parham of 668 Grena-
da,
APRIL 3
Daughter, Angela. to Mr. and, Daughter, Geneva. to Mr. andMrs. George Burnett of 629 Mrs. Jack Marlin of 865 N..
Lauderdale, Apt. I. Third
Daughter, Janice. to Mr. and, Daughter, Patricia, to Mr.Mrs. Arthur Johnson of 275 and Mrs. Humphrey, ...liver ofBaltic.
MARCH 20
Son, Dennis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Julian Crutchfield of 679 Car-
penter.
Daughter. Regina, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Lee Drake of 201
Joulbert.
Daughter, Prindell. to Mr.
and Mrs James Lane of 33 W.
Virginia
Son, Vincent, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie C. Walker of 1159 Green-
wood.
MARCH 21
Son, Vincent, to Mr and Mrs.
Ike Quilling of 597 Wells.
MARCH 22
Son, Curtiss. to Mr. and Mrs.
Curtiss Cole of 1154 Wilson,
Apt. I.
Daughter, Phyliss. to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Johnson of 122
Latham, Apt. 1,
Daughter, Retunia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin L. Shegog of
1857 Blair Hunt dr.
MARCH 23
Son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie James Brown of 266
Greenlaw.
MARCH 25
Daughter, Anesta, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Clark of 498 Lyceum
Lane. Apt. 1.
Son, Cornelious, to Mr. and
Mrs. Cornelious Clayton of 1099
Pearce, Apt. 1.
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Henderson of 1542
Lake Grove,
MARCh 26
Son, David, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Young of 1940 S. Barks-
dale.
MARCH 27
I)aughter. Ksye. to Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver J. Johnson of 1475
Eloise rd.
Son, Maurice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest J. Jones of 1399
McMillian.
Daughter. Paula, to Mr. and
Mrs. Douglass L. Malone of
2024 Clarl:sdale.
MARCH 29
Son, Victory, to Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Tolbert of 2333 Silver
Cove.
Daughter, Cherry!, to A-1C
and Mrs. Joseph McDaniel of
1070 S. Orleans.
MARCH 30
Son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Mrs. A. L. Noel of 1229 James.
Daughter, Tami. to Mr. and
Mrs. Famous Lee Renfroe of
944 Coward.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Doug-
lass Williamson of 1252 Nep-
tune.
Born at John Gaston hospital:
APRIL 1
Son, Felix, to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Cohens of 233 Caldwell.
Daughter, Catherine, to Mr.
and Mrs Arthur Vaughn of
2196 Castes.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. John
H. Rubin of 795 Winrow,
Son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Benson of 749 Wells.
Son, Rickey. to Mr. and Mrs.
J. T. Davis of 1417 Ellison.
Daughter, Caroline, to Mr.




Sizes 3-241 — Name Brands
1520 Apple.
Daughter, Barbara. to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Ragland of
1275 Pennsylvania.
Daughter. to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Lambert of 865 Barton.
APRIL 4
Daughter, Dalene, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walker Boyce of 1605 Kan-
ass.
Son, William, to Mr and Mrs.
Elartrice Ingram of 1970 Fris-
CO.
Son, Napoleon, to Mr. and
Mrs Thurman Williams of 650
Pontotoc.
Daughter. Jacquelyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Hymen of 1461
Eloise.
APRIL 5
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs
Kirk Pryar of 1678 Lapaloma.
Son, Stephen, to Mr. and Mrs
Lenel Peoples of 508 Walker.
Son, Errol, to Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Jones of 2112 Stonewall.
Daughter, Demetria, to Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Renfroe of
1208 Merechant.
Daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and
Mrs. Booker T. Craig of 701
Tate
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and!
Mrs. Johnny Pugh of 1349 Ken-
Plum.
Son, Darrell, to Mr. and M
Anderson Guy of 778 Celli,
Daughter, Beverly, to Mr
and Mrs. Sam Taylor of 1
Overton Park.
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Butler of 548 Lucy'.'
APRIL 6
Daughter, Leona, to Mr. and
Mrs. Granville Tolvert of 7
Cherokee.
Son, Reginald, to Mr.. and
Mrs. Nathaniel Myles of 535 E.
Trigg
Daughter, Sara, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Knight of 1458
Sunset,
Son, Marvinson, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Cleveland of 393
Crump.
Son, Wendell, to Mr. and 'Mrs.
Walter Knox of 4946 Jonetta
Daughter, Vicki, to Mr. and
Mrs.' John B. Patton of 1125
Mansfield,
Daughter, Marilyn. to Mr.
and Mrs Robert Hubberd of
1180 Springdale.
Daughter, Edith, to Mx. and
Mrs. Willie Glass of 1650
Grimes.
Son, Tony. to Mr. and Mrs.
Quincy Brown of 854 5,11162h•
APRIL 7
Daughter, Eleanor, ha.. .Mr.
and Mrs. James Vinson of 1989
Perry.
Daughter. Carol, to Mr. and
Mrs. Will C. Stokes of 84e Pen-
dleton.
Son, henry to Mr. and Mrs.
Elie Porter of 1701 Ash.
Son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie B. Burnett of 014 S.
'Fourth.
Daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and
Mrs. Troy Simelton of 818 N.
Second.
Son, Terry. to Mr. and Mrs.
L. G. Jackson of 658 N. Third.
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Elzie McVay of 533 N.
llollywood
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Wicks of 836 Heiskell.
Daughter, Florine, to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Armstrong of
587 Boyd.
Daughter, Fanette, to Mr.
and Mrs. Oliver Wayne of 1e85
nedy. Rile.
Son, Samuel, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter. Ruthie, to Mt: and
Earl Jackson of 766 Alston Mrs. Nelson Thomas of -944'h
Mall.
Daughter, Lavon, to Mr.





Son, Stanley, to Mr.
Willie W. St reeler
GOOD WITH STRAWBERRIES, PEACHES. FRUIT COCKTAIL
...ANY FRUIT. ANY SAUCE
INORE0iENTS:
2'h Mpg Ceillked Ric•lanci Rica I faa.peoll vanilla
11/2 sups milk I pocLoga herrn strewirealtek
14 Poi Ififiliar
VirhiPPed mown If desked
METHOD:
Cook Riceland Rice and milk over low heat until most of the
milk is absorbed but mixture is still Creamy, Stir occasionally.
Cover and allow to cool 10 to 15 minutes. Stir in Stigar and
vanilla. Cool. Cover and ohlll in refrigerator until time to
serve. Prism into fancy mold. Unmold just before serving by
dipping mold in hot water. Serve with strawberries. Top with
whipped cream if desired.
DELICIOUS VARIATIONS: Substitute for strawberries:
pooch idiots or chilled fruit cocktail or other fruits with whipped
cream or cho.rolele in other Sc,,,',.
flee Reeitae 800k
New tasty way, to WI.
rice. Write Riceland









SALUTE rollment Campaign of the Boy
. Whenever one endeavors to Scouts (1961), VICe chairman,
write such a column at this he North Division of the Chicka-
' or she places himself in a posi- saw Council DSA, parliaments
ton whereas he can be in the rian of the West Tennessee Ed.
Tight place whenever news is ucational Congress.
• in the making. Although this is Mr. Hobson is also a member
, a column limited to school news of these organizations:
only, the reporter strives week- Phi Delta Kappa, National
' ly to focus the very best in his ,Honorary Educational Fraterni-
` school; that included news of ty, National Education Associa-
programs, academic ratings, tion, National Association of
honors won, and spotlighting of Secondary Principals, Tennes-
students. see Education Congress, West
Tennessee Educational Con-
gress, Bluff City Education As-
sociation, Bluff City Principals'
Association; Board of Directors,
Memphis Urban League; Mem-
phis Committee on Community
Relations, Phi Beta Sigma fra-
ternity, and the Memphian club.
Mr. Hobson has won citations
and honors for work with the
United Negro College fund and
the Boy Scouts of America.
To you Mr. Hobson, our idol
of esteem, we salute you and
it is to you that this column is
dedicated.
PERSONETTES
Spring is the season that
marks the shedding of winter
clothes, old habits, improving
L. B. HOBSON personal faults, etc. and the on-
coming of warmer days brings
So whenever anything is the .along with it new study habits,
highest of quality that can be new personality, etc. And to
found in an individual one feels actually do all this as emphasiz-
all too happy to have such a
product and through this pub-
lication he makes it known. As
the designated article for the
above mentioned idea marked
the origin of the spotlight
cclumn.
This week it is just a little
b.t different, for your reporter
' wAhes to focus the limelight on
a young man who has devoted
. his entire life to be a credit to
his race, his family and above
all, to himself.
- He is known throughout the
mid-south for his supreme and
exalted position. He perhaps
' cares more about what happens
I to us (more) than anyone else
on our campus. His actions are
living examples on or to sub-
stantiate this point for his is
constantly emphasizing the im-
portance of studying, education,
good behavior, etc., in a chang-
ing world. Manassas is praised
for any of numerous honors he
is proud and radiant in its
glow but on rare occasions
when Manassas is placed false-
ly in a situation he is criticized
for it.
EXCELLENT LEADER
He is responsible daily from
8:30 in the morning to 3:30 p.m.
for 1,000 students and therefore
has to be an excellent leader
and capable of maintaining re-
sponsibility. As long as he has
been in this educational drive.
his behavior and personality .
never change and through
trying situations he h a s
never lost his dignity.
Without further adieu, I
present to many and introduce
to few, your friend and mine,
the eminent Mr. Louis B.
Hobson, our beloved principal.
Mr. Hobson was born in Fayette
County and attended the public
schools there through the tenth
grade. Then he attend the
EDUCATION LIMITLESS
Continuing his education, Mr.
Hobson received his M. A. de- coming speech play to be
in social science from Wes-
tern Reserves. Certainly our
principal did not stop there but
is now in the process of attaining
his doctorate degree at Mich-
igan State university. Incident-
ally, he faithfully believes that
"Education is limitless."
Beyond the call of duty Mr.
Hobson attends extension class-
es at the University of Tennes-
see and Tennessee State univer-
sity. In the past he has taught
at the Howe-Roger Williams col-
lege:, and was once principal of
Lester high school in 1949.
Mr. Hobson is married to
Mrs. Clara L. Hobson and they
have three lovely children.
They are Clarese Melba Hob
son. Sandra Louise Hobson and
Louis B. Hobson, jr. This alone
speaks for itself and this is the
reason why he has a natural
way-Or talent for understanding
children, help them with every-
day problems and above all to
help them help themselves.
Among the many organiza-
tion' that he is affiliated are:
Tru4ee of St. Anthony church,
vice president of Tennessee
Principal's Association. Tennes-
see Representative to the Com-
mission on Secondary Schools
Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools, chairman of
the Advisory Committee of the
Memphis Travelers Aid Society,
co-chairman of the Family En-
ed by the Personettes' chapel
program, one must "Swing Into
Spring."
The speaker for the occasion
was Mrs. Martha J. Steinberg,
prominent disk jockey on
WDIA radio station. The Per-
sonettes were attired in lovely
cotton dresses in the latest
pastel colors and plain white
pumps.
The sweetheart of the Per-
sonettes, Charles McGhee, Was
introduced
Miss Sheridian Hicks is
Personette advisor and was pre-
sented a lovely corsage from
the club for her leadership and
guidance with the club's to-
getherness made their program
quite impressive.
DEBURETTES
At the beginning of the year
the idea of devotional programs
via inter-corn was suggested to
stimulate student interest and
o make the students mindful of
the importance of "getting on
the right track" as is so com-
monly stated. And only through
brief devotions can this be ob-
tained.
As a result of the inter-corn
idea 'each club and organization
will, if it has not already done
so, present a program of
this nature.
ACCE/VT ot? YOUTIl
BIRTHDAY PARTY — A his house guest, Jahn E.t.a la Mass. The party was glv- ISO S. Park
way E. Easter
birthday party was given for of Jacksonville, Fla. both stu- en by Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. night. A
 gay group of teen-







The Home Economic de-
partment presented Jones
Teen FASHION Shoppe, Wed-
nesday April 5. Interpretations
of the garments consisted of
two and three piece combina-
tions of a jacket and blouse,
skirt.
It appeared that these col-
lections were admired by the
gents and the ladies. Awards
were given to students obtain-
ing certain qualifications.
Between the Fashions the
student body was entertained
by Flora Flemmings, Alva
Criven and Audrey Yates.
The Washingtonians present-
ed scene from the Ballet. We
wish to express our sincere
appreciation to the Washington-
ians for such a splendid per-
formance on April 6. We are
sure the student body will
agree with us when we say
that your program will always
be commemorated by us.
It looked like the girls were
upset by such performance as:
The Count, Spencer Wiggins,
The Four Stars and Tyronne
Smith.
CAR WASH
The Royal Gents of Doug-
lass high school sponsored a
car wash this past Friday
This week the Deburette So- which was a total 
success.
cial club sponsored an unusual-, Funds from this 
effort will be
ly beneficial program. In this • used to help 
finance their
order the program was as fol- trip to Nashville. 
Tenn., and
lows: Remarks. Cora Brewer:: Mammoth 
Cave, Ky.
song, student body: prayer andl It was 
real fun to see all,
Lora Taylor and closing re-
marks, Cora Brewer and nar-
rator, Mrs. Marjorie I. men,
advisor.
SENIORS ON PARADE
Have you noticed the Jane
Hobson twins? (You know Jane
friendly with the girls? You,
know I think they like you.1
And Mary Edwards I would'
like to know why don't you
stop acting so childish? You
know what I mean.
. IS IT TRUE...
Louella Nibely, that we omit-
ted your name in the news
last week as a newly inducted
member of the Honor Society?
We are sorry. Annie Franklin,
that you finally learn to Wa-
tusi? Well don't feel bad be-
cause just learned. Dar-
thulia Parks, about you and
Robert Shaw?
Patricia William. that you
are afraid to reveal your ad-
mirer? Robert Weaver, that
you've been trying to talk
to a certain young lady? Oh I
heard something different of
course.
WE BELIEVE
Edith Barber, that you have
a boy friend but you won't
tell us. Warren E. and Ed will
put in a good word for T. Pa-
tricia Richmond, your heart
Is still at Manassas.
COUPLES
Gloria Armstrong - Bishop
Trotter- Bonnie Kind, Lucille
Moten Isaac Young -E. R.,
Jacks Payne -Chester Nunnal-
ly -Florine Avery, Lola Green -
Fred Jackson -Our Girl, Lure-
ly Crawley- Bradford Mc-
ClaM -Flora Flemmings.
CAMPUS CUTIES
Annie Jones. Edith Barber,
Patricia Spears, Lulls Arm-
strong. Jona Faye Anderson,
Patricia Richmond. Cary
solo. Shirley Purnell: scripture,, the 
gents decked out in khakis Sanders and Daisy Parish.
Juanita Branch; talk, Maxine! and 
T shirts busy washing and
Curry; poem, Marie Kirk; talk,, 
scrubbing cars. President 
••••••••••••••••+•••••••
Cranford Scott. along with all
of the members, felt good at
the end of the day, that a job
well done had just been accom-
plished financially.
WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW
Timothy Warr, what have you
 pre-
sented 
Helen Wills is said to be the
"toughest" actress in the up-
by the seniors. Don Wil-
liams is thinking seriously of
becoming "waltz king." Since
annual show rehearsal).
Jackie Green stayed in class
and was marked totally absent
... Charlie Morris' eye is focus-
ed over at Bertrand only!
Maxine Brown's new byword is
"Ch . . . Tharles." "B rrer
Lights" new necktie designed
as the necktie of 1942. Dorothy
Williett's sweet personality .. .
Etta D. Lollies' crush on YKW
. . . Shirley Hunt and Billy
Mitchell, the "untouchables."
Louis "011ie" Griffin is trying
to keep her dream-boy in the
dark. Ira Walton's true love Mr
Maxine Draper (FB) Warren
Jones' short nap in study hall.
C. L. Mathews COM shades in-
doors when he knows he can't
see!
Doris Benton and Buford Mc-
old Howe Institute and receiv- 
done to Jo Ann to apolo-
Hobson and Mary Ella Hunt)1
ed his B. S. degree, cum laude. Luther Roberson is portraying I 
gize to her publicly? James
from Virginia Union university the cool bachelor role this 
McWilliam, do you think you
of Richmond, Va. 
will he her one and only?
semester (Will be hold out?), Josephine Bland, why do you
misconstrue our statement:
Fellows are physically able to
give performances as those
presented by the fellows from
BTW?
Willie Kimmons, how's the
weather up there? Of course
it's fine down here. He will
sideration? Clyde Thomas why
give her some type of con-
for Charles Skilock. (They say
you are something king o' won-
derful!) Williams Burrows is
one of the best dancers In the
mixed chorus. (They say he's
Brer' Light Number Two.)
FAMOUS LAST WORDS
"I think after all's said and
done Mary is for me!" — Leon
Walls. "I am still a-lookin' my-
self." — William Walker. "I
would write him but gosh!" I
just don't have the time." —
Franklin. "Girl, let me tell you
. . ." — Georgia Brown. "He
likes me, but now I don't like
him." — Hattie Hinton. "I have
Ghee. Mary E. Jones and. Jet- a new spare!" — Juanita King.
tie "Quick Brush" Johnson. Inez "It won't be long before T. B.
will be here!" — Mary Johnson.
"D-don't upset yourself!" —
Allen Dillard. "May I use your
digest, your chemistry book,
your pencil, etc." — Alton
Crowder.
a quiet young lady. Aubrey QUESTION OF THE WEEK
McGuire's love for geometry Does Rudolph Myers have a
and girls. (What a combina- silght crush on C. M.?
COUPLE OF THE WEEK
Vance Moore and Carol Moore
(Ham.),
don't you become more
James' "slight" crush on a
young man in room 215. JaIlleS
Daly's lookout and crusade for
his "dream-girl." June Mat-
thew's major in lipstick, powder
and paint. Mildred Smith, such
lion.)
ODDLY ENOUGH
All the ninth, tenth and







"That was the best ballet
that Booker T. Washington has
ever presented." Those were
the words of many of the hun-
dreds of people pouring out of
Ellis auditorium last Wednes-
day. The Annual Ballet, pre-
sented by Booker T. Washing-
ton high school was one of the
shows that even Broadway
would clamor for.
The show, under the skillful
direction of Prof. Nat. D. Wil-
liams, was deemed as a glori-
ous success. Mr. Williams spar-
ed no pain in going all-out to
make this Ballet the best ever
and many reacted as if it was.
The theme of the show was
"Tempora For 61." It featured
the fabulous Senior glee club.
Vocal music was at its best as
the Fiery Counts and the in- .
comparable Four Stars rocked
the audience as they sang.
Soloists Beverly Buntyn, Mar-
tha Jones, Yvonne Butler, Syl-
via Buntyn and Jimmy Catron
did marvelous jobs on their
numbers.
But dances were the main
theme this year as teachers
and students vied for honors for
the best dance. Each dance
group had a name similar to
that of the teacher who super-
vised it. See if you can catch









The fourth chapter of the
Co-cites, Inc., was installed
Saturday, April 1, in Chicago,
Ill. Four members of the Mem-
phis chapter of the Co-ettes
were on hand for the installa-
tion ceremonies as well as the
festivities that were carried on
afterwards.
They were Marilyn Isabel,
Jana Davis, Eleanor Faye Wil-
liams, and Paulette Brinkley.
An estimated total of 27 girls
were new members of the Chi-
cago chapter of the Co-cites,
Inc.
'SPOTLIGHT'
This week the teen spotlight
falls upon the lovely Miss
Marilyn Isabel who resides on
Ilanley St. with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Isabel.
Marilyn is a senior at Mel-
rose high school where she is
a member of such notable or-
ganizations as the Glee club,
Charmettes, NDCC, and the
Science club.
In her social life, she is a
member of the Co-cites, Inc.
She enjoys dancing and listen-
ing to good music.
CITY-WIDE GIRLS
Birdie Blue (BTW), Bettye
Jeffries (Melrose), Alene Brom-
ley (Lester), Morylan Brown-
lee (Douglas), Paulette Brink-
ley ( Ha milton ). Betty Shan-
non (Manassas), Ruby Hardy
(Carver), Twyla Miles (Fri),
Willie F. Taylor (Mitchell),
Patricia McDaniel (BTW).
Martinains, Kelsters, Davisters,
Gunnettes, Whittes and t h e
Griffinaries.
Another star on this year's
Ballet was the performances of
the NDCC sponsors and the
Drill Team. If you missed
them, you missed a great part
of the show. Captain Johnny
Powell and Captain Cooper had
these drill units "ready."
I could go on and on talking
about this great Ballet of
BTW's but I see no need. Why?
Because you were there.
I WANNA' KNOW
Will all the seniors who say
they're going to college go?
Where did all of those cute
faces gracing our campus come
from? Like Patricia Scott, Dor-
is Harris, Essie Lawson, Ro-
berta 011ie, Berniece Yar-
brough and others.
Bobbie Collins, who is that
certain junior at Douglass you
hit in the head? John Garrett,
what in the devil were you do-
ing playing hop-scotch? . ,
Joan Hampton, who do you go
with? Why does Roy Hopkins
want me to spotlight him? What
does the Roving Lunatic think
about me taking some of his
space?
T AND I MAKES PLANS
Bobby Lovett, the president of
the Trade and Industry club
has stated the club is making
plans for attending their con-
vention. The T&I club is plan-
ning to attend a three-day con-
vention for all of the Tail clubs
liford were seen standing in
the door of the cafeteria "hold-
ing hands." Joan Ford and
William Lambert certainly
must be capable of finding
some interesting topicc to dis-
cuss, they talk everyday. He
thought he was smart, he broke
a certain girl's heart, but now
Roy Cheatham t BTW), Jewel everybody knows who 
lit the
Reed (Melrose), John Swift torch. Delores Jo
yner loves
(Lester), Odell King (Douglas), Robert Jackson "sincerel
y."
Osbie Howard (Hamilton), HIT PARADE
Percy Hughes (Manassas), Cu- "Find Another Girl" — 
Odell
ba Johnson (Carver) Edward King and H. K. W
., "Who's
Harris (FB), Grundy Nolan Loving You Now?
" — Andy
(BTW), Thomas Parham (Les- Boyd and Jacky Hardy
, "All
ter). In My Mind"—Willene 
Watkins
BELIEVE IT OR NOT and Hershel Boone, "So Y
oung"
Myrtle Robinson is trying to —John Swift and Florida Gray,
remove Phyllis Reed out Of "Funny"—Tommy Kay 
Hayes
Percy Macon's heart. Thelma and Eddie White.
Pierce and Andrew Abernathy VOCABULARY CHECK
are "letting the good times Fatuous — stupid but self-
roll." Carolyn Harris contiau- satisfied; Coign of vantage—
ously talks to me about Grun- good location for doing a cer-
dy Nolan, could it be that 'she tam thing; Petrified—paralyz-
likes him herself? Levonia ed with fear, horror, or sur-
Wilson is really concerned prise; Egocentrical—self cen•
about a certain fellow at Fa- tered. Misconstrue—take in a ,
ther Bertrand, wonder who he wrong sense misunderstand.
is??? Louise Little A undecid- NOW YOU KNOW
ed as to which to pick—Mar- An over-throw of a govern-
vel Thomas, Roy Cheatham, ment by force suddenly and
Eddie Jones, James Green, decisively is known as a coup
Otis Macklin, or James Flow- de' tat. •
ens. Evelyn Lewis is "bewil- MANNERS MARE FRIENDS
dered." When engaged in conversa-
Betty Shannon will soon ad-, tion among a group, to avoid
mit that Annye Stephens and having the other members of
Percy Hughes are the "insep- me group think that you are
arahles." Margie had better talking to just one person, look
check-up on Frank Farwell, from one person's face to the
we hear he's trying to make other.
time with Geraldine Gray. Fred THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Griffin is "In the dark." Mon A wise man sometimes makes
ris Webb has a new admirer, mistakes, but a fool continues
namely, Earnestine Moore to make them.
Carrie Brown (Hamilton) is CRACK-POT'S CORNER
trying to remove Carrie Little- Underprivileged teen: One
John (Melrose) out of James who has to ask his parents be.
"Slack" Lewis's heart. fore he goes where he wants






Wednesday April 5. 1961, the
Hamilton baseball team play-
ed Lester high on the Hamilton
field. This was one of the two
games which opened the Ne-
gro Prep League baseball
season.
The Wilson Street boys were
victorious with a final score
of 8-1. Denver Terry pitched
for the Wildcats and managed
to strike out ten Lester boys
allowing only two hits in the
entire game. All-star player
Thomas Price brought in
three men with a home run
in the third inning.
Other outstanding players
include: Lawyer Cox, Lewis
"Punch" Thomas, John Sand-
ers, Charles Terry and Law-
rence Greene.
SENIOR DANCE
Thursday night, March 30,
was the date of the fabulous
Hamilton's Annual Senior.
This years dance was held
at Curries Club Tropi,cana
from 8 to 12 p.m. Some of the
couples seen enjoying all the
fun and music were: Essie
Boyd and Thomas Hill (Mel-
rose), George Motton and Rose
Cooper, Richard Foster and
Brenda Herrald (Carver), Joe
Shegog and Carlean Pearson,
Doris Fant and E. J. Wash-
ington (BTW).
Polk Puryear (Bertrant)
and Maxine Foster, Joycelyn
Lloyd and James Buford, Em-
ma Longley and Anderson Guy,
Billie Gale Baker and Billy
Miles, Lois Davis and James
Sykes, Shirley Newby and
Roosevelt Ratliff. Some in
the stag line were: Jimmy
Greene, Bill Redclick, Archie
Scruggs, Shirley Thomas, Bel-





Ida Strong, Dorothy Huges-
Fellows: Jim Cunningham,
Vernon Townsend, Bernard




James, Elsie Reese, Patricia
Hooks, Bonnie Draper. Fel-
lows: Lavon Kelsey, Ted Mc-
Daniels, Clarence Bolden, Lar-
ry Jackson, Ozel Golden,
Juniors:
Maxine Davis, Marry Har-
in the state of Tennessee.
The confab will be April 13
in Nashville. An estimated 15
20 young men will represent
Booker T. Washington chapter.
We, the students and faculty,
wish this organization nothing
short of success.
THE ROVING LUNATIC
There is a new craze out
that's called "My Favorite
Game." These are those I saw
playing their favorite game .. .
Jimmy . Yarbrough, . Charlie
Bolton, Willie Ward like to play
hop-scotch; E J. Washington,
Charles King, Tyrone Smith,
Percy Wiggins love to "yo-yo"
. Eddie- Lee Jones, Arthur
Hicks, Charles Tood are good
marble shooters . . Elizabeth
Prudent, Betty Jefferson and
Mary Ann Coparal play hit-bat.
David Clark, Marvin McKin-
ney play catch Evelyn Lou-
is, Vera 011ie, Julian 011ie,
Georgians Wainwright love to
play jacks . . . Gespie Brown,
Canary Williams, Cathelia Barr
play Sally-go-round the sun-
shine . . . Roy Hopkins doesn't
want anyone to play with his
toy airplane. What a shame!
What a shame!
I left my hit-bat at home to-
day!
HATS OFF TO THE CHAMPS
BTW's baseball team is on
the trail to the championships
of the prep league. Nothing will
stop Willie Ward, Charles Wal-
ker, Willie J. Williams, Scooter
Everett, Brown, Honeybee
Cobb Larry Smith, Charles
Lee, Billy Garrett and Coach
William Fowlkes.
Melrose fell victims to a 12-
2 slaughter last Friday. Will
you be next?
BIG FIVE YOUNG LADIES
Patrician Scott, Vivian Barn-
es, Rose 011ie, Janice Prudent
and Etna Marshall,
BIG FIVE FELLOWS
Henry Hunter, Alvin Robert-
son, Roy Cheatham, George
Jones and Joe Perry.
HINT TO THE WISE
Learn this joke! Velma,
love you more than life or some
other 25-cent magazine.
Haste la vista.
ris, Dorothea Wheeler, Ida
Edwards, Georgia Woodward.
Fellows: Jimmy Greene, Mil-






c:SanPeniner Bruce, Shirley Bu.
Carlean Pearson,
Emmaeh
Fellows: Billy Miles, Dabid
Carnes, Richard Foster„ Steve
Payton, Calvin Junior.
ALL ABOUT THE CAMPUS
I see Yvonne Owens is kick-
ing a '58 Impala to school
now. Billie Davis is putting in
a few words for his ride home,
so make him walk Yvonne...
Could someone tell me why the
Senior Boys clown so? Is it
because they haven't grown
up yet?... Billy Miles will you
tell me why you brought Billie
Cale to the dance and knew
you didn't have a way to take
her home? I really believe
Maxine Foster's heart is at"'
Father Bertrand, how about
you Polk?.
Claudette • • Green didn't
come to the Senior dance,
wonder why Richard?... Mari-
Lyn Alexander says she has
enough of parties. I wonder
why?... James Sykes has
finally come to English class
I wonder if he'll pass? ...
Lucy Bell and Johnny Catron
(Hanassas) have an everlast-
ing love...Larry Mitchell has
so many girls he doesn't
know what to do. I suggest
he give a few to Osbie How-
ard ...
The boys around the campus
have caught a new fad: YO-
Y0s. Some of the champs of
the campus are: John Sand-
ers, Gamble, George Sumlers,
Archie Scruggs, George Mc-
Kinney and many many others.
It seems as though girls are
being replaced by yoyos.
Betty Bowen couldn't come
to the Senior dance but that
didn't stop Archie. I hear
Chemistry is killing a lot of
Seniors, what's up Mr. Wil-
kerson?.., S.L., B.T., AND
L.M., is it true that all you
had the night of the Senior
Dance was C.S. and S-up.
Eugene White, why did you put
Joyce Steed in a trick Senior
Dance night, Helen Cross,
maybe? Denver Terry, what
did you and Antionette Mitchell
do Senior Dance night?
George Piptins, do you and
Lena Robinson own half in-
terest in Jeff's? Larry Mit-
chell, I hear that you put
three or four girls in a trick
Senior Dance night, was it be-
cause of M.G. (LeMoyne)
Samuel Love, don't forget "The
Basic Things."
James Sykes, did you take
the "Scorpion" to Carlyse
Sunday? Booker T. Jones, who
was the mysterious girl yoill
brought to the Senior Dance?
... Attorney Cox, you had the
sheen but where was your
girl? Did you get put In a
trick?... Sampson, why don't
you and "Red" get together
and buy a battery ... Osbie
Howard, you and Zinie Hill
were traying heavy March 30
... Myrtle Adams, who was
that you had ball in chains the
other night? Larry, who do
you like best, Julian (Cannon-
1)130111 s? Adderley or Patricia
THE COUPLES
Joycelyn Lloyd and James
Buford, Maxine Foster and
Polk Puryear (Bertrand)
Shirley Buchannan and Jerry
Durley (TSU), Jimmy Greene
and Louise Little (BTW), Cal-
vin Junior and Bennie Mc-
Glothin, Marilyn Alexander
and John Boggan, Charles Ter
ry and Georgia Carroll, James
Sykes and Lois Davis, Larryok
Mitchell and Patricia Hooks"..
Billy Baker and Billy Miles,
Emma Longley and Anderson
Guy, Samuel Love ans
Junienno Briscoe, Betty Bow
eDnEDIVATIAroc-Nhise Scruggs.
Who's Loving You — ()she
Howard, Bewildered — Ciao
dette Green, Hundred Poundt
of Clay — Glory Bee — Shir
Icy Newby, I Don't Want Ta
Cry — George Motion, M3 '
Love Will Never Die — Jim
my Bell, Please Tell Me Whj
— Millard Brown, Contenint
Walk — Maxine Foster, Merry
Go-Round — Richard Foster
Some Day — Shirley anG
Roosevelt, I Know I Know —
Henretta Fans, What's Thu.
I See — Elsie Boyd, All In My
Mind — Victoria Alexander.
THOUGHT TO REMEMBER
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men as they retreat to the dug.dirATON ROUG E, La. — Grey Is Southern's big fire- out via strikeouts, and, afterlitruthern University baseball balling southpaw, who has only one year of collegiate hurl.opponents, beware — Charlie caught the fancy of inajor irig.
Grey has grown up. Temperileague scouts, and the cold, As a frosh, it didn't takeflare-ups on the mound are nolirate stares of opposing bats- much to set the highly temper-
amental pitcher off—and from
the moment it happened, that's
exactly what he was off.
Most of Grey's difficulties
came about as a result of his
Southern 's Charley Grey Matures, Discovers Temper Control







































































































Basketball is just about a dead issue at this point. The
crowning of the National Basketball Association champions
and the hanging of college basketball's 'fix' dirty linen are
just about all that's left. But since there was so little mention
of his attributes during the season, some words of Praise
should lend themselves to veteran pro eager Willie Naulls of
New York Knickerbockers,
The Knickerbockers were the
most miserable of NBA teams.
When they took a 120-106 whip-
ping at the hands of the De-
troit Pistons in the season's
finale, the Knicks found them-
selves well entrenched in the
east division cellar with a sad
21-58 standing. The 58 losses
set a new mark for NBA play.
The 1952-53 Philadelphia War-
riors had 57 defeats for t h e
former record.
To keep the record clear,
this whopping loss total would
have been far worse had it not
been for Naulls. Willie had one
of the best seasons in the pro
circuits. He not only led the
team in rebounds but kept pace
with the cage world's top !icor-
ers.
In the final N B scoring
WILLIE NAULLS totals, Naulls was sev
A
enth from
the top. In 79 contests he racked up 1846 points and ended the
season with a 23.4 game average. He cracked Richie Guerin'.
all-time Knicks record of 1615 and 21.8 average. Willie also
grabbed off around 13 -ebounds a game and played an average
of 37 or more minutes per outing.
Anchored to a losing cause, Naulls had little chance to
gain the plaudits of the like of Wilt Chamberlain, Oscar
Robertson and Elgin Baylor. But the players know of his
skills and what is more important, the Knicks management
has some awareness of the value of its investment in Willie.
He is one of the highest paid pro performers after five
years of play-for-pay campaigning. Twenty thousand dollars
is a fat salary for professional basketball players and Willie
is not too far from this kind of pay check . . . And this is
(but the best way to be recognized.When they picked the NBA all-stars, Naulls didn't get a
call. It's same set of circumstances that saw Wilt Chamber-
lain relegated to a second team berth. All Wilt did was lead
the league in everything. If they can make 'the Stilt' a sec-
ond stringer it should do little to the Naulls ego to be 
left
out of such selections.
EVERYBODY IS TOUTING Los Angeles Dodger speed
merchant Willie Davis as the hands-down choice to capture
the Rookie of the Year diward. Willie comes highly rated as
the top minor leaguer of last year's play while 
performing
with Spokane . .. but he's not the only rookie of note around.
Not the least of these are two youngsters working 
out
with the Detroit Tigers. The Tigers had some little 
hopes for
accelerated progress on the part of former Delaware State
collegian Jake Wood but they had no inkling of the 
potential
of Wycliffe 'Bobber' Morton.
For a guy that is still on the list of the Denver 
American
Association team, Morton has almost made the Tiger brass
overlook Wood's 11 game hitting streak that is sure to bring
Jake the Detroit second base spot.
Manager Bob Scheffi::g has played Morton just about
everywhere and Bubba has come up smelling like a rose.
ed out of Howard University in 1955, Morton's .297 batting
rage last year was hardly enough for his consideration as
a permanent Tiger . . . but he seems bound and determined
to make a place.
Much of Scheffing's maneuvering of Morton is due to the
Tiger outfield alignment of Al Reline, Billy Bruton and Rocky
Colavito. Bubba may be good but the chances of his break-
ing into this trio seem pretty thin. The ex-Howardite was
signed as third baseman but has been playing in the 
Denver
garden.
Scheffing has pictured Morton as being 'as good as any
player on the squad.'
Spring phenoms have flunked the big test all too fre-
quently Bubba's progress up to this point (.375) may get
him a ticket to the big league examination room.
The world champion Pittsburgh Pirates have another fine
Negro college prospect in Donn Clenclenon from 
Morehouse.
Donn was better known for his football and basketball feats
at the 'House but he injured his knee in his senior 
year and
turned to baseball.
In the past two seasons, he has batted .356 agai
nst Class
C pitching at Idaho Falls and rapped Class A hurlers for a
.335 mark as a Savannah employee.
Clendenon passed up grid contracts with the Cleveland
Browns and the Pittsburgh Steelers and the 6-5, 205 pound
ex-end seems to have made thc right choice. He may 
not!





BOSTON — (UPI) — Tom
McNeeley, jr. ninth ranked
heavyweight, may get a shot
at champion Floyd Patterson
sometime this year, according
to promoter Sam Silverman.
Silverman has been dicker-
ing With Cut; D'Amato, Pat-
terson's manager, and ac-
cording to the promoter "It's
ip and tuck between Mc-
Weeley and (Henry) Cooper
to see who gets the shot at
Patterson."
Cooper is the British heavy-
weight champ, currently rank-
ed fifth among the contenders.
A factor that may aid Silver-
man in obtaining the title
match is Patterson's financial
situation. T h e government
would take most of whatever
additional money he makes
this year and thus it doesn't
pay him to aim for another
huge payday.
In an analysis of nimself
the big hurler explained that
he thought that he was get-
ting more speed by standing
straight and using his body in
his delivery, figuring that he
could "throw by everybody."
He now feels that he has eood
speed, and he is more accurate
and with less effort, than be-
fore the chan ge
assuming • dual role on the How long has Grey been
mound—pitching 'em in, and pitching? It started in his Ben-
calling 'ern—which led to a ior year at Yonkers (NY) Ceti.
opinion differences between tral High School, Before that
he i.nd the umpire, with a C time, be played the outfield.
tantrum, Grey variety, re- Following a knee injury, Grey
suiting.
It's early in the season, but
even so, it has become evident
that Charlie Grey has come of
age—he is no longer his own
gard for the decisions from the
men in blue. He has entered
into a truce with his temper,
and it reflects in his mound
job to date.
Grey has won out in the battle
with himself, and this season,
he is going real good, but he
credits much of his recent sue-
cess to his coach, Robert "Bob"
Lee.
"Coach had me change my
wind-up," said Grey, "and the
witch has really helped."
The change in wind-up allows
rey to bend his back more,
which resulted In his delivering
up fewer high pitches.
"I never had any trouble get-
ting them over the plate," be
admitted, "but my straight up
posture kept me throwing too
worst enemy—he has much re-ihigh much of the time."
' As an outfielder, he made the
all-city and all-county teams for
three years, and in his senior
year, made both teams as a
pitcher.
A Political Science major,
and an honor roll student, two
out of the three semesters he
has been at Southern, Grey
takes a sane approach to a
career in baseball weighed
against a career In municipal
planning.
Many offers have come his
way already, but his mind is
made up—no pro ball until after
graduation at least, unless, an
explained that his coach sug- offer is made which is so at-
gested that he start pitching be. tractive that it Just couldn't be
cause of his good arm. In his turned down,
only season of prep school pitch- What's Grey's choice 4 a ma-
ing, he finished with an 8-1 jor league team, if he had a
record, choice—you guessed It—the New
York Yankees. This is no heresay. It came
Take it for what Ws worth.— from someone close to the scene
Charlie Grey has grown up. —Charlie Grey should know.
Morgan Captures
Loop Swim Title
BALTIMORE, Md. — Morgan
State College not only won the
Central Intercollegiate Swim-
ming and Diving Championship
at Hampton Institute but John
W. Turner, of Morgan placed
first in three events, breaking
two conference records and




SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI)
—Eddie Machen, the No. 2 pre-
tender to the world heavyweight
throne, said he is ready, will.
ing and able to take on either
Floyd Patterson or Ingemar
Johnansson.
He is confident that he can
beat Patterson, And he would
like nothing better than getting
a chance to square accounts
with Ingo, who knocked him out
in the first round in a Sweden
go.
"I'll meet either one of
them," says Machen as he
worked out for his important
battle with sixth-ranked Mike
Dejohn at the Cow Palace
next Monday night.
"Of Course, I Would prefer
to battle Patterson, because
that's where the money is."
Machen said he ended up
fighting Johansson for practical-
ly nothing—not only losing the
bout, but his ranking as the
No.1 contender, back in 1958.
"I got good money out of the
bout," he said. "About $25,000,
I think, but I guess we spent
most of it in court in New
York trying to force Ingemar to
go through with contract that
called for him to give me a
return match before he fought
anybody else. We lost — and
Ingo went on to win the title
from Patterson."
Machen is a seasoned cam-
paigner now at 28 years and he's
sure he knows a lot of things
that he didn't a half dozen years
ago when he first vaulted into
the top 10 in the heavy ranks.
He knows he has a tough
battle on his hands against
Dejohn. But he's still looking
ahead for a shot at the all-
important crown.
Machen pointed out that most
everybody, it seems, is able to
knock Patterson down, and he'd
just like to get the chance.
"When Johansson knocked me
down the first time in our fight
in Gotenburg," he recalled. "He
swarmed all over me. Every.
time I started to get up he was
in there clouting.
"If he had used the same kill-
er attack on Patterson that he
used on me, he would have re-
gained his title in his Miami
bout last month."
Machen doesn't admit It,
but the belief is that he has
been denied a shot at the
her vyweight crown because
Patterson's manager, Cuss D'-
Amato, won't give a fight to
anybody who played ball with
the old I.B.C. Sid Flaherty,
Machen's manager, used a
flock of his boys, including
Machen, on I.B.C. cards.
But the old wounds are heal-
ing and Machen is confident
now, that if he can get over
Dejohn, he'll get a crack at
either Johansson or Patter6.n.
Either one would be in the big
money—and that, he admits, he
can use. He's one heavyweight
who isn't worried about his in-
come bracket.
The 23-year-old McNeeley is
undefeated in 23 fights, none of
which have been against any
top rated fighters. His man-
ager, socialite Peter Fuller,
and the Massachusetts Boxing
Commission are currently at
odds over McNeeley's oppo-
nents
The commission reaffirmed
its earlier stand that Robert
Duquesne of France is not a
suitable opponent for ilte•
Neeley. Fuller argued with-
out success and then an-
nounced he would book future
McNeeley bouts outside of
Massachusetts.
"BIG SIX" — Pictured here
are the top six men of North
Carolina College's 1961 tennis
squad. Kneeling from left to
right are: Emmett Martin,
Durham, and Jimmy Hunter
of High Point. Standing are:
Gerald Galloway, Wilmington;
Ell Singleton, Durham; Maur.
ice Handy, Washington, I). 1.;
and Napoleon Horton, Winston-
Salem, Handy and Horton
are defending doubles champs
in the ('IAA, and are expect-
ed to hold down the No. 1 and
2 spots on the NCC net team
respectively.
Expect Neal To Bat
.300 In '61--Alston
TUCSON, Ariz. — (UPI) —
Dodger manager Walter Alston
has predicted for three years
that Charlie Neal, his star sec-
ond baseman, will be a .300
hitter. This year, Neal feels
that he is ready.
"I should hit .300 if I stop
going for the fences," Neal
said. '"I'm just trying for base
hits now and I'll settle for the
higher average rather than
home runs. I'm looking forward
to my best year at the plate."
Neal hit his peak of .287 as
one of the sparkplugs in the
Dodger's 1959 pennant drive,
but slipped to .256 last year.
His home run and run batted in
production also suffered notice-
ably. Whereas Neal hit 19
homers and drove in 83 runs in
1959, he dropped to eight and
40, respectively,
Frequent injuries hampered
Neal last year. A bruised shin,
which became infected, kept
out of action a week. A stone
bruise on his right thumb af-
fected his swing all season.
"Pitchers were jamming
me," Neal reported, -and I hit
the Inside pitches cm the
handle. The sting bothered me
all year."
This spring Dodger scout
Kenny Meyer accompanied the
club to spring training as a
batting instructor and straight-
ened out Neal in a hurry. He
changed Neal's swing so that
he could roll his wrists again, as
he did in 1959, and the re-
sponse from Neal was im-
mediate.
Going into the exhibition
game against Cleveland, Neal
was the Dodgers' second lead-
ing hitter with a .341 average.
His road roommate, Junior Gil-
liam, led the club at .394.
Defensively, Alston rates
Neal as, "the best second
baseman in the league. And I
still think that he can be a
.300 hitter or close to it."
Neal is as, confident about
the Dodgers' pennant chances
as he Is about his own comeback
with the bat.
"I think we should win it,"
he said. "We're two deep at
Hampton pool in the 200 yard
Individual Medley Relay.
Turner, a nineteen-year-old
freshman from Atkins High
school in Winston-Salem, North
Carolina, was named outstand-
ing swimmer of the meet and
was awarded a plaque for his
performance.
In the 200-yard backstroke,
Turner set a new conference
record of 2:31.6 and again in
the 100-yard free-style, set a
new conference record of 55.3
seconds for the distance.
A time of 2:49.2 was regis..
tered in the books for the'.
liampton,pool record.
104 points to Hampton's
In winning the conferencew  a n d
championship, Morgan tallied
lloward university's 76. wow
The Morgan swimming squadrr.....,
under the tutelage of Coacr--..
William H. Brown, instructor
in physical education at the
college, captured nine first
places out of fifteen events on
the program.
Other first place winners
were: Dwight Coleman, 1,500
meter free•style and 440-yard
free-style: Woodrow Williams,
50-yard free-style; Donald A.
Johnson. 200-yard butterfly;
Robert Eisner, 200-yard breast-
stroke; and the 440-yard med-
ley relay consisting of Johnson,
Elsner, Henry Gardner and
Williams.
every position. We have speed
and we're a good fielding club.
All we need is for some of the
fellows to come through with
the bat.
"The way (Duke) Snider and
(Gil) Hodges have been hitting
this spring, I think we can do
it. Hodges has been hitting the
hall hard, but it hasn't dropped
too often for hits. Snider le




AMES, Iowa — Henry Whit-
ney, Iowa State University
top rebounding ace and one
of the highest scoring for-
wards In the history of the
school, has signed with the
Cleveland Pipers of the new-
ly organized American
Basketball Association.
Terms of the contract were
not revealed, but Whitney
said he was "very satisfied"
with the signing.
The Pipers have been an
industrial team for a number
of years but next season will
join the American Basket-






LONDON — (UPI) — World
light-weight champion Joey
Brown arrived at London air-
port and said he will win his
bout with British Champion
Dave Charnley inside 15 rounds.
"I am more confident of
heating Dave Charnley this
time than I was in our first
meeting," Brown said.
Brown is scheduled to de-
fend his world title against
Charnley at the Empire Pool,
Wembley, on April 18.
The champion said: "The
first time I fought Dave I knew
nothing about him. Now that I
know what he fights like I
think I can do even better. I
don t think that the fight will
go the distance."
Brown Was met at the air-
port by promoter Jack Solo.
mouse, and then left for his
London Hotel.
The champion added that he
Intends to continue training for
the next five days or a week.
He will do this in the gymna-
sium of the tenth battalion of
the parachute regiment, which
is oposite London's White City
Stadium.
Brown said he will train
there because the size of the
ring to he used in the bout at
the Empire Pool is the game




MILWAUKEE — (UPI) —
Heavyweight boxer Willie Bes-
manoff, an import from Ger-
many, announced he is milt-
ing the ring.
"If I put the time I now
spend on boxing into my busi-
ness, I'll make as much money
without all the arguments and
grief," said the 28-year-old
fighter, who recently started a
janitors supply business.
Besmanoff was born in Mon
ich, Germany, but his fathe•
was an American citizen. How-
ever, Besmanoff lost his Ameri-
can citizenship when he didn't
leave Germany before he was
21.
He came to the United States
to fight in 1956 and moved to
Milwaukee in 1958. He regained
his American citizenship here.
"The best thing I got out of
boxing was regaining my Amer--
cal. citizenship and the chance
to live in this country," said
Besmanoff.
Besmanoff lists 97 profes-
sional fights to his credit, win-
ning 28 by knockouts, drawing
on three and losing 27. He last
fought Feb. 28 at Salt Lake
City, losing to Young Jack
Johnson in a split decision.
Carbo III, Fight
Trial Recessed
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
The trial of underworld boxing
figure Frankie Carbo and four
others was recessed for one day
because of Carbo's illness.
U. S. District Judge Ernest
A. Tolin was informed the de-
fendant became eick in the jail
where he had been confined
since the start of the trial. Ex-
tent of Carbo's illness was not
immediately known.
The defense has been expect-
ed to hammer away at testi-
mony of the government's chief
witness, Jackie Leonard.
GOODWOOD, Es,land —
(UPI) — Stirling Moss of Brit-
ain won the Levant Cup race
for intercontinental formula rac-
ing cars after Dan Gurney of
Riverside Calif., who was chal-
lenging for the lead, spun off
the track in his Lotus-Climax
on the final bend.
IMPACT — New York Yan-
kee catcher Elston Howard
puts the tag cr Hal Smith of
the St. Louis Cardinals In St.
Petersburg Grapefruit league
exhibition. Cardinal Joe Cun-
ningham attempted a squeeze
bunt but Yankee pitcher Bill
Stafford grabbed the ball and
fired to Howard who blocked
plate to make put-out in the
tenth inning of tight contest.
The Yankees took the win in
the 10th, 5-4. (UPI Telephoto)
Trotters Top
Stars, 6/-58
MILWAUKEE, Wis., — (UPI)
— The Harlem Globetrotters
beat the college basketball All-
Stars, 67-58, in the absence of
the Collegians' All-America star,
Walt Bellamy of Indiana.
The Trotters sandwiched In
a generous portion of tomfool-
ery after pulling to a 17-29 half-
time lead before 9,118 fans.
The court comics, who have
now won the first two games
of their annual tour with their
collegiate sparring mates, were
led by former Illinois star Gov-
onor Vaughn with 16 points.
Rill Bridges of Kansas scored
12 to top the All-Stars.
Bellamy took leave of the All.
Stars for a time to return to his
studies at Indiana.
In a preliminary contest, the
Chicago Bears' basketball team
beat a squad composed of Green
Bay Packers, 22.18, a score
more in keeping with gridiron
outcomes between the two Na-
tional Football League clubs.
Erich Barnes was "high"
point man for the Bears with
9, while Dale Hackhart. former
University of Wisconsin quar-
terback, scored 6 for the Pack.
era.
PHILADELPHIA — awn
— The Abilene Christian Col-
lege mile relay team has en-
tered the Penn Relays sched-
uled for April 28-29 and im-
mediately established itself as
the major threat to end Villan-
ova's six-year domination of the
event The Texans established
a record for the mile relay
with a 3:08.8 clocking last Sat-
urday.
Outdoor Tips
One of the main snags in
being a fisherman is hooks—
snagged, that is. To release a
snagged hook, try this. Fasten
a small padlock on your line
and let it slide down. With any
luck it will knock the hook
loose. Reel in your line and re-
move the lock. Now you're all
set to get snagged again.
A handy item for cleaning
fishing reels is a child's tooth-
brush, Once you've used it,
though, best buy a new one for
Junior.
Eager bait fishermen often
make the mistakes of using too
large a bobber. The big 'uns
look good floating around, but
can get the angler In trouble,
Too large a bobber can offer ise
much resistance to a biting Ma
he'll become suspicious and'
drop the bait A float just love
enough to hold the bait off tip
bottom will catch more flele.
Si
EEK OF
If he was with any other
team but the New York Yan-
ally signed, an outfielder who; kees, rookie catcher, Jesse Gun.
had become a fixture with a . der would be a favorite in the
National League team, had to race for rookie-of-the year. His
be traded because of his racist
at tude.
One man of vision, principle,
and determination was primari-
ly responsible for the success-
fu. debut of the Negro into or-
ganized ball. Almost single-
handed, Branch Rickey erased Big Walter Bond of Cleveland
tie 1867 ruling of the National'
Association that prohibited "the, 
might make it. An early season
flop with the Indians last year,
Bond went on to Vancouver to
compile a .318 average with
twelve homeruns in seventy-four,
games. He is tabled a "can't
miss prospect."
Detroit's Jake Wood is anoth-
er leading candidate for rookie
their careers to the limits oflhonors. The rookie infielder .305
at Denver last year, has estab-
In 1945 this situation began
lished himself in the Tiger line-to change. That year, a young
man named John Roosevelt
Robinson said, "maybe I am
doing something for my race."
These words launched the fabu-
lous, lengendary career of
Jackie Robinson, that resulted
in his selection as National
League Rookie of the year for
1947 and the acclaim and ad-;
miration of millions who thrill-!
ed at his years of brilliant per-
formances.
Since that date, Negroes have,
firmly established themselves ,
in major-league baseball. Every,
National League team has at;
lest one key Negro performer.!
Every serious contender had,
more than one. Nearly the same!
holds true in the American
'League. Of the Junior circuits
leading contenders, only the
Baltimore Orioles can be said
not to have at least one key
Negro player, and the day isn't
far off when one of their bril-
liant colored aspirants estab-
lishes himself in the lineup.
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glorious National Pastime in. the last thirteen Rookies of the
augurated its latest season with
a baseball contest between the
new Washington Senators and
the contending Chicago White
Sox.
Baseball is truly a national
pastime, now. The rosters of,
major-league teams include in- I
dividuals from every strata of
American society, our hemis-
pheric neighbors to the North
and our Latin-American cousins
from the islands of the Eastern
coast of Florida and the South
American Republics.
This is a far cry from the pre-
vailing situation sixteen gears
ago when we, as a nation,
emerged victorious from a World
War fought in the interest of
human freedom. At that time,
the color line was firmly en-
trenched in organized baseball.
Management was adamant in
their stand to keep the sport] depending on their contributions
"lily-white." Athletes symbol of to the relative success of their
sportsmanship to millions of teams, one of them could win
youths, threatened to strike if it.
a Negro would be signed to a
contract. When one was eventu-
admission of any club which
may be composed of one or
more colored persons." For
years this insane ruling had
robbed the sport of such per-
formers as Satchel Paige, Josh
Gibson and Larry Brown, as
well as robbing them as indi-
viduals of the right to pursue
their abilities.
year have been Negroes. For
seven straight years the leagu-
e's most valuable player was a
Negro. With Willie Mays, Or-
lando Cepeda, Hank Aaron, Er
nie Banks and Bill White not
yet at their peak, the MVP
award could again go to Negro
out-fielders Willie Davis of the
Dodgers and Billy Williams of
the Cubs are leading candidates
for Rookie-of-the-year honors.
No Negro has ever won the
most valuable or Rookie-of-the-
year award in the American
League. Minnie Minoso and Al
Smith of the White Sox, Elston
Howard of the Yankees, Vic
Pwer of the Cleveland Indians,
Billy Bruton of the Detroit Tig-
ers by the way of Milwaukee,
and Earl Battey of the Minne-
apolis Twins are formidable
contenders for this honor and
•
misfortune lies in playing be-
hind the formidable likes of
Howard and Yogi Berra. His
.327 batting average and superb
defensive work at Richmond,
bodes no good for the securityi
of either Howard or Berra.
-DEFENDER
ALL AMERICANS — Five of
the ten Catholic college
basketball players selected
on the Catholic Digest All.
America team for 1961 are,
from left to right — (top)
Hubie White, Villanova uni-
versity (Pa.); Al Butler,
Niagara university (N. Y.);
(center) Tom Stith, St. Bon-
aventure college (N.Y.);
(below) Tony Jackson, St.
John's university (N.Y.);
and Frank Burgess, Gonzaga
university (Cal.). Burgess,
major college scoring chain-
pion, and Stith, who ranked
third in that category, were
the only two players receiv-
ing unanimous endorsement.
The Hamilton Watch co. of
Lancaster, Pa. annually pre-
sents an especially engraved
watch to each of the team
members.
up as a result of his heroic
spring training performances.
He is a cinch "Supurtar of the
future."
It is a long way from Jackie
Robinson's solitary crusade for
recognition in 1947 to 1960, when
Ebony magazine saw fit to pub-
lish an article entitled "Are
There Too Many Negroes In
Baseball '"
Humboldt, Tenn.
Stigall high school presented
its third and fourth plays in a
series of plays given Monday
night, March 27. Grades seven
through 11 presented an Op-
eretta entitled "Meet Arizona."
The faculty committee in charge
of the Operetta were Mesdames
Nelda Williams, Velva Pulliam,
Frances Givens Cottrell Thom-
as, M. H. Burnett and U. M.
Garrett.
March 31 grades four through
six presented another Operet-
ta entitled "Sunnyside Orphan
Home."
The faculty committee in
charge of this Operetta were
Mesdames Jewell Ridley. John-
elle Bryant, 011ie R. Farmer,
Enid Sims, Ora Gentry, Louise
Cooper, Erma Jones and Israel
Beard. Both were largely at-
tended and enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Nelda Williams, home
Clowns Make History
With Scheduled Game
Jackie Robinson, the former
Brooklyn Dodgers star, once
predicted that integration
would make its greatest strides
In the field of sports.
His prediction was recalled
the other day when Negro
baseball's top independent pro
team, the Indianapolis Clowns,
announced that on April 25,
they'll play at Deland. Fla., a
popular baseball town which
until this year could not grant
permission for the kings of
diamond merriment to play. •
there.
.History will be made •vhen
the mirth-making diplomats
bring their fabulous game and
funshow to Conrad Park there
for an 830 p.m. game with the
hard-hitting New York Royals,
their touring counterpart again
this year.
Festivities get underway at
6.30 p.m. when the State Na-
tional Guard sponsored event
opens with a game between the
DeLand Bulldogs and rival
Wildwood Wildcats. Theirs is a
regular league contest. High
school bands will participate
throughout.
Noted General Manager Syd
Pollock of the Clowns: "This
not only marks a tremendous
sporting event and entertain-
ment, but enhances the reputa-
tion of our club as one which
helps promote better under-
standing,"
Business Manager Ed Ham-
men simultaneously announced
that the Clowns have complet-
ed bookings for April. Sched-
uled games not already an-
nounced include April 16, Lake-
land. Fla. (Henley Field); April
19, Umatilla, Fla. vs Umatilla
Dodgers; April 21, St. Peters-
burg, Fla. vs St. Petersburg
Braves: April 24, Ft. Myers,
Fla.; April 26, Palatka, Fla.;
April 27, Jacksonville, Fla. vs
Jacksonville Cardinals; April
28 and 29, Atlanta, Ga. vs At-
lanta Stars, and April 30,
Birmingham, Ala. (double-
header).
Where no opponent is indi-
cated the Clowns will oppose
, the Royals.
economics teacher at Stigall
high school and advisor of the
New Homemakers Chapter and
Misses Louise Campbell, Don-
na Jean Fly, Birdie Faye
Mathis, Ernestine Wilson and
Florine House are attending
the State NHA meeting that is
being held at A. & I. State
university, Nashville, Tenn.
March 30, the Rainbow Girls
Art and Garden club observed
its first anniversary with a
party given in the library of
Stigall high. The library was
beautifully decorated in Rain-
bow colors and balloons, with
a large Rainbow in the rear of
the room. A short program was
presented.
Martha Coleman gave the
history of the club. Music se-
lections were rendered by
Misses Peggy White, Martha
House, Joyce Bradford, Nancy
Sherron, Lennette Landers and
Flora Harrell. Peggy _ White
presented Easter corsages to
their advisors, Mesdames Jew-
ell Riddley, Cottrell Thomas
and to the President of the
Senior Garden club, Mrs. Jen-
nie Vance.
After the program the mem-
bers and their guests tipped
the light fantastic to the tune
of the latest records. Refresh-
ments were enjoyed by all.
Members of the club not men-
tioned above are Joyce and
Gwendolyn Thomas, Maxine
Ellison, Joan Pulliam, Martha
Gooch, Jacqueline Ivy, Barbie
Butler, Doris Rowans, Jose-
phine Herron, Thelma Pack,
Mary Lois Newhouse and Mary
Williams.
winning this event, the Tigers
,relay team consisting of Ed
Lane, Eugene Jenkins, Donald
Williams. and Albert Wheat.
fall, outclassed Emporia State
college, which had beaten Lin-
coln on two previous occasions.
Lincoln's Donald Williams
won the 100-yard dash in 10.2
against competition from seven
other schools. Steve Whitfield
brought home the bacon with a
winning 22'2" leap in the broad
jump. Placing were Albert
Wheatfall. fifth in the 100-yard
dash, and Luther Brown, fifth
in the broad jump.
TOOK SECOND
Charles Williams won a sec-
ond place in the high jump. His
leap of 6' 3" was three inches
under the winning jump. Wil-
liams also finished third in the
120 high hurdles.
Walter Gooley got a second
place in the 800-meter run, and
Jenkins came in second in the
400-meter run, with Brown fin-
ishing next place behind him.
Lincoln also took second
places in the sprint medley
event and in the mile relay.
Third places were registered by
Brown in the hop, step and
jump an in the distance med.
•
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talent-laded Emporia State
team, the Lincoln university
track squad journeyed to Kan-
sas City to enter the Kansas
City university relays last week.
Although the Kansas Uni-
versity Jayhawks dominated the
relays which saw six records
Lincoln Holds Own
In Track Session
After dropping a home meetley relay by Sam Williams.
against a nationally rated and Rogers, Haymon and Melvin
Peebles.
Other schools represented
were Graceland of Iowa; Harris
Teachers of St. Loui s; St.
Joseph Junior College; St. Louis
university; Emporia State; Kan-
sas City university, and Kan-
sas university.
VISITED OKLAHOMA
broken, four of them by the During The -litior week, j.he
Big Eight champions, the Lin- Tigers at the Oklahoma State
coln University 440-yard relay Relays at Stillwater placed sec-
team was clocked in :42.5 which ond in three relay events and
knocked almost a full second , collected a pair of fourth places.
off the old meet record which In the 440 and 880-yard relay
also was held by Lincoln. In events, the Tigers came in just
behind Emporia State.
The following Wednesday, the
Tigers again faced Emporia in
a home dual meet. Although the
strong Emporia State team won
the meet, the Tigers fought hard
all the way and are a vastly
improved team for the competi-
tion they will face in such fu-
ture meets as the Bradley re-
lays, Emporia relays, Kansas
relays, Drake relays, 2tc.
In other sports, the Tigers golf
season will get underway on
April 22 with a home contest
against Kansas City university
and in tennis on April 15 with a
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You can have netural-looking
straight hair the safe, easy
SILKY STRATE way. Do it
yourself at home and save time
and money. The easy-to-follow
directions ensure professional-
like results. Your hair stays
straight and easy-to-manage for
months , . , will not go hack
even when wet.
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More Deer For
Carroll Area
The 14 deer which were re-
leased in the Liberty Church
Area last week by the State
Game and Fish Commission
brings the total number of deer
released in Carroll County to
30 — 20 bucks and 10 doe have
been released in the Palestine-
Liberty Area in recent weeks,
in an effort to stock the area
with this desirable big game
animal, according to Tom Gre-
en, project leader for the Game
and Fish Commission.
The area in Carroll county is
he most recent section of the
State to be selected for deer
stocking by the Commission.
Tentative plans are to release
some 50 deer in the area as
they become available from
rapping operations which are
being carried on at the U. S.
Naval Base near Clarksville.
About 75 residents turned out




James 0. Blasingame, who
has served as Game and Fish
Officer in Hardeman County for
he last eight years has trans-
ferred to the Fish Management
Division of the Commission, and
will serve as Lake Manager on
Lake Bedford in Bedford coun-
ty, according to Dr. Glenn Gen-
try, chief, fisheries manage-
ment, for the commission.
Governor Lures Fish
HACKETTSTOWN, N. J. —
(UPI) — The fish don't fight
City Hall — or the state house
— in New Jersey.
Gov. Robert A. Meyner open-
ed the state's annual trout sea-
son over the weekend by
catching two trouts shortly
after tossing out his line.
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Golfing With ̀ Lir
By
1 Mrs. Cornell Wolfe
The Sam Qualls golfers held
its regular meeting Thursday
night April 6 with Harvey
Smith presiding. Plans are
still incomplete for their first
Leisure hour. They will be an
nounced after the next regular
meeting Thursday night, April
20. All members are expected
to be present.
The golfers welcome James
Autry to the club.
Buster Macklin was boast-
ing a bit loudly to Tommie
McKay about how he humbled
the best senior golfer in the
city, Robert (Bubba) Jeeter
and Dollar Sanders over the
weekend.
Lawrence Daugherty would
like for all of Memphis to
know that for three .Mondays
straight he played a very good
consistent game of golf but
he doesn't want the Monday
gang to know is that on his
work days he finds time to
practice and sharpen his
game. Hope they make him
give them each a stroke next
Monday. The gang consists of
Bridges Pyles, Cleophus Hud-
son, Lewis McClain and
James Edwards.
A warning to felloys who
have been playing in a four-
some with Richard (Tuff)
Green. He Is practicing morn-
ing and evening just about
every day. And his game is
really getting sharp. Watch
him the first of June.
Bet golfer Charles Wilson
will think twice before he
practically begs Harvey Tay-
lor to play a round of golf
with him again. After watch-
ing him play par golf for
most the round, he said MI
wished he had left him at the
19th hole.
Speaking of the 19th hole,
It was quite nice to see Miss
Mary E. Jones there waiting
with refreshments. Next week
Lil spotlights the lady cham-
pion, Mrs. Odessa Dickens.
Tri-State Defender 
Quiz Answer
Here are the answers to last
week's quiz.
1. What is the longest river
In the world? A. Nile.
2, The Women's Junior Lea-
gue is how old? A. 60 years
old.
3. Exactly where did Jusus
start His first public teach-
ing? A. In the synagogue of
Nazareth.
4. Who rebuilt the walls of
Jerusalem? A. Nehemiah.
5. When and where was
Jack Pear born? A. Canton,
Ohio in 1918.
Now fill out this wee.
cupon with the correct an-
swers to questions found on ,
page one. Jackpot this
is $5.
$5 Place Your Cash Quiz Answers On ThisCoupon And Mail or Bring To The $5










Henry Clay did ...
and personally arranged for Old Crow
to be sent to his Washington home.
Taste the greatness of
Old Crow yourself.. .today.




























































































Advertise In The Want-Ad Section Weekly Africa To Get
Lines For 2 Weeks  .701st Corps Unit
Call JAckson 6-8397
20 MAIDS NEEDED
For chiceso — New York
To MO Weekly Ages 25-45
Free Room, Board, T V
Ticket Sent. References Needed
Write or Cell
United Employment AgeneY
2572 Larn•r, Memphis Tenn.





FA 3-l405 BR 44144
26e Gets My Mothers board hook and




WANTED — Nies working wom-
an to share 4 room apartment




YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This le her 0014 office at the Mississippi
State Um*. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long dine of being away and at last she
back to nay is her dew borne
Aro yew Disaaristied with marriage? Bays
you lost tan in Mir husband, wife et sweetheart? Ars yise
0 bad health? Are you discouraged? II any of these arc IOW
problems, come tel MAD eta BELL advise von at ones She
will read lite to you lust as doe would read an open book
Tell yoe why your lob or business Is sot a success U you have
failed In the rest come see MADAM BEI,L at once.
Located en Highway IP South. last over Mississippi State
Line, 00 the way le Hernando. Her home IS blocks below
Where she used to stay right aside the DeSote Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all dines. iShe never had an attire in West Memphis 1
Catch yellow bus marked WhItebeven State Lino and gee
oft at Steve Line and walk 11 blocks and see MADAM BELLI
BAND
OME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Reeve 9 a es to 11
Readings Daily Oyes on Sundays
1 don't maks any borne rails or answer any letters. Be sum





You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
—6—
tall or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!







LOCATEP AT WEST MEMPMS. ARIL
3 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT COKNEtt OF taTH ST.
God Gifted Power a healer. I give you your luck days,
your lucky number advice about Health, Business. Marriage
and love affairs. If you have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I am sure l can help you.
If you are sick, worried and run down please come to me.
I can help, money is no object 11 you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's bolding you down; If your luck never
seems to just reach you; LI your loved ones seem to be
drifting away from you; If you have any of these problems,
I can most certainly help you.
Just 10 minutes from down town Memphis, Get the West
Memphis. Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner
of 3rd and Union St.
Ask the Bite Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of




Reasonable Rent at a
Good Location
962 Willoughby JA 6-0208
FOR SALE—Refrigerators Washinx
Machines. Om Morse 515 00 up
W. also nay top Prices for used
Refrigerators. JA 14,706.
Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly
If you buy your Defenders from a salesboy, please
pay him promptly.
He Is a young merchant who owns and operates tils
own business As such he has his obligation aa meet. U
you don't nave your money ready — If you ask him to
wait for his cash — you place a great hardship on him.
Unless he pays promptly for his papers, be will lose
his opportunity to earn Liberal profits, Valuable Prizes
and a real Business training. And the Defender's tegular
visits to your home would be interrupted.
PLEASE PAY HIM PROMPTLY
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The Peace Corps has arranged
to send the first contingent of
100 volunteers to Africa and
South America by late sum
mer, it was learned.
R. Sargent Shrivere, t h e
Corps' director, has all but
completed the arrangements
and hopes to disclose the
countires involved within ten
days.
One 50-man contingent des-
tined for Africa will consist of
men only. The other, working,
in South America, will include'
some women.
The volunteers will train for
three to six months before
leaving. They will stay abroad
— helping natives improve
basic skills to raise living
standards — for at least 18
months.
SEPTIC TANKS GREASE TRAPS
Cleaned • repaired Reasonable






E-Z Terms - Nothing Down
24 MONTHS TO PAY
1721 POPLAR
TEL BR $-43n
Used Furniture For Sale
I., vino room lulus $25 op
Bedroom suite $33 up
Coves, 04, 430 op
44' "Mop Machines 130 uP
Ref r I  like new 550
Dinette set 140





937 S. Cooper St.
BR. 6-39116—BR. 4-0111
I DR SALE-CHEAP
I-11 It glass showcase
1-National cask register
1-48 cup coffee urn
1-gal. teed tea crock
I-large fan on stand
1-20 in. oscillating fan
1-21 in ins
1—large exhaust fan
1—i0 gal. cafe water heatai
Call Mrs. A. 0. Whitmore
GL 8-0777
—411111,
415 Street Repair Shot,
Wrecker Service - Body Repairs
Sa Paint e a is. own I I t
243 So. 4th at JA. 74703
BEDROOM nous* in nice neighbor-




'To $60 cash weekly, N. Y.
jobs. We se d your car-
fare immediatt .y. Give
references in ' 'er — be
prepared to leave right
away. Write HA V-A-
MAID Agency, 4 Bond at.,
Great Neck, N. Y.
110THEL GROVE
UPHOLSTERING COMPANY
W,11 cover one chair FREE fee

















We buy old type Antique
Pistols and other Antiques.
Cut Glass - Cook Ware
Furniture
If you hare anything in that




346 No, MAIN ST.
PHONE: JA 5-8613









11130 TO 1E0 umermat
Opportunity knocks! Good lobs
in nice homes. Write today and
you can leave this week. Free
room and board. Tickets ad-
vanced Write HUNTINGTON
DOMESTTC AGENCY, 11 Nevad-
a.?. Huntington Station. N. Y.
REPAIRS
REFRIGERATORS. Washing Ma-
chines, No Service Call Charge








Chairs, all tYpes Rugs, dressers,
Cl, ina cabinets, kitchen safes,
kitchen safes, floor lamps, clocks
and ail types of glass ware, chests.
Dinning and all types of tablet
872 Poplar Street
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
Take New RUMTOREX And Emory Life.
A dietary preparation, RUMTOREE takes
up where nature leaves off A PHYSI-
CIANS FORMULA, Only 15 00 for a 2-
week supply Money-back it not set's-
find after 3 bottles, Send COD Check
or Money Order NOW
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E. 115th St., Iloz 17
NEW YORK 29, N. Y.
%mouerim_ IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
No A Linos I fuse 1 limes
2 30c 60c Figure
3
4 60c 1.20
45e 90c 5 Average
Words To












Please send check or 
• 
Money Order .. Tri-State Defenderto . 
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.
236 SOUTH WELLINGTON MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE..... -------------- ••• 'NW •••
City I iano
Warehouse Sale
We specialise in sn types ef
used pianos.
EASY TERMS









6 So. 2nd - JA 6-2828
MAIDS
NEW YORK JOBS
SALARIES TO 7150 WEEKLY
Guaranteed jobs, best working
conditions Free room, board, uni-
forms, TV. Tickets merit. A-1
Agency. 100 A. Main St., Hemp-













Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges.
N E W PRESIDENT — Dr.
Granville Sawyer. new presi-
dent of the National Associa-
tion of Dramatic and Speech
Arta, receive.; the gavel from
Dr. Lillian Voorhees, of Fisk,
outgoing president, at NAD-
SA's Silver Anniversary Con-
ference at Tuskegee Institute
last week. Dr. Sawyer of
Tennessee State University
has outlined a program to




INDIANAPOLIS — (UPI —
The Indiana Appellate court
Tuesday ruled that a divorced
or widowed adult may be con-
sidered "an unmarried child."
The state's second highest
court reversed the full review
body of the Indiana Industrial
board in the case of Margaret
Fogle vs. Pullman Standard
Manufacturing co.
Mrs. Fogle's father, Elias
Thomas, was killed in an ac-
cident while working for Pull-
man Standard. The daughter,
who had returned to her fath-
er's home after her husband
died in 1949, and was keeping
house for him at the time of
his death Feb. 18, 1958, was
rejected by the industrial
board in her request for
workmen's compensation ben-
efits,
But the appellate court, in
an opinion written by Judge
John Pfaff, ordered the board
to grant an award to Mrs.
Yogi e.
The judge wrote that work-
men's compensation laws are
"social legislation" and that
"Indiana courts have held the
act is not designated to narrow
the rights of an injured work-
man as they existed at com-
mon law, but instead to pro-
tect employes and their fam-
ilies with an expeditious rem-




WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People has asked the govern-
ment to cancel a $1 billion
contract with Lockheed Air.
craft corp. unless the com-
pany eliminates racial barriers
at its Marietta, Ga., plant.
Herbert Hill, labor specialist
for the NAACP, filed the com-
plaints against Lockheed with
Jerry A. Holleman, oxecutive
director of the President's
Committee on Equal Job Op-
portunities.
Hill, during an hour - long
meeting with Holleman, also
asked the committee to inves-
tigate discrimination at the
Pyramid Electric co., Darling-
ton, S. C.; The South Carolina
State Employment Office: The
Concord Telephone co. of North
Carolina, and the Charleston,
S. C., Naval shipyard.
Hill said Holleman promised
the NAACP's complaints will
be studied. He quoted Holle-
man as saying, "The Lockheed
contract will be carefully stud-
ied and reviewed and where
the employer continues to in-
sist on discrimination prac-
tices, the committee would
recommend cancellation of a
contract to produce 100 jet
transports over the next 10
years.
The committee, Hill said,
only can recommend cancel-




Suitable For 3.9edroom House
Or Duplex
CASH OR CREDIT
DR. T. F. KAHN
276 E. fAcLEMORE
MU 2-3270 WH 6-4576
' The committee which started
functioning Friday, will hold
its first meeting at the White
House Tuesday, it was an-
nounced by the White House.
Hill filed 31 complaints from
NAACP members working at
the Marietta plant.
Roy Wilkins, executive sec-
retary of the NAACP, said he
was puzzled by the failure of
the committee to acknowledge
letters citing discrimination




SPRINGFIELD — (UPI) —
Problems of juvenile delinquen-
cy will be discussed in Chica-
go next week by an estimated
800 persons from across Illi-
nois scheduled to attend the
30th annual Governor's Con-
ference on Youth.
The conference, presented
each year by the division of
community services of the Il-
linois Youth commission open-
next Thursday for two ses-
sions on the theme "New Per-
spectives Through Research."
More than 70 organizations,
ranging from social agencies
to church and school groups
are cooperating in the confer-
ence.
NOW YOU KNOW
The longest known interval
between the birth of twins was
recorded in Strasbourg in 1848.
The first child was born on
April 30 and the second 137
days later on Sept. 13.-(UPI)
Lose $5 Million Over Liz Taylor
LONDON — (UPI) — Spyros Skouras, president of ?nth
Century Fox, said his company has lost $5 million on the
movie "Cleopatra," partly due to star-Elizabeth Taylor's ill-
nesses.
But Skouras was adamant that she would play the role
when she has fully recovered from her recent attack of wit-
monis.
"It will be Elizabeth Taylor. Who else would It be?" be
said.
Macmillan Leaves U. S. After Talks
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Prime Minister Harold Mac-
millan left for home Sunday after erasing any last tinges of
doubt about Anglo-American relations during three days of
talks with President Kennedy.
Tho British leadel went by helicopter from the British
embassy and with him went the confidence gained in long
and personal talks with Kennedy which put to rest lingering
British fears that the new American administration might be
'trigger-happy'' in a crisis.
Name Africa Aid To Iceland Post
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Kennedy has nam-
ed two career diplomats as new U. S. ambassadors to Iceland n
and Uruguay.
He announced his intention to nominate James K. Pen-
field, deputy assistant secretary of state for African affairs,
as ambassador to Iceland.
He said he would assign Edward J. Sparks, until recently
U. S. ambassador to Venezuela, to the Uruguay post.
Begin Indonesia's Atomic Project
BANDUNG, Indonesia — (UPI) — Work on Indonesia's
first atomic project was officially started by President Su-
karno Sunday under the joint sponsorship of the U. S. and
Indonesia.
Sukarno laid the first stone of the project — a 100 kilowatt
atomic reactor. The reactor has been provided through a
U. S. grant and will be used for training, research and the
production of isotopes.
Dr. Djali Ashimsa, director of the project, said he expect-
ed the plant to be operational by the end of next year. Cost of
the plant will be 1800,000.
Congress To Convene After Ball Game
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — After a brief pause for base-
ball, Congress will get back to business this week on Presi-
dent Kennedy's legislative program.
The members' 10-day Easter break officially ends today.
But both the Senate and House will break up shortly after
convening at noon, so lawmakers can attend the baseball sea-
son-opener at Griffith stadium.
It probably will be midweek before the normal legislative
pace is resumed.
Ethiopia Signs Red Cultural Deal
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia — (UPI)—Ethiopia Sunday signed
comprehensive cultural exchange agreements with the Soviet
Union and Czechoslovakia.
At the same time, a Communist Chinese goodwill group
left Ethiopia after a week of tours and talks with commerce
and industry officials. The talks concerned the possibility of
holding a Communist Chinese exhibit here early next year.
The Soviet agreement for 1961 arranges for exchange of
cultural missions. These are to include teachers, actors, Red
Cross teams and journalists. The agreement also Is to provide
scholarships.
Tax Man Says Recession Has Hit Bottom
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The nation's chief tax collec-
tor said the recession is hitting bottom and therefore no in-
come tax cut is needed to give consumers extra purchasing
power.
Internal Revenue Commissioner Mortimer Caplin also said
tax rates could be lowered if all "preferences and privileges"
were eliminated and income from every source was taxed the
same.
He said the government could collect enough additional
revenue to finance President 'Kennedy's programs without
red ink spending if what he termed loopholes and abuses
were curbed.
HST Aide Hits jFK Recession Fight
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Former President Harry S.
Truman's chief economist said that President Kennedy's eco-
nomic program amounts to a "pygmy" attack on the nation's
giant anti-recession needs.
Economist Leon H. Keyserling urged more sweeping ac-
tions, especially in the housing field, as Congress returned
from its 10-day Easter break to tackle more than two dozen
major Kennedy proposals.
The lawmakers put off work a hit longer, however, to at.
tend the opening baseball game between the Washington Sena-
tors and the Chicago White Sox. •
Probe Diplomat's Aid To Russia, China
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Veteran diplomat Julius C.
Holmes, President Kennedy's nominee for ambassador to Iran,
ran into critical Senate questioning Monday about his get-
rich-quick profits in surplus tanker transactions more. than 10
years ago.
Sen. John J. Williams, (R-Del.), who led the assault,
charged that one tanker obtained in 1948 by a firm in which
Holmes was a partner later wound up hauling high octane gas
to Soviet Russia and North China shortly before the Korean
Wan
Holmes, however, stoutly denied any responsibility for
the company to which his group turned over that tanker and
two others for an indicated 450-to-one profit.
Consider Televising Kennedy At Work
PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — Presidential news secretary
Pierre Salinger said the administration is considering televis-
ing President Kennedy at work because of growing public in-
terest in government affairs.
"There is a new insight in seeing the President at work,"
Salinger said at a luncheon session at the first day of a three-
day Pittsburgh conference on public serving programming.
The conference is sponsored by the Westinghouse broadcasting
CO.
The press chief said other countries judge the U. S. by
their own thinking and experience and that their correspondents
must be given the proper information.
France Set For Fourth Atomic Test
PARIS — (UPI) — France may stage its fourth atomid '
test explosion within a week, informed sources said. They said
it would be underground.
The sources said army atomic experts were ready to ex-
plode a bomb about Saturday. The site would be in the Saha-
ra desert, in the region of Hoggar, north of Tamanrasset.
The site is about 250 miles southeast of the Reggane test:
center where France exploded its first three nuclear device*
on steel towers set above the ground Feb. 13, April 1 and Dec.
27 last year.
Reveal Probe Of Price Fixing Charge
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Attorney-General Robert F. Kens
nedy has disclosed that the Justice Department is looking into
"several cases" involving possible union-management col-
lusion to restrict competition and fixed prices.
He made this disclosure in an interview published in Iron.
Age magazine in which he pledged to protect the interests 0e
small and medium-sized businesses through "vigorous" enforce-
ment of the anti-trust laws.
Kennedy said particular emphasis will be placed on pre-
venting and breaking up "heavy concentration of economic
power" by challenging corporate mergers which the Justice
Department feel are not in the public interest.
Believe Soviets Launch Space Man
MOSCOW — (UN) — The Soviet Union was reported by
reliable but unofficial sources Monday night to have put the
first man into space and to have brought him back alive. The
reports were neither confirmed nor denied from any official
quarter.
Thousands of persons through Russia believed the reports,
and there were nbvious signs throughout Moscow during the
day that something big was in the wind.
Ii
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32. Vie For Title Of
Miss Bronze Queen
Thirty-two lovely high school
girls will be vying to be nam-
ed -Miss Bronze Queen" for
1961 during a contest in Bruce
hall on LeMoyne college cam-
pus tonight (Wednesday) at 8
p.m. The contest is part of
the annual "Memphis Clean-
Up Campaign." which is spon

















New Insurance For Apartment Owners
The Travelers Insurance Com-
panies have introduced a new
apartment owners plan in Ten-
nnessee, it was announced by
officials of the Companies.
era.
"This is a new simplified mul-
tiple line plan aimed at the
modern needs of apartment
owners who desire broad pro-
ing public, the apartment own-
ers policy is designed to tie in
with it."
The plan affords protection
against fire and lightning, bur-
Tennessee is the ninth state tection at reasonable cost." a glary, and legal liability protec-
in which The Travelers have spokesman for the Companies tion for personal injuries to
introduced its new plan which said. "Since the homeowners tenants and members of the
Chamber of Commerce, City The 32 girls are being spon- ha Ruth - East Memphis features savings and broader policy has been widely accept- public or damage to their prop.
Beautiful Commission and the sored in the contest by. 32 lo- Civic League - 21. Prudent, 
protection for apartment own- ed by our agents and the insur- erty. It also includes many oth-
Eldon Elizabeth - BTW Par- 
er coverages on buildings, auxil-ent-Teacher Association - 22.
iary buildings, business per-
Rice, Arnita Faye - 35th Ward Aiph
City Beautiful Club - 23.
Richard, Cora Lee - Star- as Pkich F sonal property, and offers medi-
City of Memphis.
It is a civic program for
the promotion and cleanliness,
beautification, fire prevention
and health of Memphis with
emphasis on "good citizenship
and making Memphis a better
place in which to live."
Simply Delicious Dessert Salad
Here's a luncheon beauty-a salad that's the very essence of
spring. Prepared with lime-flavored gelatin and a happy union of
evaporated milk, crisp nuts, celery and crushed pineapple, it will
snake pleasurable eatie7 with finger sandwiches and steaming hot
coffee or tea.
I can (I pound ,)
crushed pineapple
1 package (3 ounces) lime-
flavored gelatin
2 tablespoons lemon juice
apple Mousse
% teaspoon salt
1 cup cold evaporated milk
% cup finely chopped walnut.
% cup chopped celery
cal organizations.
First place winner of the con-
test will be named "Miss
Bronze Queen" and will be
awarded a $50 U.S. Savings
Bond. Second place winner will
be named "Princess Clean-Up'
and awarded a $25 Bond; third
place, "Princess Paint-Up,'
and a $25 Bond; fourth place,
"Princess Fix-Up" and also a
$25 Bond. All of the title win-
ners will be awarded a City
Beautiful trophy.
Mrs. B. G. Brown is chair-
man of the City Beautiful
Commission.
Following is the list of con-
testants and sponsors.
Austin, Lillie Ruth - City
Beautiful Club 8th. Ward -
2. Bonner. Dorothy -- Foote
and Cleaborn Homes Garden
Club - 3. Brittenum, Mary
Louise - Binghampton Civic
I League - 4. Buchanan, Shirt- Nu!. G.
ey Ann - 31st Ward Civic,
Club - 5. Burnside, Clemen-
tine - New Chicago City Beau-
tiful Club - 6. Clark, Erma $10,000 ToaJean - 26th Ward Civic ubl 
- 7. Cleaves, Delores -North
East Memphis Beautician No.
5 - 8. Clemmons, Janice - Further WorkThe Foote and Cleaborn Homes
Tenant Association - 9. Col-
lins, Geraldine - St. Thomas
Baptist Church - 10. Davis,
Lois Jean - New Daisy and
Palace Theaters - 11. Foster,
Fu I
light Social Club No. 2 - 24.
Education WeekSimelton, Evia Mae - Lester High School PTA - 25. Smith, Bobbie Jean - 5th Ward Dem-
ocrat Club - 26. Smith, Clara
- Jacquelettes Club - 27.
Spight, Carole Ann - Foote, Alpha Phi Alpha 
fraternity public school education and a
KindergartenHome 28 annoonunces the observance special challenge on insistence
Thomas, Georgia Emma -
City Beautiful Club, New Chel-
sea - 29. Trueman, Norish I
Lee - Booker T. WashingtonI
High School - 30. Turnipseed,
Rosie Lee - Carver High
School - 31. Willett, Louise ,
- Lester High School -
Young, Mable - White Station
Civic Club.
Maxine -Southern nera
Home - 12. Harris, Mary
Jane - Hamilton High School
- PTA - 13. Hamilton, Cur-
line Fay - Melrose High
, School - 14. Hampton, Bar-
bara Jean - 26th Ward City
Beautiful Club - 15. Jackson,
Sarah - Douglas High School
- 16. Jefferson, Betty - Le-
Moyne Garden Kindergarten
iven
of Education Week April 16-
23rd headed by Dr. Clifton R.
Jones, Baltimore, Md., direc-
tor of Educational Activities
and Dr. William H. Hale,
Presideent, Langston, Okla,
Dr. Jones says that local
chapteres will feature special
programs for "Go to high
high school-Go to college"
with vcational guidance pro-
A gift of ten thousand dollars
was presented to the National
Urban League to further the
League's goals of increasing op-
portunities for Negroes and bet-
tering race relations. The mon-
ey was donated by the National "the world
Urban League Guild, a volun-
tary auxiliary headed by Mrs.
Mollie Moon of New York.
In a letter to the League's
trustees, Mrs. Moon requested
that the money, which came
from the proceeds of the Guild's
on greater compliance to the
Supreme Court decision of
1954 and 1955 with respect to
school integration.
Alpha Phi Alpha will award
over $10,000.00 in Scholarships
to high school seniors, under-
graduate, graduate and pro-
fessional college students.
High school winners are bas-
cal payments for injured mesa-
hers of the public.
"Until now," he explained,
"most apartment owners have
carried several different poli-
cies. Some owners have carried
as many policies as they have
apartments. Our new plan will
be convenient for the public as
it offers both liability and phy-
sical coverage under one poli-
y
grams and career conferences
ed on grades and an essay in
to better advise students 
'
their own handwriting on theon
subject "My Life's Goal and
choosing a college and career. Why I Need Assistance." Grad-
The number of Negro stu-
dents who fail to finish high 
uate and undergraduates are
school is appalling and the 
awarded on scholarship and
proportion of Negro high school 
need of the applicant.-
graduates who enter college is Correspondence should be
considerably below the nation- 
ton
Eed JboyoeMsaydirlelottor oDr. ECdlifui
al average and an interest in 
on
higher education must be stim. cational Activities, Alpha Phi
ulated. Alpha Fraternity, Morgan --
Other problems to be fea- State college, Baltimore, Md,
tures are an insistence on im- Announcement of recipients







Pay Your Utility Bill Here
Telephone Bill-Money Order
Every Day Servic•
Hours 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Telephone WH 8-4576
752 E. Mailmen at Miss.
- 17. Johnson, Mary L.- recent Beaux Arts Ball in New
Drain pineapple, measuring juicp. water to to,,-,,to equal 40th. Ward Civic Club, New York. be used to assist two vi-AM
1% cups. Bring to a boil. Add to gelatin. stirring until it is die. Chicago - 18. Jones, Bertha tal League projects - Its na-
solved. Add lemon juice and salt. Chill until slightly thickened. , Jean - Sixteen Ebonetts SO- tional youth incentives program.
'The plan is tailored for the
apartment owner's individual
needs," the spokesman con-
cluded, "and offers him all-in-




There is o reason why people
lit, to do business with us.
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE Co.
Home Owned - Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We like to soy yes to your
loan request"
Examined and Supervised yip
the State Department of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA, 5-1351
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
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NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
• Safe

















































































Stir in evaporate(' milk, nuts, celery, and pieemppii, Pour into • cial Cluh - 19. Mitchell, Mari-I called "Tomorrow's Scientists Gilbey's Distitted tendon Dry Gin 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits W A A ==.
nigh with daisies, if desired. Makes 7 or 8 servings.
1-quart mold or individual molds C1till until firm. Unanold. Gar-
•
lyn Antoinette - Hamilton!
High School r 30. Alyers, Le-i
and Technicians" and Popularly
known as "TST•"
ltd.. Cincinnati, Ohio. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company
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